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LOWESTOFT TELEGRAPH REPEATER ST A TI ON 
(L WV). 

J. A. S. MARTIN. 

LOWESTOFT Telegraph Repeater Station, which is the relaying 
point for three Dutch and two German cables, is situated within 
200 yards of the beach on Lowestoft Ness, the most easterly pro
montory in the British Isles. Unlike the majority of other such 
stations, its situation cannot be commended from the scenic point 
of view, as its surroundings consist of gas works, fish-curing 
premises, net factories and all the various businesses connected 
with fishing, the staple industry of the town. One Dutch and two 
German cables leave the shore at Lowestoft, \vhile the remaining 
two Dutch cables enter the sea at Benacre, 7 miles south of Lowes
toft. One German cable reaches German v via N ordernev Island 

. . 

and the other via Borkum Island. From these points both cables 
are connected to Emden, the relaying station on the German side 
(Vol. VI., Part 4, Page 323 of January, r9r4). The three Dutch 
cables are landed at Zandvoort, a small village on the Dutch coast, 
and are extended from there to Amsterdam, Rotterdam and the 
Hague. 

Prior to the transfer, in 1889, the Lowestoft-Zandvoort and 
the Benacre-Zandvoort No. r cable were owned by The Electric 
and International Telegraph Co. This company also leased the 
Lowestoft-Nordernev cable from Reuters. It was worked under a 
concession from the Prussian Government, which gave Reuters 
the exclusive right to lay and work cablt>s between Prussia and 
England. 

The Rorkum cable and the present instrument room were the 

VOL. XVI. u 



LOWESTOFT REPEATER STATION (L WV). 

property of the German Union Telegraph Co., who worked the 
cable up to the time of the transfer to the Post Of-fice. 

In 1898, the cable hul adjoining the office was enlarged to give 
facilities for terminating the three cables and to allow of the in-

tallation of a battery of Leclanche cells for \Vheatstone Bridge 
tests. The instrument room was enlarged to its present dimen
sions seven years later. To-day, the accommodation is entirely 
inadequate for the amount of apparatus contained and it is hoped 
that in the near future a building more suitable to present day 
needs will be made available. As the facilities existing to Holland 

FIG. 1.-LOWESTOFT REPEATER OFFICE. 

at the time of transfer were inadequate for the large and increasing 
volume of traffic a new cable was laid between Bcnacre and Zand
voort in lgoo. This is known as Benacre 2. No more telegraph 
cables have since been laid lo Holland, as the number of available 
channels has been considerably increased by the introduction of 
Double and Triple Duplex Bauclot installations. 

The three cables 1 aving Lowestoft are terminated on special 
terminals in the cable hut and from there are connected to the test 
board in the instrument room. This arrangement allows of tests 
being taken and given from the cable ends without loss of i nsu la-



LOWESTOFT REPEATER STATION (L WV). 

tion. Special cable protectors are not installed as there is no open 
line between lhe repeaters and the cable hut. For the purpose of 
terminating the 1 3enacre cables, a hut was erected on the Denes 
within a few yards of the beach. Similar terminals to those used 
in the Lowestoft hut are installed, but as the lines connecting 
13enacre to the Repeater Stalion are open wires on poles to within 
a mile lhe usual cable protectors are therefore necessary . 

Communication between London (TSF) and Lowestoft Re
peater Station (L\VV) is by underground cable as far as Ipswich . 
From this point sixteen wires are carried on the L. & N.E. Rail
way open route to Lowestoft Railway Station, and thence by 

Fie. 2.-PLAN OF STATION. 

unclc>rground cable to the Repeatc>r Station. The remaining four 
wirrs are carried on the Posl Office aerial line route via Wickham
Markct, Saxmundham and \\'angford, joining the Lowestoft 
underground at the same point as the Benacre wires. A start has 
a 1 ready been made to cam plete the u nclergrou nd cable bel ween 
T pswich and Lowcstoft, so that in the near future all lines between 
TSF and LV·...'V will be in underground cable. This will con
siderably add to the cfficienc:· of the sen·ice now given, as the 
present open sections are liable to frequent interruptions owing to 
the heavy gales that sweep across the flat countrv of East Anglia. 
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LOWESTOFT REPEATER STATION (L WV). 

A schedule of the cable circuits, with the lines and apparatus in 
use, is given below:-

ANGLO-DUTCH CABLES. 

English i 
Land I Cable. 1 

Line. 
Towns served. Apparatus used. 

33 

3+ 
35 

36 

37 
38 
39 
+o 

59 
60 
6r 
62 

41 
42 
43 
44 

A 

B 
c 

u 

E 
F 
(j 
H 

• J 
K 
L 
M 

2 

3 
4 

s 
6 
7 
8 

LOWESTOFT- -ZANDVOORT. (Laid 1858). 

I London Stock Exchange and Hughes Simpkx. 
Amsterdam Bourse. 

: London-Amsterdam. H ughPs Simplex. 
1 \VPstcrn Union Coy., London- \\'estern l;nion Co. 's Multiplex 
r W<·stcrn Union Coy., Amsterdam. (Triple Duplex). 
i London-Rotterdam. Baudot Double Duplex. 

BENACRE-Z,\NDVOORT r. (Laid i884). 

[,nndon-Hague. 
I London-A.msterdam. 

: Hugh0s Simplex. 

I ,on don-Amsterdam. 
I London-Hague. 

i Baudot Triple Duplex. 
I Bm1dot Triple Duplex. 
I Baudot DouhlP Dupl<'x. 

BENAC RE--Z:\NDVOORT 2. (Laid 1900). 

I 
London-Rotterdam. 1 Baudot Double Duplex . 
London-Amsterdam. 'Hughes Simplex. 

I London-Amsterdam. : Hughes Simplex. 
r Commercial Cable Co., London- \Vhcatstone Duplex (CrPed 
, Commf'rcial Co., Rotterdam. printers used). 

:\NGLO-GERlVIAN CABLES 

(via Lowestoft L vVV). 

LOWESTOFT-NORDERNEY. (Laid 1866). 

I \ Station put through by Emdcn 

I 
rughcs 

fl ac�ording to facilities and re- 1 ughcs 

] qu1re1nents. :: 
Simplex or Duplex. 

Simplex. 

LOWESTOFT--BORKllM. (Laid 1871). 

I 1 Stations put through by Emden i Hughes 
! J. according to facilities and re- I Hughes 
1; quirPments. I " 

Simplex or Duplex. 
Simplex. 

\/Vith regard to the German cables, it is not possible to give the 
towns served, as no definite allocation since their restoration after 
the war has yet been made. Stations are put through each morn
ing by Emden, according io requirements and facilities existing in 
Germany at the time. Recently the Siemens Automatic Fast 
Speed Printing Telegraph system has been worked simplex on the 
Borkum cable with satisfactory results. 
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LOWESTOFT REPEATER STATION (L WV). 

A view of the office is given in Fig. I, and a plan of the whole 
station is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 gives a view of the interior 
of the instrument room from the .E. window. Fig. 4 is a view of 
the instrument room taken from the .vV. window. 

The repeaters are accommodated on tables round the walls of 
the instrument room and three tables across the centre. The tables 
round the room carry the repeaters proper to the Dutch circuits, 
while two of the centre tables are occupied by those proper to the 
German circuits. The remaining table carries four spare re
peaters, one Hughes Duplex and Simplex, and three Hughes 
Simplex. At the present moment the Duplex and Simplex board 

Fie. 3.-INTERI<JR <JF lNsTirnMENT Ruo�1 Fll<JM S. E. \oV1NDOW. 

is converted to Double Current, for use as an emergency set for 
Baudot or other Double Current systems. 

For the purpose of observing signals passing on the Hughes 
circuits, three complete Hughes instruments are provided and 
furnished with wiring to the Test box for connecting to any 
Repeater Board. 

A Silencer Cabinet of the type invented by Mr. A. Eden gives 
silencing facilities for IO Hughes repeaters. Of the remaining 
repeaters, 14 are fitted with Alarm Repeaters No. 2 and two with 
the Megohm Resistance type. 

Battery power is supplied from Secondary Cells, charged 
from a motor-driven generator. The current for the motor is 
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LOWESTOFT REl'EYl'ER ST.\T!ON (L \V \'). 

obtained from thl' Corporation suppJ_,.. Batten· distribution is 
. . 1 oo So 

effected bv means of l\\"I> cul-1n1ts, onl' - - and the otltn 
L
• • Thl'. 

• llX) u( J 

largl�r fl·eds tlte rqwall'rs on the Dutch circuits and tlw sm;tlll'r the 
rqwatns and l l ug·lws instrunwnts in the lTntn· uf tlw ruum. 

l -p to the p1TSl�nt tinw it has not bel·n 1wcessar_,. tu introduce 
;\nti-in<luction Condensl'rs. .-\s, ho\H�\'l'r, all rl'pcatcrs are 
cquippt•d ,,·ith tlws1·, it \\ill be ;1 s imple mattt'r to bring tlwm into 
l!Sl' should circumstann·s IH'lTSsitak their re-intrndtwtion. Tlw 
abs<·nn· of this .\ nt i-i nduct ion dl'\. in� n·nders tlw re1w:1 tl'rS more 
fkxibl1·, as circuits c:1n lw chan�ed from <>n1· hoard 111 ;rnutlwr IJ_,. 
s1111ph· ma k i ng· till' 111·c1·ss:tr\· cn>SSl'S :ii tlw kst h11x. 

In conclusion, it may he of interest to add that Lowestoft 
Rqwatl'r Statiun s11iod thn1ug·h thl' war \\itliout suffering any 
damage ,,·ltatsrn·\Tr from tlw many air raids and l\\·o hombard
nwnts b_,- 1•1iemy ships. Considering· its situation, this is inde<·cl 
remarkable, esp1·ci:illy as utltn buildings in till' rn·ar Yicinih· were 
S<'Yen·I_,. dam;1g<·d. Pr()\·id1·nn', IH>\\"t'Yt·r, n·ll'ntt'd of lwr kind
ness, as in Januar_,., 191<>, till' s1·a flrn1ch·d tlH• D1·n1·s and a Cl'rtain 
:1111ount of inconn·ni<·nn· and dam:1g-1• \\·as caus1·cl IH· tlw flooding· 

of tlw hattt>ry rrnnn and slrnrt-1·ircuiting of tlw \lot1>r-C<'nnator. 
Tlw instrunwnt room !wing- built s1·,·eral fr1·t ahnv1· the ground 
len·l escaped damage. 
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THE RO!\IANCE .\::-.ID HISTORY OF THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH. 

THE ROMANCE AND HISTORY OF THE 

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH. 

A. H. ROBERTS. 

PART lll. 

llAVING proved that the direction of the magnetic force was 
tangential to the \\ ire , "\mpere and .J1.rago proceeded to increase 
the deflection of the magnetic needle by twisting the insulated 
conductor into a spiral coil, and in this manner they obtained a 
sulhciently strong magnetic field to attract iron filings to the coil 
and to magnetise a steel bar placed within its hollow centre. All 
this,

' 
an<l much mure un the theoretical side, was <lone in the short 

space uf a week. l\en;r before nor since has any science pro
gressed with such rapidity in su short a period. Franklin an<l his 
cu-\HJrkers had prTYiousl y communicated magnetism tu small bars 
of steel by the <li'."icharge uf a battery of Leyden Jars, an<l the em
ployment uf a similar l)attl'.ry to reverse or destroy the polarity of 
a magnet was also known. 

Following un his experiments with the magnetic needle, the 
cuil of ,,·ire and yu\taic battery, "\mpere, adopting a suggestion 
made by La Place, proposed the use of this combination for the 
purpose of telegraphing, but as the system was to include a 
separate \\ire for each letter o.f the alphabet and a current of con
siderable strength \\as required to operate the magnetic needles 
the method cannot be considered a practical solution of the pro
blem. It was not until I 824, when Schweigger introduced his 
" multiplier " coil, which \\·as an extension of Ampere's spiral, 
that a sufii.cienth· sensitive instrument was made available. 
Sch Wl'.igger wound a large number of 1 urns of insulated wire round 
a frame enrlosing a magnetic needle and, by that device, so greatly 
increased the ddicacy of the instrument that the needle was 
strongly deflected by a comparatively weak current. This arrange
ment formed the basis of the galvanometer and from the time of 
its introduction the electro-magnetic telegraph was rendered possi
ble, but some years elapsed before the principle was successfully 
applied to that purpose. 

Fechner, of Leipsic, is stated, by some authors, to have sug
gested, in 1822, the use of two wires and a single magnetic needle, 
which, by deflection to the right or left, could be used to signal the 
letters of the alphabet in accordance with a prearranged code, but 
that at the time the method could not be tested as a sufficiently 
constant battery was not m·ailable. If anything more than the 
bare idea of the possibility of such a plan existed in Fechner's 
mind, it is remarkable that he did not develop the system. The 
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THE ROMANCE AND HISTORY OF THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH. 

production of better batteries ·was occupying the attention of many 
capable electricians and a successful issue was only a matter of 
time. In his Handbook of Galvanism, which was published in 
1829, Fechner proposed using 24 wires for a telegraph circuit 

between Leipsic and Dresden. 
The next notable advance to the progress of telegraphy was: -
The discovery of the electro-magnet.--;.,1r. William Sturgeon, 

of the Royal l\Iilitary Academy at \Voolwich, made the notable dis
coYery, in 1825, that ,,·hen a bundle of soft iron wires was sur
rounded by a coil through which a current was flowing the iron 
became intensely magnetised, and that on stopping the current the 
magnetic effect also ceasc>d. To bring the poles of the electro
mac;net into the same plane, Sturgeon bent the iron into the shape 

-

F](:. 7.-STLTRGEON'S ELECTRO-MAGNET. 

Akrcury{uJJJ 
I 

of a horseshoe. The iron was varnished to insulate the coils of 
bare conducting wire which were wound spirally round it. The 
above illustration shows the arrangement. 

This discovery aroused great interest, and although the appar
atus used to demonstrate the effect was somewhat crude, it was at 
once recognised that important developments would soon follow 
the introduction of such a ready means of producing and releasing 
magnetic action. Sturgeon was a distinguished worker in the 
scientific world who did much to stimulate the growth of know
ledge, and especially of electricity in this country. 

The electro-magnet was perfected in America by a professor of 
-;..fathematics at Albany Academy, named Joseph Henry. He 
applied the principle of Schweigger's multiplier and by insulating 
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the conducting wire with silk was enabled to place the spirals of 
wire close together and to wind layer on layer in order to increase 
the magnetic strength at the poles. At first, Henry followed 
Sturgeon's plan of covering the whole of the iron with windings 
of the conductor, but when it was found that the central part of the 
iron did not require to be covered, as the magnetic effect at the 
poles was not thereby increased and that the current passing 
through the conductor was unnecessarily weakened by the In
effective turns of wire, the practice was discontinued. 

That Henry produced very efficient electro-magnets may be 
judged from the fact that in l 83 l he exhibited a magnet that 
supported a weight of over a ton. 

Professor Henry's researches into the laws of electro-magnetism 
placed him in the front rank of scientific investigators and his 
memory is honoured by the unit of inductance being named after 
him, thus continuing the commendable practice of associating the 
electrical units with the names of distinguished electricians. 

\Ve now reach what may conveniently be termed the second 
stage of the electric telegraph. So far, the systems referred to 
were chiefly operated by frictional electricity, but from this time 
onward voltaic electricity was generally adopted as the actuating 
medium. 

The first electro-magnetic telegraph was known as: -

Schilling's Telegraph.-The apparatus consisted of five hori
zontal magnetic needles surrounded by cuib of wire. The signals 
were read from combinations of deflections to right and left. For 
sending purposes, a kind of piano keyboard was used. The call 
signal was provided by a bell, driven by clockwork, the action 
being started by the fall of a metal ball \\'hich was released when 
one of the needles was deflected. This instrument was invented in 
1830, and it is said that models were inspected hy the Emperor 
Alexander of Russia, in April of that year, and at a later date by 
the Emperor Nicholas, who witnessed experiments performed 
through a great length of wire. Shortly afterwards, Schilling lefl 
Russia for China, but on his return in 1832 he continued his tele
graphic experiments and simplified the instruments. 

In some accounts of Schilling's inventions, reference is made 
to an instrument comprising thirty-six needles, and it is possible 
that he devised such an instrument at an earlier date. It is known 
that Schilling was well acquainted with Si:immering's method and 
he probably follm\·ed the plan of using a separate wire for each 
signal in the earlier stages of his investigations. 

In September, 1835, Baron Schilling exhibited at Bonn a single 
needle instrument on which the signals were read by a code of 
deflections, to right or left, representing the separate letters of the 
alphabet. At that meeting, Professor Muncke, of Heidelberg 
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University, presided, and was so charmed with Schilling's appa
ratus that he at once decided to obtain a set to illustrate his 
own lectures. The realisation of this desire was indirectly re
sponsible for the introduction of the first practical telegraph to this 
country, as will be related in due course. It is to be deplored that 
Baron Schilling, who was a Russian Counsellor of State, died 
before he had an opportunity of placing his. apparatus in actuaJ 
service. 

For some years after Ronalds was treated with such scant 
courtesy in official quarters, there is no evidence that the elec
tricians of this country pursued the subject of the development of 
the electric telegraph with any marked degree of enthusiasm. It 
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FIG. 8.-l�AUSS AND WEBER'S ALPHABET. 

is true that Dr. Ritchie, of Edinburgh, exhibited a model to illus
trate the working of Ampere's telegraph at the Royal Institution 
and that Alexander, at a later date, gave demonstrations in 
London and Edinburgh of a telegraph in which small screens were 

attached to vertical needles in such a manner as to normally obscure 
a printed letter of the alphabet. \Vhen any needle was deflected 
under the influence of a current, the letter was exposed to view. 
As a separate wire was necessary for each symbol, the system was 
suitable on! y for laboratory use. 

Gauss and TFeber's System.-\Vith the discovery made by 
Faraday, in r83r, that currents may be induced in a closed circuit 
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by the relalive movement of a 1nagnet and a coil of wire, another 
po sible means of transmitling signals by electricity was brought 
to light. 

The first applicalion of the method to that purpose is due to 
Gauss and \Veber, who, in 1833, erected a double line of copper 
wires one and a quarter miles in length between the Physical 

. 

N 

l'!G. 9.-1.AUSS AND WEBER'S TELEGRAPH. 

(From Sabine's " The Electric Telegraph.") 

Cabinet and the Observatory at Gotlingen. At first they em-
ployed voltaic electricity and the line was used for the purpose of 
research work in connection with the laws of current strength. At 
a later date the magneto-electric system was adopted for the regu
lation of clocks and other scientific purposes, but the inventors 
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were also alive to the fact that the apparatus was applicable to 
ordinary telegraphic transmission and, with the object of proving 
this, experiments were undertaken and short sentences exchanged 
over the wires with complete success. 

The lines vvere in use for I I years and were finally destroyed 
by lightning in I 844. 

Gauss and \\' eber's telegraph is notable for two important 
reasons. Firstly, because a commutator was used for reversing 
the direction of the current-an entirely new idea at that time
and secondly on account of the introduction of a code of signs 
which permitted a letter of the alphabet or any single numeral to 
be signalled by four or ll'.SS right and left deflections of the needle. 
This ingenious code may be represented as follows:-

It will be seen that the signals for C and K are alike, and also 
F and V, while J, <J• X and Y are omitted. \\Tith a five unit 
alphabet all the letters could be 111cluded and a separate formation 
given to each. 

It will, perhaps, be interesting to explain the \YOrking of the 
apparatus as described in Sabim'.'s " Electric Telegraph." 

At the sending station, ilYo ur thn'.e large permanent magnets, each 
\\·eighing 25 lbs., were vertically supported with their similar poles, 
n.S., in the same direction, by a stool-like structure. (See Fig. 9). 

Over the end of the upper pole, n., a loosely fitting wooden 
bobbin, \\hich in the ultimate form of the instrument was wound 
with 7000 turns of insulated copper \\ire, was formed to slide easily 
over the poles of tlH'. magnets. A pair of handles, b b, Wl'.re fixed 
to the bobbin on opposite'. sides to enable it to be lifted with both 
hands, from its position of rest on the stool, to the top of the 
projecting magnet. On rapidly raising the bobbin, an induced 
current was generated in one direction, passing out to line and 
through the receiving 111strument. On lm\·ering the bobbin, a 

current was generated in the opposite direction. The ends of the 
bobbin marked + and - were connected to line through the com
mutator, which was brought into use when more than one deflec
tion in the same direction \vas required to be given to the receiving 
magnet. If the raising of the bobbin caused a deflection to the 
right, and it was necessary for the succeeding deflection to be in 
the same direction, the commutator was operated between the 
raising and lo\\ering of the bobbin. 

The receiving instrument consisted of large coils of insulated 
copper wire, m.m., wound on a copper frame, the free ends + and 
- being connected to the line wires. A steel permanent magnet, 
M M, r8 inches in length, was suspended inside the coils of wire 
by a number of silk fibrf's supported by an attachment fixed to the 
ceiling of the room. 

It will be readily understood that such a ponderous needle 
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would only be deflected through a small angle and its movements 
would not be easily discerned by the naked eye. To assist the 
operator, therefore, a mirror N was attached to the suspension K of 
the magnet and the signals \Yere read from the reflected figure of a 
horizontal scale SS by means of a telescope R, fixed at a distance 
of IO or I 2 feet from the mirror. 

The copper frame round the needle was introduced to make the 
instrument dead-beat, the checking action of a metallic bobbin in 
the vicinity of an oscillating needle having been discovered by 
Arago and described by Sir \Villiam Snow Harris in 183r. 

Whatever merits this system may have possessed as an aid to 
muscular development, it is quite clear that 8 hours' duty on the 
"key" would be a task not to be lightly undertaken. 

Although the receiving apparatus may appear to be extremely 
cumbersome and crude as compared \\ ith the instruments in 
general use to-day, it is interesting to note the many points of 
similarity in principle with that very delicate instrument, the 
mirror galvanometer, which was df'vised by Lord Kelvin for the 
purpose of signalling through long submarine cables. 

Following up the idea of its evident suitability for telegraphic 
purposes, but being unable to devote the time necessary to the 
improvement of the apparatus, Gauss applied to Professor Stein
heil, of Munich, for assistance in carrying out the necessary 
research work to render the system suitable for practical use. 
Steinheil took up the task with such enthusiasm and made so many 
improvements that his ultimate production may be almost said to 
constitute a separate invention, for not only did he increase the 
rapidity of transmission by using mechanical rotation as a means 
of generating the induced currents, but he also invented an effec
tive recorder which printed the signals on a moving band of paper 
kept in motion by the action of a train of clockwork. Messages 
were sent by this system at a speed of 6. 13 words per minute. In 
another form, by substituting small hammers for the ink tubes of 
the recorder, an acoustic telegraph was constructed, the two 
hammers each striking a bell of glass or metal, which were of 
different tones. This apparatus was working in July, 1837, 
through a length of 12 miles of wire with an intermediate as well 
as terminal stations in circuit. 

It is worthy of mention that by the arrangement of the com
mutator springs contact \Yith the line was only permitted when the 
current was at its maximum strength. The same principle is 
to-da v adopted in the receiving distributor plate of the Bau dot 
multiplex. 

Up to this time, it \Yas assumt>cl th:it frictional t>lectricitv and 
voltaic (or galvanic) t>lectricity were different in their Ps�ential 
characteristics, and although, as has already been shown, the earth 

. 
- . 
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return had been freely used for the transmission of frictional 
electricity, a complete metallic circuit had invariably been utilised 
for voltaic electricity, until Steinlwil, by exp:'.riments conducted 
on the l'\uremburg and Fuerther Railway for the purpose of en
deavouring to use the railway lines for telegraphic purposes, 
discovered that the earth return could also be applied to voltaic 
and magneto-electric systems, thereby reducing the wire necessary 
to one half its former length. In proof of this, Steinheil removed 
the return wires and cornwcted his apparatus to plates of metal 
buried in the earth ''ithout decreasing the l'.:nciency of the working. 

So far, we have only been considering those systems which 
were used for private or semi-public purposes, for the regulation of 
clocks or for transmitting messages between different departments 
of the State. None of these installations was available for the 
conveyance of public telegrams, although Steinheil's telegraph was 
well adapted to the purpose if used within a limited distance. \Ve 
now come to the commencemPnt of \\"hat may he described as the 
era of public telegraphs. 

In the month of l\Iarch, 1836, l\Ir. \\rilliam Fothergill Cooke, 
who was formerly a military officer in India and had resigned his 
commission on account of ill-ht>alth, was engaged in the study of 
anatomy at Heidelburg in connection with his employment as an 
anatomical modeller. On or about 6th :March, 1836, he happened 
to be attending a lecture bv Professor :VJ uncke, who exhibited the 
effect of electric cur rents in deftccti ng a magnetic needle at the 
end of a length of wirt>. The apparatus consisted of two galYano
meters, each fitted with a single magnetic necdlc� and two batteries, 
presumably voltaic piles; the t\YO 1nstrnrnPnts, which were dupli
cates of Baron Schilling's telegraph, were installed in separate 
rooms and connected together by copper wires. Only two elemen
tary signals \Vere transmitted; they were represented by a cross 
and a straight line marked on the opposite sides of a cardboard 
disc attached to a straw supported by a silk thread which also 
carried a magnetic needle suspended inside a coil of wire by 
means of a silk thread, as shown in the diagram. 

\Vhen the distant batterv was connected to the line wires and 
the free ends were dipped into small mercury cups in which the 
galvanometer windings terminated, a deflection of the needle re
sulted and the card \vas turned exposing either the cross or the line 
to view according to the direction of the current. 

This elementarv experiment so stronglv impressed Mr. Cooke 
with its possibilities of extension in connection \vith the trans
mission of intelligence by telegraph that he at once entirely aban
doned his former pursuits and with keen imagination and indomit
able perseverance applied all his energies to the practical realisa
tion of his ideas. 
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Knowing little or nothing of electrical matters, beyond what 
has just been described, Cooke imposed upon himself the task of 
producing a really efficient telegraph system which could be 
applied to every-day uses. Truly Fortune favours the bold, for 
the laboratory toy of eminent scientific authorities was transformed 
by this new-comer into a complete telegraph apparatus in the 
course of a few days. 

Frc. 10.-CooKE's INTEIIMEDIATE AND PORTABLE TELEGRAPHS. 
(S<'cond Patl'nt, April, 1838). 

Fie:. 11.--ConKE's SKETCII OF ScrnLLING's N1m111E ExmsrTED nv PROF. MuNCKE. 

FH;. 12.-C00KE's FmST MAGNETIC NEEDLE. 

\Vithin three weeks of witnessing Professor Muncke's demon
stration, Cooke had completed the construction of his first electric 
telegraph, which consisted of three magnetised needles worked by 
six wires. The sending portion of the instrument comprised a 

series of keys to be depressed in a given order for the formation of 
the 26 separate signals which could be transmitted, but his greatest 
triumph was in solving the difficulty of leaving the instrument in 
a position to receive signals immediately after the sending of a 
message was completed. By this device the apparatus was capable 
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of being used for sending and receiving without making any 
alteration in the connections and the operator at the outgoing office 
could also read the signals he was transmitting to line. In addi
tion to these remarkable advances on previous practice, Cooke had 
further invented a " Detector " for testing the line and apparatus 
in the case of faults occurring on the system. Before the end of 
the month, a clockwork alarm was added to the instrument, which 
then formed a complete and practical telegraph. The alarm was 
set in motion by means of an electro-magnet, the armature of 
which, on being actuated, removed a detent and allowed the clock
work to ring a bell. Not content with the phenomenal speed with 
which his first ideas had materialised, Cooke also commenced the 
construction of a mechanical telegraph, in which a dial, revolved 
by clockwork, was stopped at any part of its revolution, when the 
selected signal on the dial was exhibited opposite to an aperture 
in a fixed plate. It will be seen that this is very similar to 
Ronalds's telegraph, hut Cooke adopted voltaic dectricity for 
operating purposes, whereas Ronalds used frictional electricity, 
which was not so suitable for telegraphic transmission. 
There is no suggestion that· Cooke adopted Ronalds' dial; in 
fact the evidence points to his having invented it quite inde
pendently. The idea of a mechanical telegraph which would 
require a smaller number of wires for its operation than the three 
needle system occurrt>d to Cooke on 17th March, 1836. He was 
travelling from Heide!5urg to Frankfort and happened to be read
ing Mrs. Somt>rvill(''s work on the Physical Sciences. \Vhile 
doing so, the thought that a simple telegraph on the clockwork 
dial principle would possess manv advantages over the magnetic 
needle method flashed across his mind. To think was to act and 
he at once set about the work of devising a new instrument. 

Almost the only piece of mechanism with which he was at the 
time familiar was contained in a musical snuff-box. He imme
diately used the model of the musical-box barrel as the basis of a 
teleg-raph instrument and so well did he succeed that within six 
weeks of the date of Professor Muncke's lecture, Cooke was on his 
way to London for the purpose of making a mechanical telegraph 
from drawings which he had then prepared. So certain was he 
that the magnetic needle svstem could not compete with his later 
invention that he did not trouble to carry his needle instruments 
and models \vith him, but left them with other personal property 
in the care of his relatives at Berne. On reaching London, Cooke 
worked almost night and day on the construction of his apparatus, 
which he describes as follows : -

"It will be found that my earliest mechanism closely resembled 
that of a musical snuff-box. Pressure on keys completed the 
electric circuit, which magnetised the temporary magnet; which 
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attracted the tail end of the detent, thereby drawing its upper end 

out of the train of wheels and allowing the mechanism to move by 

its own maintaining power, till the intervention of an appropriate 

pin upon the cylinder or barrel struck up the key, broke the circuit, 

caused the magnetism of the temporary magnet to cease and there

fore put an end to the attraction of the tail end of the detent; anJ 

thus allowed the reactmg spring to replace the detent in its resting 

position, and by so placing it to stop the mechanism, at the time 

when the revolving dial was presenting before an opening in the 

frame of the apparatus at each terminus, the requisite letter, figure 

or symbol.'' 
During the months of June and July, I 836, Cooke occupied his 

leisure moments by drawing up a pamphlet or sketch of " Plans 
for establishing on the most extensive scale, and at trifling expense, 
a rapid telegraphic communication for political, commercial and 
private purpose?., especially in connection with the extended lines 
of railroads now in progress between the principal cities of the 
Kingdom, through the means of electro-magnetism.'' After 
alluding to the many advantages of national importance which 
such a system would possess, the author discusses the method to be 
adopted to keep the underground line wires in good order. 

To form testing points at short intervals, it was proposed to 
take branches off the main lines opposite to turnpikes on the public 
roads and at station houses on railways. The testing instru
ment was the Detector, which consisted of a magnetic compass 
needle fitted inside a coil of wire. The anticipated causes of fault<; 
were a gradual decomposition of the metal after burial for many 
years and the actual fracture of the conductor. \\That proved to be 
the most frequent cause of difficulty, viz., the failure of the insula
tion, was not mentioned, as it was thought the laying of the wires 
in separate grooves formed in the surface of strips of baked wood, 
covered by a thin wood capping and placed in semi-circular 
earthenware troughs in which the space b::twt>en the \vood and the 
trough was filled with waterproof cement. would be a satisfactory 
and durable arrangement for underground work. Needlc•ss to say, 
experience proYed the contrar.v to he the case, for the insulation 
soon broke down under the ordeal of practical trial. 

Towards the end of 1836, when the mechanical dial instrument 
was nearly completed, the inventor's funds were running low and 
he was faced with the necessity of either drawing upon the 
resources of his friends or endeavournig to turn his apparatus to 
immediate profitable use. He chose the latter course, and in 
January, 1837, submitted his proposal to the Liverpool and Man
chester Raihvay Company, who required a reaclv means of signal
ling through the tunnel between Edge Hill and Lime Street, Liver-
pool. Cooke's instrument, which was desiQ'necl to rrive 60 svmbols 
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was inspected and considered to be too complex for the work as 
only a few elementary signals were necessary to meet the Com
pany's requirements. In these circumstances it was suggested 
that the mechanical telegraph should be modified to give fewer 
signals, and immediate! y on his return to London Cooke ordered 
four instruments of more simple design to be constructed. Two 
of these were ready in the following April , but were not accepted 
by the R ailway Company as they had, in the interval, installed a 
pneumatic signalling system in the tunnel. 

Undeterred by this disappointment , Cooke continued his 
labours with characteristic vigour. In the course of an experiment 
which he undertook for the purpose of proving through what 
length of wire the electro-magnc>t would act in operating the detent, 
Cooke was astonished to find that the effect was unreliable even 
with onlv one mile of line in use. R ecognising his own limita
tions in the theorNical branch of the subj ect, Cooke thereupon 
sought the assistance of Dr. Faraday, with whom he was 
acquaintt>d, and b_\' following that leader's advice a partial im
provement was st,curecL Dr. Roget was also consulted in the 
matter and he referred the inventor to Professor \Vheatstone as 
one who had an expert acquaintance \vith the subject and who 
also possessed a large quantity of wire at King's College, which, 
it was suggested, mi£Yht be suitable for further experiments with 
the electro-magneL The first meeting of :.VIessrs, Cooke and 
\Vheatstone took place at the latter's residence in Conduit Street 
on 27th February, 1837, and the acquaintanceship thus startecl 
resulted in a partnership extending over many years, which had an 
almost immediate and intense effect on the development of tele
graphv in this country. Professor \Vheatstone had long been 
engaged in conducting electrical experiments to ascertain the 
distance to which signals could be conveyed with the ultimate view 
of applying his knmvledge to the purposes of an electric telegraph. 
He had shown a reproduction of Schilling's telegraph at King's 
College to illustrate his lectures on the subject as early as 1835 
and had invented a " permutating Keyboard ! ' \Vheatstone also 
contributed largely to the genFral knowledge of the laws of 
electrical action and l'specially gained distinction by his brilliant 
resFarches into tlw determination of the velocitv of the electric 
discharge , to accomplish which he introduced the revolving mirror 
which has since proved of the utmost value in solving many 
physical problems, 

Charles \�Theatstone (afterwards Sir Charles), was the son of a 

music-seller and was himself a musician of no mean order. He 
came to London 8t the age of 21 with the intention of setting up 
as a maker of musical instruments, for which purpose he studied 
the sciencF of acoust ics and in 1823 published a paper entitled 
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" New experiments in sound." 
Curiously enough, \Vheatstone attempted to turn to account 

the discovery that mechanically produced sounds might be trans
mitted to a considerable distance through solid wires or rods by 
suggesting the establishment of communication through very long 
lengths of wire between distant towns, and he refers to his limited 
experiments in this direction as " telephonic " trials. A memoir 
on the subject of the "Transmission of sound," by Professor 
\Vheatstone, was published in the Journal of the Royal Institution 
fo.r 183r. Realising at length that his ideas on the matter were 
not practicable,· he turned his attention to the application of 
electricity to methods of telegraphing. 

In I 834, \Vheatstone was appointed Professor of Natural Philo
sophy at King's College, London, where he at once established a 
reputation as an investigator of exceptional genius. 

Messrs. WhPatstone and Cooke applied for their first patent in 
May, 1837; this was sealed on 12th June following and a specifi
cation of the apparatus was filPd on 12th Decembl'.r, 1837. The 
system was explained to Mr. Robert Stephenson and the Directors 
of the London and Birmingham Railway Company, who were so 
impressed with the adaptability of the invention to railwav needs, 
that they decided at once to give all facilities and to bear the 
expense of practical trials on a small scale. For the purpose of 
the experiment early in July, 1837, thev placed a large building at 
Euston Square, 165 feet long by 100 feet wide, at the disposal of 
the inventors. The wires were run round and round the walls to 
add length to the circuit and then a route was taken to the'. 
Stationary Engine House at Camden To\\·n, a distance of about it 

miles. The instruments used in this trial were an improved 
mechanical telegraph and a needle instrument with horizontal 
needles. The result was so satisfactorv that within three months 
the London Directors recommended the adoption of the telegraph 
and proposed to lav the wires from London to Birmingham, but 
opposition on the part of the proYincial Directors caused the 
scheme to be abandoned. 

In the following year a line of telegraphs, which was the first 
svstem used for commercial purposes, was installed between 
Paddington and \Vest Drayton, a distance of a little over 13 miles. 
Five wires were insulated with cotton and indiarubber and drawn 
through iron pipes, which, on some parts of the route, were buried, 
and at others were raised aboYe the ground. During wet weather, 
insulation faults deYeloped and caused so much difficultv that other 
means of connecting the stations had to be devised. This Jed to 
the introduction of overhead lines supported bv poles and insulated 
at the points of suspension, thus following, with little variation, 
the methods adopted by Dr. \Vatson in his Shooter's Hill experi-
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ment. The Paddington- \Vest-Drayton circuit was subsequently 
extended to Slough. 

It is unnecessary to refer in detail to the many improvements 
that rapidly succeeded each other during the next few years. 
Suffice it to say that the multiple needle telegraph was soon 
rendered obsolete by the introduction of double needle and single 
needle instruments, which were more efficient and less costly. 
Instruments of these types were first used on the Blackwall railway 
in 1839. 

Cooke's " dial," or mechanical telegraph, never came into 
general use, but \\Theatstone invented a pointer telegraph, in dial 
form, examples of \vhich still survive on minor circuits. Before 

Fie. 13.-WirnATSTONE's RELAY. 

' 
\ 

leaving the subject of dial telegraphs, it may be mentioned that the 
ditliculty experienced in \\Orking the alarm signal electro-magnets 
OV'�r long distances resulted in the invention of the first relay, the 
weak line current being caused to deflect a needle, extensions of 
which dipped into small cups of mercury and closed a local circuit. 
The arrangement is shown in Fig. 13. 

The drm\·ings which accompany Messrs. \Vheatstone and 
Cooke's first patpnt prominently show a diamond-shaped dial with 
five nePdles. This has, not unnaturally, been assumed to repre
sent the actual apparatus used in 1 he early applications of tele-
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graphy, and authors have reproduced the drawing in that connec
tion, but from Mr. Cooke's own writings it is clear that this 
'' hatchment '' dial, as it was called, was never used on any of the 
working circuits. 

In 1850, a law suit was tried at the Guildhall between the 
Electric Telegraph Co. (who were the purchasers of Messrs. 
\Vheatstone & Cooke's patents), and i\lessrs. Brett and Little. 
The defendants in the case made it one of their chief arguments 
that the " hatchment " dial and permutating keyboard had never 
been used. This is confirmed by .i\lr. Cooke's statement that 
" \Vheatstone's • hatchment ' instrument and the permutating 
keyboard, to be seen at King's College, and only there, never 
came into practical use.'' 

In April, 1838, just before the Paddington to \Vest Drayton 
experiment commenced, Messrs. Cooke and \Vheatstone patented, 
in addition to other inventions, another four needle telegraph in 
which the keys were simplified, and the apparatus made suitable 
for intermediate station working. A sketch, copied from Mr. 
Cooke's drawing, is given below. 

It is a matter of regret that the two partners, so eminently 
suited by their varied qualifications, to assist each other in develop
ing their electrical plans, had several unfortunate controversial 
exchanges during the course of their collaboration. The principal 
cause of contention was the conflicting claims of the inventors as 
to the relative importance of the part played by each in introducing 
the electric telegraph into this country. ln l 84r, it was decided 
to refer the questions to the arbitration of Professor Daniell and 
Sir l\1. I. Brunel. Their award stated that: 

" \\Thilst Mr. Cooke is entitled to stand alone, as the gentle
man to whom this country is indebted for having practically intro
duced and carried out the Electric Telegraph as a useful under
taking, promising to be a work of national importance; and 
Professor \Vheatstone is acknowledge,d as the scientific man, whose 
profound and successful researches have already prepared the 
public to receive it as a project capable of practical application; 
it is to the united labours of two gentlemen, so well qualified for 
mutual assistance, that we must attribute the rapid progress which 
this important invention has made during the five years since the_v 
have been associated.'' 

The first joint patent, No. 7390, dated r2th June, 1837, com
prised:-

(r) A five needle telegraph, using 5 wires (or 6 if each needle 
is to be separately deflected). 

(2) A four needle telegraph, using·5 wires (the fifth being a 
common return). 

(3) Methods of insulating wires. 
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(4) Sounding alarms in distant places. 
(5) ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, by the aid of an addi-

tional voltaic battery. (Relay). 
(6) Fault detector. 

The April, 1838, patent No. 7614 covered-
(r) The addition of intermediate stations with facilities for 

transmitting and receiving telegraphic sgnals. 
(2) Portable telegraph instruments for temporary connection 

to line wires. 
(3) Protecting wires by drawing into tubes or pipes, and 

other less important matters. 
In September, 1842, a patent was granted to Mr. Cooke for 

methods of suspending and insulating wires on posts of wood or 
wood and iron. The insulators consisted of glass tubes, glazed 
pottery ware or split goose quills fastened to the wire with white 
lead and twine. 

The specification also included a proposed method of com
munication between any carriage in a railway train and the engine 
driver. 

Other patents relating to dial telegraphs and auxiliary appar
atus of various types \Vere from time to time secured by the 
inventors. 

The national importance of the work performed by Messrs. 
Cooke and \Vheatstone was fittingly recognised by the Society of 
Arts, who presented an albert gold medal to each of the inventors 
in 1867. 

The Morse System.-To keep in view the development of tele
graphs in other countries we must go back to the year 1832 when 
Dr. Jackson, of Boston, and Mr. Morse, a I\ew York artist, were 
returning to America as passengers on board the packet ship Sully. 
Jackson had been attending lectures on electricity at the Sorbonne 
in Paris and was takmg home an electro-magnet and two small 
batteries, which, hmvever, were stowed away \Vith the baggage 
and could not be used during the yoyage. In the course of con
yersation among the passengers, Jackson mentioned some of the 
wonders of electrical action and described methods by which it 
might ultimately be possible to conYey intelligence to a consider
able distance. Morse became interested in the subject and con
ceived the idea of employing an electro-magnet, which, by the use 
of a suitable code of signs to represent letters and other symbols, 
would enable a movable armature, controlled by the current to 
record the transmitted signals on a strip of paper. There was 
nothing new in the sug�estion, for in 1830 Booth, of Duolin, 
proposed a means of telegraphing by causing marks to be made 
by the fall of the armature of an electro-magnet. Jackson does 
not appear to have been acquainted with the many systems of 
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telegraphs that had been invented prior to that time, consequently 
the information he supplied to Morse was absorbed by the latter 
as being applicable to entirely new purposes. The many pro
posals for using voltaic electricity for the transmission of signals 
were all limited in their application by the want of a battery which 
would remain constant for more than a few hours under working 
conditions. This fundamental requirement was well known to 
electricians, and it was generally recognised that until a more 
constant source of energy was discovered there was no prospect of 
establishing a successful system of voltaic telegraphs for business 
purposes. Morse was not an electrician, and he had little or no 
knowledge of the subject beyond what was communicated to him 
by Jackson, but on his arrival in America he occupied his leisure 
hours, in the intervals of his duties as an artist, in the construction 
of the various parts of his projected telegraph. The first model 
was roughly fashioned out of a canvas stretcher, such as is used 
by artists, and the works of a clock which served to pass a strip of 
paper underneath the pen or pencil, which, under the influence of 
an electro-magnet, was contrived to produce the signals of the 
code adopted. An illustration of the instrument is shown in 
Fig. 14. Morse was at first of the opinion that the signals could 
not be formed with sufficient regularity by hand. He therefore 
devised a series of types which were set up in a narrow frame M. 
and carried along by a hand-operated roller L.L., which caused a 
transmitting key to close the battery circuit as each projection of 
the type came into position. 

It will be observed, on reference to Fig. 14, that the types con
sisted of two series, the upper row representing the numerals r 

to 5 with a small type used for spacing, and the second row repre
senting numerals 6 to o. The types had from one to five project
ing cogs on the upper surface, the figure selected being governed 
by the length of the space between one group of signals and the 
next. The longer spaces separated complete groups of figures. 
\Vhen the circuit was closed, an electro-magnet armature 
attached to the swinging pendulum, which carried the recording 
pencil, was attracted and marked V-shaped signals on the moving 
paper tape, as shown in the lower part of the illustration. To 
translate the message, which had been coded in figures for trans
mission, a special dictionary was used, in which each word was 
indicated by a separate number. 

Morse completed this \Vorking model of his recording instru
ment in r 835, but did not progress very rapidly with its develop
ment, as two years later, in October, 1837, when he made out a 
caveat he described it as a '' rude apparatus '' and stated that the 
invention was not sufficiently advanced to enable him to apply 
for a patent. It may be explained that under the American patent 
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laws, an inventor, by disclosing the distinguishing features of his 
invention could claim protection of his right and be given time to 
mature the same. In the caveat, �Iorse claimed protection for one 
year for a " method of recording permanently electrical signs, 
which, by means of metallic wires or other good conductors of 
electricity, convey intelligence between two or more places." 

mwmmm §] 

[I] w Lh n--i rr=i 

4 a 2 0 

FIG. 14.-MonsE's FIRST ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH. 

(From Turnbu!l's TrPatise on the Electro-Magnetic Telegraph). 

There is no reference to any system of strengthening- the current 
by the employment of a local battery introduced by the action of a 
relay or other apparatus, although certain writers state that Morse 
invented a form of relay in 1836, i.e., prior to Cooke and \Vheat
stone's arrangement. If such were the case, it is inconceivable 
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that no reference to such an important and valuable instrument 
should appear in the onginal application fur protection, but it is 
doubtful if anything more material than the ban'. idea existed. 

Even if such a claim had hel�n mack, i\lessrs. Cooke and 
\Vheatstone, by the filing of their patent in June, 1837, \\Ould still 
be entitled to the credit of being first in tlw ticld \\ ith the published 
description of a workmg apparatus. Profossur llenry, of \Nash
ington, stated that he Sil\Y Cuokl'. and \\'Jw;ttstone's instrument in 
actual use at King's College, London, early in April, 1837. 
Henry was especial1_1- interestl'.d in the apparatus, as lw had him
self devised a method on a diffon'.nt plan fur achieving a somewhat 
similar result in connection with the ringing of church bells from 
a distance. It will therefore be sec'.n that the idea of using a relay 
was not confined to one or t \\-o brilliant minds but was generally 

known to be an essential tu long distance l�lectrical working, and 
the title to be regarded as the originators uf the earliest practical 
method in respect to telegraphic use n'.sts \\ith the British in
ventors. ;'\lorse's "-\merican patc:nt for the relay and local circuit 
was not granted till 1846. 

By the autumn of 1837, ,\[orsc's telegraph instrument was 
sufficiently improved to admit of its being exhibited at the Cabinet 
of the New York Unin:rsity, where it \1as operated through 1,700 
feet of wire, the first \Yore! transmitted being " Eureka." The 
American telegraph \\·as not broug·ht into practical use until June, 
1844, when, after surmounting numerous difficulties, a circuit was 
successfully worked between Baltimore and \\rashington, a 
distance of 40 miles, Congress having meanwhile appropriated a 
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sum of $30,000 for the purpose uf testing the telegraph. The 
opening sentence on that occasion was " \\'hat hath God 
vvrought? '' 

:\lorse's first patent \\as taken out on 2oth June, 1840, the in
vention was called thl'. • 'c\merican Electro-Magnetic Telegraph.'' 
On lSth January, 1840, the patent \\as surn:ndered on account of 
alleged defects in t\Jc'. specification and a new patent was also 
surrendered on sip1ilar grounds. 

In his later apparatus, Morse ceased tu use the type-setting 
method and introduced a hand-\\ urked k1�y, by the manipulation of 
which the dots and cfaslws of a code \\'ere transmitted to line; the 
pencil in the receiving instrument also gave place to a style which 
embossed the signals on the paper strip. \Vlwn the apparatus 
came into general use, it \\as nut long before the telegraphists 
found that they could read all the signals from the clicking of the 
armature and it bl�came the practice tu receive messages by sound 
and to ignore the recording apparatus. ,\t first this method of 
reception did not commend itself tu the supervising officers, but 
when it was found that the business was conducted equally well 
by sound reading as b_,. transcription frum the paper tape the 
system was developed and instruments were manufactured without 
the recording portion. 

It is said that Morse's l'.arlier relays weighed 158 lbs. each and 
required two men to carry them. The reason for using such huge 
electro-magnets arose from the assumption that as fine wire wind
ings caused the current in the circuit to be \veakened this effect 
\vould be avoided if t\Je \vin'. used for \\inding the bobbins was 
made of equal cross-section to that of the line wire. These large 
relays were only used for a fo\v weeks and were then replaced by 
smaller instruments wound on the plan introduced by Professor 
Henry. 

Reviewing Morse's work in the development of telegraphy, it 
may be said that althuug·h lie made no original discovery in elec
tricity or magnetism, lw was endo \\ed \vith all the qualities of a 
successful inventor, including imagination, foresight, constructive 
ability, enthusiasm, perseverance and business acumen. In addi
tion, Morse was fortunate in receiving much valuable assistance 
from such eminent scientific e:s:pl�rts as Professors Gale and Henry, 
and also from his partner, Mr. Vail. 

There has been much controversy as to the position occupied 
by Professor l\Iorsc in connection \Yith the introduction of electric 
telegraphs. Some \niters boldly assert that Morse was the one 
and only im·entor of the first electric telegraph. This opinion is 
epitomised in the doggerel lines which appeared in an American 
paper at a time when the subject had become a national topic: -
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"That steed called 'Lightning' (say the Fates), 
ls owned in the United States. 

'Twas Franklm's hand that caught the horse; 
'Twas harnessed by Professor i\lorse ! " 

Against this may be quoted the generous statement of Dr. Turn
bull, of Philadelphia, who, writing in I 853, said:-

" A strong instance of the popular delusion in this country 
(America), on the subject of the invention of the electric telegraph, 
is to be found in the abstract of the seventh census in Mr. 
Kennedy' s report un Railroads and Telegraphs in the United 
States (p. 107): -

" It is to American ingenuity that we owe the practical appli
cation of the magnetic telegraph for the purpose of communication 
between distant points, and it has been perfected and improved 
mainly by American science and skill. \Vhile the honour is due 
to Prof. l\lorse for the practical application and successful prose
cution of the telegraph, it is mainly owing to the researches and 
discoveries of Prof. Henry and other scientific Americans, that he 
was enabled to perfect so valuable an invention." 

One hundn�d thousand copies uf this report were published by 
order of the House of Representatives. 

Commenting on the extract quoted above, Dr. Turnbull justly 
adds:-

'' �O\V it has ncn�r even bec·n pretended that American in
genuity has supplied anything towards the practical application 
of the needle or pointing telegraph, which is one of the various 
forms of the " magnetic telegraph," and confessedly the earliest 
of them all." 

" The electric tl'.legraph has bet�n a long time in advancing to 
its present state. It is not the invention of one man or any set of 
men, nor of one nation, but of many nations, each adding their 
mite to the noble structure. 1 ts history is based upon two of the 
most interesting of the physical :ciciences, those of electricity and 
magnetism. Had not these sciences been fully investigated, and 
thousands of labourers spent centuries upon them, we should never 
have seen an el_ectric telegraph. Had not such men as Oersted, 
Ampere, Arago, Faraday and our own Franklin, spent their days 
in experimenting and nights in studying we should never have 
reaped the rich reward of their labours." 

(To be continued). 
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DUNDEE AND BROUGHTY FERRY AUTOMATIC 

EXCHANGES. 

By W. IRELAND, A.:M.l.E.E., and F. A. ELLSON, B.Sc., 
Engineer-in-Chief's Office. 

lntroductory.-A new automatic telephone system, based on 
that of the :'forth Electric Coy., of Galion, Ohio, U.S.A., has been 
developed by the General Electric Coy. for use in this country. 
The Post Office deci ded to give the system a trial at Dundee and 
Broughty Ferry, and some notes on it may be of interest. Of the 
requirLT1wnts and facilities 1-cu'.ntly introduced as standard for 
automatic exchanges, only thus1� which are incidental to the 
special foatun�s uf tl11s systc�m arc given .. 

The automatic switches \Vith the associated relays were manu
factun�d in Amc�rica, but tlw Frames, Hacks, l\lanual Switchboard 
and Desks, with their equipment and much of the auxiliary appar
atus, have been manufactured by the General Electric Co. at their 
Peel-Conner Telephone \Vorks at Coventry. It is expected that 
the exchanges \vill be brought into use early this year. They re
place equipments of the flat board type, working on the call-wire 
and call-key ring-through systems, which have long been obsolete. 

Multi-Exchan;.;e ,1rea.-It will be seen from the numbering 
scheme for the area given hclmv, that Dundee and Broughtv Ferry 
contain the bulk of the lines in the area. 
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Dundee ... 
Broughty Ferry ... 
\Vormit ... 
Downfield 
Invergowrie 

Nos. Present dialling code 

2000----6499 
7000----7799 
8100----8199 SI 
8200--8299 82 
8300--8399 83 
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Nos. Present dialling code. 

Newport 
Tayport 
Tealing 

(New Exchange about 
to be opened). 

Nos. for special services:
Phonograms 
Enquiry 

8400-8599 
8600-8699 
8700-8799 

Rural Part_v Lines (not us<"d initially) ... 

Test Clerk ... 

90 
91 
93 
99 

Trunks and Junction records o 

85 
86 
DJ 

The present equipmC'nts and ultimate capacities for subscribers' 
lines of the two exchanges are as follows: - ... 

Dundee 3340 (present) 4230 (ultimate). 
Broughty Ferrv 550 (present) 730 (ultimate). 

Fie. I.-P1rn-sE1.EcT011. 

The manual board at DundCl' sern�s also Brought y Ferry and 
will ultimately serYe the whole area wlwn all the sub-exchanges are 
converted. Full automatic working will obtain initially between 
Dundee and Brought_,. Ferry, but tlw otlwr cxchangl's in the area 
will remain manually operated for the prPsent. The latter will 
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dial into and be dialled out from both automatic exchanges, the 
dialling-out codes being as shown above. 

\Vith the exception of a few of the longer lines, which will be 

_.._,...-0f'F· NORMAL 

SPARk' QUENCH 

C.ot-tOEN�E.R , 

SWITCH ·JACI<( 

F"'· 2 (111.--2Nn S1·:r.EcTrn1 (FiwNT \'rnw). 

SPRINGS 

MAGNE.T 

worked manually and terminated on trunk signalling positions, all 
exchanges outside the local area will dial into and be worked out
going manually. 

Broughty Ferry will be an unattended exchange, the testing 
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being carried out from the Test Desk at Dundee in accordance 
with the intention to h�n·e centralised testing for the whole of the 
local area ultimatelv. 

Ro-r"ARY 
RA.,.cHe:r 

ANO 

Ocre:NT 

VER'f1CAL 
c;.:m�I--.:;__ Dl<T V.N T 

F1<;. 2 (b).-2:-;1> SELECTOll (REc\R Vrnw). 

FEATURES OF SWITCHES. 

The system works on the skp-h\·-step principle. A 25-point 
pre-selector is employ<xl, having 25 outl<'ts direct to rst selectors 
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without grading. :\ Yiew of this switch is shown in Fig. I. The 
bank is of semi-circular shape, so that only two sets of wipers are 
required to cnsu n• continuous contact with the hank. 

The \\·ipers are rnm·l'd O\Tr the contacts at a rate of SS steps per 
second by a self-irw·rrupting (.!riVL� magnet, the armature of which 
operates a ratchet on the \Yiper shaft. After release of the connec
tion, the wipers n·main on tlw contacts of the trunk used and do 
not n�turn to a normal position. 

One of the chief foatur<�s of the selector-switch is that the bank 
rontacts are p lacc:>d ,·ertic:ill.v, the movement of thf' wipers being 
first horizontal and tlwn vertical. It is claimed that this arrange
ment is effectiYe in pn·venting faults due to accumulation of dust . 

The vertical, rotar�' and n·lt·ase ma gnets are easily removable and 
int<'rchangeahle. Coiled springs are usPd in plan� of Aat springs 
for all armatures. 

Fr.:. 2 (,.).-2N1> Sr·:r.Ec:ToR B.\"'"· 

The Jog, ur d<·tt·nt, t•ngagi ng with the rotary ratchet becomes 
dis�·ngaged as soon as the vt·rt ical motion commences , but another 
detent (designated "wrtical guide " in Fig. 2) holds the wiper 
shaft until thl' ,,ipers entt�r the hank. :\fter this tlw \\'iper shaft is 
held by tlw pn·ssurc of rlw ''ipns on tlw hank against the force of 
the coiled spring (at till' bottom of thl' shaft), which, on re l ease, 
returns the \Yipl'rs to norm:11. The switching mechanisms are 
identical for all classcs of sel ector, and are readily removable by 
means of jacks from t lw plate, \Yithout interfering with the wiring 
of the assncia!t'd r('la�·s. Pre-sch•ctor mechanisms are similarly 
removahh�, and tlw magn<'ts an� similar to those fitted on selector 
switches. 

Small lrnife-hl<ide sw1tclws, fitted at the bottom of the switch 
plate, are provided to enable tlw t·ircuit of the switch to be opened 
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at various points to facilitate testing. Selectors hunt at the rate 
of 40 steps per second. 

Fie. 3 (a).-l'1u:-sE1.ECT01< RA<K (FRONT VIE\\'). 

Fig. 2 shows front and rear view of a 2nd Selector Switch 
with bank removed. 

VOL. XVI. w 
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FRAMES AND RACKS. M.D.F. AND I.D.F. 

The Main Frame is similar in construction and equipment to 
that fitted at a manual exchange. The exchange side of this 

FIG. 3 (b).-P1n:-sELECTOR RACK (REAR Vrnw). 

frame, however, is equipped in accordance with standard practin· 
at automatic exchanges, with Protectors, H.C, and Test, which 
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give facilities for testing without the necessity of removing the 
heat coils. 

FJC;. 4.·--2�11 SE! F.CTOR R,\CK. 

:\ full T nternwdiate Distributing Frame is provided to which 
the subscribl'rs' lines, as well as t he junction and miscellanoous 
lines, are cabled. The subscribers' lines are cabled from the 
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multiple side of this frame to the protector side of the main frame 
and also to tlw final selector banks. The terminals on the answer
ing side are cabled to the pre-selector switch terminals direct and 
the two sides of the frame cross-connected in the usual way. 

Fie. 5.-GENERAL Vrnw l!O\\'ING F1�111. SE!.ECTO!l R11cK (RELAY CovERS RE�1ovEo). 

Pre-selector and Selector Racks.-The pre-selectors are mounted 
in vertical panels of 20 on racks having a capacity of 6 panels 
per bay (see Fig. 3). The bank wiring for each panel is connected 
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to a terminal strip at the top of the rack. By strapping together 
these terminals the number of pre-selectors having outlets to each 
group of twenty-five Ist Selectors may be grouped in accordance 
with the originating traffic and altered as required to meet varia
tions. At Dundee the pre-selectors are arranged in groups of 240. 

FH;. 6. --l;ENERAL Vrnw SuO\\"I"" LtNK FRA�'.E ANt> SELECTOR RAcKs. 

Ist Selectors are mounted in bays, each ba:' accommodating 5 

shelves of ro. Fuses, alarm lamps and other auxiliary equipment 
are fitted on a shelf about the middle of the rack. 
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The cabling to the wiper side of the switches is taken direct to 
terminals on the switch plates, and the bank wiring is con
nected to terminal strips of the 1.0.F. type fitted at the side of the 

Fie. 7.-L1NK FRAME (REAR Vrnw). 

rack , the terminals being grouped according to levels and not to 
shelves. 
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Second Selector racks (see Fig. 4) are similar to Ist Selectors, 
except that they accommodate 6 shelves of 10 switches and that 
the bank terminals are of the link-frame type and are arranged in 
groups of 100, corresponding to the final selector units. This 
provides for grading without taking the cabling to final selectors 
through the link frame. 

A Final Selector rack (see Fig. 5) has capacitv for S shelves of 
ro or less than ro, suitably sized racks being combined according 
to the number of switches per JOO lines. 

The auxiliary equipment and hank cabling terminals are here 
mounted at the end of the shelves, the terminals being of the 
I.D.F. type. 

l.INS 

So� �o ro 
H€7€R

" 

C:IOi/'A 

lA 

�IS-8 

Fie. 9.�PRE-SELECTOR Cmcu1T. 

!'!..r>+-

Linh Frame .-This has recently been introduced at automatic 
exchanges to enable a grading scheme to be used between different 
ranks of switches and to facilitate the rearrangement of groupings. 
The selector bank multiple cabling at Dundee and Broughty Ferry 
is "straight," i.e., without "slip," which is necessary if the full 
efficiency due to the use of graded groups is to be realised . 

. �s will be sC'en in Fig. 6, the frame consists of a number of 
bays or panels fittl,d \\·ith terminal strips, which are divided into 
upper and lower sections. The groups of outlets from the pre
ceding rank of switches are cabled to the upper section and are 
formed into a g-raded group by bare wire commons on the front. 
The lower section terminates cabling switches of the following 
rank, upper and lower portions being connected by flexible jumper
ing at the back of the frame (see Fig. 7). 
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A floor plan of the Dundee Automatic Apparatus Room appears 
in Fig. 8. Two general views of this room, looking from each end 
of the aisle, are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. 

CIRCUITS. 

The follmving are descriptions of the principal circuits, viz., 

pre-selector, first, second and final selectors : -
Pre-Selector (Fig. 9) .-vVhen a subscriber lifts his telephone 

to call, line relay L.R. is operated over loop and relay C.C.O. is 
short-circuited. If the switch wipers are resting on bank contacts 
leading to an idle first selector, there \\'ill he no "earth" on P. 
and relay P.C.O. \\·ill operate from hatter_v through coil of motor 
magnet " l\I. l\1." ( \\' hich does not operate in senes with 

F1<;. 10.-1 sT SEJ.ECTOl< Crncun. 

" P .C.O. " ) and c�ar!h at contact of " L.R." The line 1s now put 
through to a rst selector (Fig. 10) in which rela_vs 2 and 3 imme
diately operate, putting earth on P. Relay P.C.O. is retained 
and relay L.R. released. Relay L.R. is made slow releasing to 
ensure that earth is maintained on private bank contact until relay 
3 in the rst selector circuit has operated. 

The connector bank is made husy to incoming calls by earth 
on P. 

If  the switch wipers are resting on contacts leading to a busy 
r st selector, there will be earth on P and motor magnet '' M. M. '' 

will operate from battery through its coil and contact, front con-
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tact of relay L.R., and back contact of relay P.C.O. and step the 
switch to the next set of contacts. " M.M." breaks its own circuit 
and so keeps stepping the switch forward until an idle Ist selector 
is picked up, i.e., with no earth on P. Meanwhile P.C.0. is 
short-circuited., earth being on each side of the coil. \Vhen an 
iute Ist selector is found, the operation is as already described. 

In the case of an incoming call the connector earths the private 
bank contact, causing relay C.C.O. to be operated through coil of 
relay P.C.O. and mutor magnet �M . .\l., thus cutting relay L.R. 
and earth from line. M.M. and P.C.0. do not operate in series 
with C.C.O. 

First Selector (Fig. 10).-As soon as the pre-selector picked up 
the r st selector, relays 2 and 3 operated ; relays I, 4 and 5 then 
operate. Relay 4 puts on the dialling tone, to let subscriber know 
that he may now dial, and prepares the rotary magnet (R.M.) 
circuit. Subscriber dials thousands digits and relays 2 and 3 
respond, but relays I and 4, \Vhich are slow releasing, are main
tained. Every time armature of relay 3 falls back the rotary 
magnet R . .\I. steps forward. At the first step the rotary off 
normal contacts "R.O.l'\." are operated, breaking the circuit 
of relay 4 \vh1ch, however, is held during dialling by the back 
contact of R.l\I. In the interval which follows the dialling of the 
thousands digit, relay 4 releases and relay 7 operates, the circuit 
of the latter being made through contacts of relay 4 V.0.N. 
contacts, contacts of relay 5, R .O.N. contacts to earth, and retains 
as long as earth is found by the private wiper. Relay 7 closes 
circuit of vertical magnet (V.M.) which steps up the switch wipers 
until a free line is found (i.e., with no earth on private), when 
relay 7 releases; V.M. circuit is broken and the switch comes to 
rest. 

At the first step of V.M., V.O.N. oontacts operated and pre
pared the circuit of relay 6. 

On the release of relay 7, relay b operates and puts the line 
through to the 2nd selector. Relays 2, 3 and r release. Relay I 
is slow to release and ensures that earth is held on private until 
relays 2 and 3 in the 2ncl selector circuit operate. If all the bank 
contacts are husy the switch wipers will be stepped up to the I Ith 
lcvt'l and busy tunt' given to the subscriber. 

l�elay 8 prepares the meter circuit. :\formally the currents in 
its two coils oppose and it does not pull up. \Vhen, however, 
the called subscriber answers the feeding current on the line is 
reversed (see final selector circuit-Fig. 12) and the currents in 
the t\vo coils assist one another. The relay operates, short
circuiting its line coil and the line condenser, and retaining by 
current in one coil. \Vhile the connection is set up, the meter 
circuit is broken at contacts of relays 5 and 6 and is completed only 
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on release, at which time relays 5 and 6 fall back, the circuit being 
from battery through coils of release magnet, contacts of relays 6, 
8 and 5, line switch contacts, contact of relay P.C.O. (see pre
selector circuit-Fig. 9) and 500°' coil to earth. The meter now 
operates and brings into circuit its 4ow coil. 

In the case of calls to the manual board metering is not re
quired and there is no reversal of line current, hence relay 8 does 
not operate. The circuit of the release magnet is then though 
contacts of relays 6, 8, 5, and R.O.K. to earth. 

i.l>F 
.o(),,: 7 

.().!; 8 

F1c. } }.--2ND SELECTOR CIRCUIT. 

5 //TllRow 

�-
-5�+ � 2.3 s h-1 ll'""eow 

=Cp 
4-

Second Selector (Fig. 11).--The operation of this switch is 
similar to that of the Ist Selector but without dialling tone and 
metering relay. The calling subscriber on dialling the hundreds 
digit is put through to a final selector. 

Regular Final S'elcctor (Fig. 12).-\\'hen the 2nd selector 
picks up a final, relays 2 and 3 operate, then relays I, 4, 12 and 8. 
Relay 2 puts earth on private before relay 4 (Fig. 11) releases, 
thus maintaining the connection. 

The subscriber now dials the tens digit, operating the rotary 
magnet (R .M.), the circuit being from earth through contacts of 
relays 3, I and 5, V.0.N., R.M. coil to battery. At the first step 
of the switch R.O.N. contacts operate and earth is taken off relay 
4, but during dialling this relay, which is slow acting, is main
tained by the contact on R.M. The operation of R.0.N. causes 
relay IO to actuate, which prepares the ringing circuit and dis-
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connects the line wipers, preventing them in their vertical motion 
from interfering with other circuits. In the interval which follows 
the dialling of the tens digit, relay 4 releases and relay 5 operates, 
preparing the circuit of the vertical magnet. The units digit is 
now dialled, the vertical magnet V. M. responding, the circuit 
being from earth through contacts of relays 3, 1, and 5, V.M. coil 
to battery. At the first ,;tep of the'. switch, V.O.N. contacts 
operate. During the dialling, relay 4 again opl'rates through 
contact of V.�I., and \\'hen V.O.N. operates the circuit of relay 5 
is thus maintainC'd. \Vhen dialling ceases, relay 4 rel(·ases, then 
relay 5. 

o._ 

a._ 

"-
!' p 

9 

� 
I 

N..:a.:.-�r ---1, n 
4.:4e"'1' �:-=--� � 

:1= 

Flt;. 12. �FJN.\L SELECTOR CmcuJT. 

p 

If the required line is busy the private wiper will find earth, 
and in the interval between tlH; restoring of rda y 4 and relay 5, 
which is slow acting, relay 16 will operate and retain through its 
own contacts, and contacts of relays 4 and 12, and R.O.N. Relay 
16 puts the busy tone on the calling line and maintains relay 8, 
which breaks the ringing circuit. If the called line is not busy, 
the private wiper will not Jw earthed and relay 10 \viii not operate; 
the releasing of relay 5 will th<�n release relay 8, thereby closing 
the ringing circuit. The left hand contacts of relay 8 put on 
" ring-back tone," which indicates to the calling subscriber or 
telephonist that the called subscriber is being rung. \V"hen the 
called subscriber answers, relay 9 trips by the ringing current and 
retains, at the same time breaking the circuit of relay 10, which 
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now releases and establishes the speaking circuit. Relays 6 and 7 
operate over the subscriber's line, relay 6 closing the circuit of 
relay I I, which actuates and reverses the line. This reversal 
causes the metering relay No. 8 (Fig. 10) to operate and prepare 
the metering circuit as described under ".first Selector." 

Release.-\Vhen the calling subscriber, who controls the con
nection, clears, relays 2 and 3 (Fig. 12) release, then relays 1, 12 

and 9; relay 10 operates through contact of relay 12 and R. O.N. 
The relr'.ase magnet nmv operates and the switch returns to normal. 
In doing so it ncstorcs V.O.N. and R .0.1\. The latter breaks the 
circuit of relay JO and the reh'.ase magnet. The' final selector 
circuit is nmv restored to normal. 

\Vhen earth is taken off tlw priYate at the final selector, relavs 
5 ancl 6 (Fig. 11) release. The release magnet of the seco�d 
selector circuit now operates, releasing the S\vitch, which returns 
to normal and restores V.O.N. and R.O.'.\T. The second selector 
circuit is nm,· full_v n'.stored. Earth being taken off the priYate at 
the 2ncl selector, relay 5 (Fig. 10) releases, then relay 6. The 
circuit of the rt'.le;1sl'. magnet is nmv completed from battery 
through R.E. L. coil, contacts of relays 6, 8, 5, contact of relay 
P.C.O. (Fig. 9), and 5CO'" coil of meter to earth. The meter 
operates, and "·hen its 40"1 coil comes into circuit the release 
magnet (Fig. 10) operates due to the reduced resistance and the 
switch returns to normal, restoring V.O.N. and R. O.N. The latter 
takes earth off the priYate and relay 8 (Fig. 10), relay P.C.O. and 
meter (Fig. 9) release, the whole connection haYing been now 
restored to normal. 

The pre-selector ,,·ipers do not return to the commencement of 
the bank contacts, but remain on the contacts on which they were 
last in use. 

Jn addition to the tones already referred to, "Number Un
obtainable " tone is gin·n to the subscriber when connection is 
made to dead leYels, ckad numbers and to lines out of order. 

Tracing of Conncctions.--\Vlwn a pre-selector of the rotary 
type has no normal position, it is necessary, in the case of a 
permanent loop, to haYe some means of quickly locating the pre
selector concerned, as the pre-selector wipers are scattered indis
criminate]:- over the outgoing banks. Tt is impossible to do this 
by inspection, other than by examining the condition of the cut-off 
relay, which would require the removal of the cover, and by the 
examination of a large number of switches. In the Dundee equip
ment, by tlumying knife-blade switch No. 12 on the Ist selector, 
dialling tone is connected to the meter lead, and thus by searching 
with a telephone over the I. D.F. terminals the pickmg-up of the 
tone gives a ready means of location. 

Another Pxample of the usPfulnPss of the knife-blade switches 
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on selectors is in tracing the connection in the back release con
dition; without such switches it would be necessary to examine all 
2nd selectors on the particular iooo's level concerned, as all these 
switches would have common outlets to the group of final switches 
containing the one in question. Similar difficulty would be ex
perienced in tracing back to the I st selector. 

F ig. 13 shcrns the method adopted at Dundee to avoid this. 
!\:nifo-blade svvitches 7, 8 and JO are thrown; 7 and 8 to open the 
positin' and negative lines, and JO to earth the pr;vate and hold 
the connection. 

� 
Ol>IERCtwt...AR 

Plf"'-""SJ!;l.£<:.12'R 

.Al-J.4tAT.la'RJR. 

LJJCAL.1$1NO�r 
P£/t�At>,)£1.'f.J3..<1) 

F1<:. 13. -C11<lTIT FOR LocAT"IC 1sT SELECTOR ,\ssocIATED WITH FACLTY 

SUBSEQUENT SELECTOR. 

If the key on the pre-selector rack is thrown, the pre-selector 
allotted hunts until it picks up the connection under back release 
conditions. This will he the only one \vhich has its speaking wires 
free from battery and earth, and, therefore, unable to operate the 
8000"' relay which closes the circuit for the rotary magnet. 

Tlw releas<' of the 8ocO"' relay lights a lamp, indicating the 
group of pre-selectors, and cuts the circuit of the rotary magnet. 
The position of the wipers indicates at once the outgoing trunk 
and 1st selector. It only remains to find the 2nd selector, which is 
readily done by r<:'fcrring to a trunking chart. 

Alarms.-,\ complete system of alarms on the usual lines is 
provided to call attention to the various classes of faults as 
follows:-
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(a) Blown fuses. 
(b) Ringing failure. 
(c) Permanent loop on rst selectors. 
(d) Back release. 
(e) Failure to release. 
(/) Group congestion on r st and final selectors. 

(c), (d), and (e) are retarded alarms. 
I 

To enable the faults to be readily located, lamps are provided 
as follows : -

Ceiling lamps to indicate the rank of switches. 
Aisle " " " " rack. 
Shelf " " " shelf. 
Switch " " " switch. 

These lamps arc of different colours to indicate the class of fault 
as \veil as to locate it. 

Faults (a), (b) and (c) are capable of extension to the manual 
board. 

Fault alarms at Broughty Ferry are extended to Dundee. 
F'or the retarded alar;11s a pre-selector is used which, as soon 

as the circuit conditions causing the fault are set up, steps round 
one step ewry 6 seconds by means of an interrupter on the ringing 
machine. By suitabh, wiring certain contacts the desired period 
of dela\' is obtained. 

TRAFFIC CONGESTION. 

An Esterline graphic recorder, or IO-pen meter, has been 
supplied by the installers for recording the overflow calls. It 
consists of a moving chart, driven by clockwork, upon which 
records are made by ro movable pens under control of ro electro
magnets. The recorder is fitted near the Test Desk and the 10 

electro-magnets conneckd by ro switches to cabling multipled over 
the I Ith row contacts on the respective levels of all selector shelves. 
Both the number of calls and their duration are indicated and the 
diagram can be opened out if the traffic is heavy by altering the 
gearing and so increasing the feeding speed of the paper. 

A test jack per shelf of selectors on the auxiliary panel of each 
rack permits of any level on any shelf being isolated from the r Ith 
row multiple to the recorder magnets, and it is, therefore, possible 
to locate the gToup of switches on which congestion is occurring. 

The circuit is so wired that a meter may be fitted and connected 
on each rack to record the overflows on all levels of all switches on 
the rack. This would supplement the IO-pen meter. The recorder 
is portable and will be available for periodic use at Broughty 
Ferry. 
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Afanual Board.-Fig. 14 is a plan of the Manual Switch Room 
and Battery Room. The manual svvitchboard consists of I7 one
position 2-panel sections similar in type to those used in C. n. 
No. IO exchanges. Sections I to 6 accommodate jack-ended 
junctions, " o " lines trom I st selrctor levels and coin box lines. 
Positions 7 to I7 are equipped for lines working on a trunk 
signalling basis. 

The outgoing junctions are multipled over all the sections and 
art> divided into two groups, viz., for lines to manual exchanges 
and lines to the automatic equipment. The latter are equipped 

FIG. 15.--FLOOR PLAN, BtWUGHTY FERRY EXCHANGE. 

with duplicate jacks and visual engaged signals and are cabled 
direct to 2nd selectors. The operators at the manual switchboard 
select the rooo's groups on the jacks and are required to dial only 
the last three digits. The number of rst selectors is thus reduced. 

Desks .-The following desks of standard type having the 
usual service equipment are provided for: -

Chief Supervisor 
Monitors 
Test-Clerks 

(r position) 
(4 position) 
(2 position) 

Poiver Plant.-There arc no special foatures calling for descrip
tion. The main items are enumerated below:-
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Po·wer Board. 

Batteries. 
2 :\lain batteri( •s (22 cells) : box capacity 1080 Al I: plate 

(�quipment 1374 AH. 
I Counter E.:\I. F. hattwv (6 cells): to carry 300 amps. con

tinuously: fur regulating <lischarw� voltagt•. 
I Count(•r E.:\l.F. battt·ry (7 cells): to carry 15 amps. con

tinuous!:·: for prm·iding a volt;ige of 30 for P.B.X. 
power leads. 

FI<;. 16.--BROULllT\ FEllR\' EXl'll.\"i(;J•:: GENERAi VIEW Fl�OM ENTRANCE • 

.1Iachines. 
2 Motor Gennalor Charging S1�ts : Motor side 440 Volts 

D.C.: Cl'rn�rator sid(• 260 amps. at 50 Yolts. 
2 H. inging d:·namotors: output 1 amp. at 75 volts: (one is 

run off suppl_\· at 200 ,·olts O.C. and the other off main 
battery). Each ringc·r is cquipp(•d "·ith int<'rrupters, high 
and ]my spc(·cl, to give thP nPn·ssary tones and inter
ruptions . 



THE TRUNK EXCHANGE AND H.T. OFFICE IN CHRISTIANIA. 

BROUGHTY FERRY EXCHANGE. 

The apparatus is of the same type as at Dundee, except that a 
combined M.D.F. and l.D.F. of the type used at C.B. No. 10 
exchanges is used. .\ floor plan is shown in Fig . 15 and two 
gr>nt'ral vie\\'s of the exchange in Figs. 16 and 17. 

The \Hiters are inddJted to the Contractors , who kincllv 
supplied photographs and lent tracings of floor plans and circuit 
diagrams. 

THE TRUNK 
GRAPH 

EXCHANGE AND HEAD TELE
OFFICE IN CHRISTIANIA. 

(From Tehnish Tidshrift). 

TllE <·xchangt' \\'as installed last year (1923). It contains 69 
trunk st·ct ions, I t ra nsfrr section, 4 enquiry st•ctions, 4 repeater 
sPct it Ills, 2 s1qwn·isors' sections, I tt•st section , 12 record sections, 
4 j u nct ion s<·ctions and S night concentrator sections. All the 
st·ct i< ins ;m· t \\'O position. The Eh·ktrisk Bureau Co., of 
Christiania, supplied the main portion of the plant; Mix and 
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Genest supplied the pneumatic tubes; Siemens and Halske the 
power plant and repeaters; the \Vestern Electric Co. supplied the 
apparatus for intercommunication with the Christiania Telephone 
Company. From the cable chamber there are 24 56-pair cables 
going up to the main framf' on the fifth floor, and 560 telephone 
lines and 240 telegraph lines me taken through test jacks on the 
testing panel. 

Power Plant.-The power supply Company have led in 230-v. 
3-phase A.C., and a three-wire 220---440-v., D.C. supply. A 
230-v. 3-phase supply is given from a reserve oil-driven plant 
ht>longing to the Department. The only batteries are two sets of 
24-v., 508-Ah capacity. The telegraphs use 30, 6o, 90, 120, 150, 
r8o volts and the suppl_\· is given from 6 shunt generators, coupled 
on a singlP shaft drivc�n by a 3-phase motor. There is a similar 
spare machine. For machine telegraphs there are duplicate 6 kw. 
I IO-v.-55 volt machines. For the convevors there are 2 sets giving 
6 kw. at 55-v. For telephones there are duplicate sets giving 3.2 kw. 
at 24-v., Pach with two tf'lcphone tvpe generators. One generator is 
over-compounded 5 % and supplies the electric clocks and calcula
graphs, tlw otlwr generator can charge the battery. There are 
three ringing machines. For the repeatPrs there are duplicate sets, 
having a I2-v. generator at one end, the motor in the middle, and 
a 220-v. generator at the other end. The power switchboard has 
I2 panels. The telegraph instrument room is on the fourth floor 
and the tnink telephone room on the fifth floor. 

Each trunk position controls thn�e trunk lines ordinarilv, but a 
fourth can be joined up if necessarv. There is a 500 junction 
multiple, a 4co trunk multiple. and a 240 service multiple, and 
above this the strip of jacks which are used to give the " delay " 
on trunk lines. 

The concentration sections are in a room near the rest room. 
Each position has jacks for I 50 trunks, a strip of JO jacks for 
records, and 8 pairs of cords. 

The Christiania Telephone Companv has its junction centre in 
the same building on thP third floor. On the second floor are the 
2nd group selectors for trunk records, phonograms, etc. The 
suhscrihPrs dial or for records, 02 for junction calls, 03 for phono
grams. 

The rPcord opPrators havf' the band conveyor in front of them, 
thP tickPts ht>inf'· convt>ved to thf' distribution tablt>, operated and 
then distrihutPd h\· t11hc to thP trunk positions. The record operator 
can find thP clPlav hPing expnienced on anv one of 60 trunks hy 
mPans of voltmf'ters. On f'ach trunk position arP fitted TO jacks, S 
for dPla\· on ordinarv calls. and � for delav on exprPss calls (which 
pav thrPf' timPs as much as ordinarv calls). ThP trunk operator 
bv putting a dummy plug in one of thesP jacks sPnds 2, 4, 6, 8, or 
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ro volts respectively over a line to the I.D.F., and thence to the 
record table, where the line is multipled. If the record operator 
inserts a peg in the jack corresponding to the trunk whose delay 
she wishes to know, she will read on the voltmeter the relative 
pressure sent from the trunk position ; this pressure represents 
delay. These " delay" lines are also led to the supervisor's desk. 

For traffic from the trunk positions into Christiania automatic 
system, pre-selectors are used so that when the trunk operator 
presses her 0. \ V. key, she is connected to an idle cordless B tele
phonist in the junction room, who states what junction the trunk 
operator shall use. The pneumatic tube installation is equipped 
\Vith tubes of dimensions 70 x 8 mm. A tube goes from the 
central distribution table to each section. The tube at the central 
table divides into t\rn; one end is used for sending the other for 
recetvmg. :\ small flap in the tube struck by the incoming ticket 
diverts the ticket into the receiving tube at the central distribution 
table. At the trunk positions the one open end is used for both 
sending and receiving. 

There are 24 4-wire repeaters terminating on plugs and cords 
so that they can be introduced into any one of the required lines. 
\Vhen a trunk operator needs a repeater she plugs into the transfer 
multiple and a lamp lights on each of the four repeater positions. 
:\ free operator replies and sets up the required connection in the 
multiple of 60 trunk lines and 60 artificial lines. Above the trunk 
multiple is fitted a service multiple of 240 numbers. 

SOME NOTES ON THE USE OF THE PRO. 

BABILILITY THEORY TO DETERMINE THE 

NUMBER OF SWITCHES IN AN AUTOMATIC 

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE. 

By DR. M. MERKER, 

International "Western Electric Co., Antwerp. 

PART I. 

r. In any automatic exchange the number of trunks or 
switclws is, for economical reasons, always inferior tu the number 
of subscribers, and the following problem may therefore be pro
posed : V\'hat number x of lines or switches is needed to give a 
good service, i.e., to obtain that the number of calls, which cannot 
go through because all the switches are in use, be very small and 
equal, for instance, to 0.001? 
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It is obvious that the number of switches x will depend on the 
number of subscribers, the duration of the calls and the intcnsitv 
of the traffic. Experience has shown that the probability theory 
may be applied to calculate the number of switches in an automatic 
exchange. The problem may therefore also be stated in the 
following way: How many switches x are needed to have a prob. 
ability of, say, o.oor of finding all switches engaged simul
taneousl v ? 

The number of subscribers is given and the duration of the 
calls and the traffic are estimated from observations on existing 
installations. 

The determination of the traffic intensity or the counting of 
the number of calls is usually made during the "busy hour." 

2. .:\t present it seems that three formul� obtained by means 
of the probabilit>' theory are used to calculate the number of 
switches in an automatic exchange. 

ff we represent by : 

N the number of subscribers or subs. lines. 
the average time during \vhich a subscriber's line is in 

use <luring the busy hour and expressed as a fraction 
of this hour. 

Pr the probability that r lines will be engaged simul
taneouslv. 

\Ye will have the formula : 

which is obtained by applying the laws of the combinatorical 
analysis b_v considering that N events happen in the unity of time 
and that Pr is the probability that r of them occur in a time t, 

expressed as a fraction of the adopted unit. (C � means the 

number of combinations of N things taken rat a time). 
\\'hen the time t is smaller than 0.05, i.e., smaller than 3 

minutes, the value of Pr in the formula (1), supposing P,. is smaller 
than o.or, remains practically constant when t is decreased and N 
increased in the same proportion, so that the product Nt remains 
constant.·'· ln this case the formula (1) is also correct when \Ye 
represent by : 

� the number of calls <luring the busy hour (usually greall'r 
than the number of subscribers' lines). 

the average duration of one call. 

* Sec E. C. :\lolina, The ,\rn. :\fath. Monthly, Vol. XX., June, HJ13, ancl 
F. Lubbergcr, E.T.Z., Sept. 14th, 1922. 
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\Vhen N is increased indefinitely and t reduced so as to keep 
Nt=1n constant, by using the well known formula: 

( X ,n 
Jim. l + n) =ex 

n=OO 

and by writing the expression 

N (N - l) . . . . . . . . . (N -r+ l) 

in the form 

Nr-[1+2+3+ . .. (r-r)lN'"-1+ .. . .. . = Nr { r-

we will have for N =OC 

lim 
� (�_::-_r_) .. . (N -r+ 1) 

. I 
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l N,.1 r(r-1) 
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)'(· Ill \,. 
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. 
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and the formula (I) becomes: 

e-"' 11l r ' P,.= --,- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  �2) 
r. 

\vhich is usually given as an approximation of formula (1). It is, 

howeYer, understood that to obtain these formul� the number of 
.\ .. witches used to complete the calls was assumed to be unlimited 
(i.e., equal to tht� number of subscribers' lines) . 

By starting from another principle (that of the statistical 
L�quilibriurn) l\lr. Erlang giYes another formula and considers the 
case where the number of switches is limited to a value x (Elektro
tekniren, Jan., 1917; P.O.E.E.J., Jan., 1918, Vol. X., Part 4; 
E.T.Z., 19th D<�c., 1918; ,\.P.T.T. Juillet-Aout, 1922). 

This formula is: 

mr 

r! ---------- . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
m m2 

l + -- + - + ... 
l ! 2 ! 

111 ( ...................... (3) 
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and the probability that all switches are engaged is: 

Mr. Erlang proposes also the formula (2) as an approximation 
which can be deduced from (3) by considering an infinite number 
of switches. 

3. In his theory, Mr. Erlang assumes that the number of calls 
is independent of the number of connections already established. 
It is easy to show that 1f we take the opposite hypothesis, i.e., if 
\\'e assume that the traffic depends on the number of free sub
scribers and is proportional to it, and by taking the number of 
switches as unlimited, Klr. Erlang's theory gives the formula (r). 
The probability that a call happens in a time dt, when r switches 

N -r 
are engaged, will be m 

N 
_ 

m 
dt by assuming that the average 

number of calls m (m = :"\ t is usually considered as representing 
the average number of calls during ti1e time t) will be changed in 

. N-r .N-r 
the proportion -N 

and be equal to m � 
-Jn n -m 

If therefore Pr is the probability that r switches will be engaged 

in the time t, P rm :: � � dt will be the probability that in the time 

dt the number of engaged switches passes from r tor+ I. Further, 
if P,. +I is the probability that r + r switches are engaged in the 
time t, the probabilitv that one of the r+ I connections ceases will 
be ( r + I) p r + I dt 

. 

The principle of the statistical equilibrium will gwe 

N-r 
Prm -

N 
=(r+ r) Pr+ I 

-m 

for any value of r from r=O to r=N-I (the number of switches 
being supposed to be unlimited). 
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We will therefore nave a series of equations : 

N 
Pam N-m =P1 

N -I 
P1m -N =2P2 -m 

N -2 
P211i -

N 
=3 Pa 

-ni 
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N -3 
Pm--- =4 P4 

3 N-m 

i\'-(N-r) =NPN -N-=nl 

and we may write: 

P0=Po= 

m N 
P1==l_)o -I- N-ni == 

1112
 :\T (N -r) 

p 2 = p u I . 2 (11(_: m)" 

m3 :\' (N -r) (N-2) 
p 3 = p 0 r . 2 . 3 

-
-----ZN--=:-n1)3 -

N (N-r) ... (N-r+ r) - ---
O 
.. .f�1nY 

-

Po 

Po Ck N�m 

Po C� c� :_im r 

= P" er- (__!!2:_) 3 N 
,
N-m 

= p CN( rn ) N 

o N N -m 

The sum of the probabilities Po+ P 1 + ...... + Px is certainty and 

equal to I, therefore 

I 

c1 m + C 2 -ni 
.N __!!!,__ N Po= --...,....--( �J2----(-) 

1 + N N _:-n1 'N N - ni 1 + · · · · · · + C N N - 111 
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and Pr= c;(�mr 
In )N 

I+ ---
N-m1 

(I_� ')1 
N-1 

:\ 

(/ ;\ - 111 )l\' _ ,, (-Ill ) r 

)J -lN N 
\ 

From the above we see that all three formul�, obtained by 
different authors by means of different mathematical theories, may 
be deduced from a single theory (that of Mr. Erlang) by making 
different assumptions. By assuming that the number of subscribers 
is limited and the number of switches is unlimited we obtain 
the formula (1), \\'hile the formula (3) of .Mr. Erlang results from 
the contrary assumptions: an unlimited number of subscribers (the 
hypothesis that the traffic is independent of the number of calls in 
progress corresponds to an infinite number of subscribers) and a 
limited number of switches. 

The formula (2) is obtained by supposing that both the number 
of subscribers and switches is unlimited. 

Thus the formula (2) has been deduced from (r) (where the 
number of switches is already unlimited) by assuming that the 
number of subscribers is infinite. The formula (2) is also obtained 
from (3) (where the number of subscribers is infinite) by assuming 
that the number of switches is unlimited. 

If we consider now the case where both the number of sub
scribers and switches is limited, which corresponds more than the 
other cases to the practical conditions, we will find by the theory of 
Mr. Erlang, as shown previously, the formula: 

I +Cl __ 17i __ 
N A -Jn 

ex(�)"' 
N N -m . ... (4) 

( m )� (. 1n ' " 
+C� -N-- + ... +C; �) 

- m :� - 111 

\\·bich is, however, much less convenient for calculation than the 
other formul�. "' 

Practically the difference bct-<(•een the values obtained by these 
four formulcc is very small and docs not affect tlzc nm11 ber of 
switches x calculated 

The follo\\'ing table illustrates this fact:--
Table of the probabilities of ftndinf{ ro, I 1, 12 or 13 S\YitclH�s 

I 
engaged when m = 5 and t = - h = 2 minutes. - ' 30 
obtained with 4 different formul�. 

* Sec 0 'dell : " Theoretical principles of the traffic capacity of automatic 
switches," P.0.E.E.] .. Oct., 1920. Vol. 13, Part 3. 
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0: 

� 

0-� 

0-� 

- -

0-� 

f 

] 
z 

c, tj-
2 
0 0 
ci 
V') 
� 
0 "' 0 0 
ci 
,_ 

" I 
� 

I 

. ,.,  .,., ,_ c 0 
0 

N 
N ,_ 
0 
c 

"V 
::0 
:§ 
c ;:l 
"' 

-

"""' 
.;:: 
] 
z 

,,., 
2 
0 0 
c 

N 0 "' 0 0 
ci I C'---1-
•r, ,_ 0 0 
ci 

N tjt-
c 
ci 

" + 
,- �· IE �IE EI I ;:: I 
'3 - z '_.' 
HZ c-1Z 
u u 

II " 
0-

+ 

E J;. 

N 
r. 

0 0 
ci 

� n 0 0 
0 

tjN 00 0 c 
0 

00 
0 
c 

II " 
0-

0 c 
ci 

°' 
N 00 
8 
ci 

00 "' 00 
0 
ci 

H� 
+ 

+ 
�I-;; "'»\: 

+ 
i>!� 

+ 

From this table it appears that for a given probability of say 
o.or, the number of switches x obtained by any of the formul� is 
r r, with a probability o.oor the number of switches would be 13. 

The manufacturer of an automatic exchange may therefore 
take the formula which is the easiest for caleulation. 

4. \Ve may now further examine if these formul� correspond 
really to the problem the manufacturer has to solve. 
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The probability P., given by the above is the probability of 
finding x lines simultaneously engaged. For instance, the value 
of l\0 found with the formula (1) and which is equal to 0.01722 

for m=S and t=-
1
- h=2 minutes (N=150), means that if some-

30 
body comes, during the busy hour, in the central office an infinite 
number of times at infinitely small intervals to take note of the 
number of lines engaged simultaneously, he will find 1,722 times 
in 100,000 that ro lines are engaged. 

This value of the probability is obtained by an outside ob
server; for a subscriber this value would be different. It seems 
that the manufacturer 1s really interested to know the probability 
for a subscriber to find a certain number of lines simultaneously 
engaged and this is not given by any of the four above formul�. 

It seems that it was Mr. Lely's purpose to take care of this 
(\Vaarschynlykheidsrekening by automatische Telefonie-Den 
Haag, 1918), by his formula: 

p x=' C�-1 t"' ( l - t) N-x-1 
• • • • • •• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (5) 

which gives the probability for a subscriber, when he takes his 
receiver from the switchhook, to find x lines engaged, and where 
N is the number of subscribers and t the time one subscriber uses 
his line during the busy hour (expressed in parts of an hour). It 
is also the probability for a stranger to find the same number of 
lines x engaged simultaneously when the number of subscribers 
is N - 1. 

But even this formula does not give entire satisfaction because 
it gives the probability that a call, when it comes in, finds x lines 
engaged, while the manufacturer is precisely interested to know 
the probability that a call comes in when x lines are engaged. This 
may also be expressed as follows: it is the probability for a 
stranger to find simultaneously x + l lines engaged. 

To resume this question, the problem to be solved by the 
manufacturer may be stated as follows: \Vhen the number of 
subscribers is N and each subscriber uses his line during a time t 

(during the busy hour) what number of switches x has to be used 
in order that the probability of surplus calls coming in would be, 
say, P=o.oor (i.e., in the above mentioned conditions a stranger 
would find once in a rooo times at least x+ 1 calls). 

As the number of switches is equal to x, it is therefore necessary 
to make the sum of the probabilities of having x + l, x + 2, etc., 
simultaneous calls. The required formula will be 

P = P x+i + P x+2 + . . . = 2; P x+i. . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( 6) 

where P.,+1' P,.+ , etc., are the probabilities of liaving x+ I, 
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x+ 2, etc., lines simultaneously engaged when the number of 
switches is unlimited. This is the method of the W.E. Co., which 
uses the approximate formula: 

i m";+I mxf-2 )' 
p = c-in ( + r)! -t- (x + 2)! + · 

. .  
· . .  

5. The meaning of P10 given in the above paragraph may 
also be expressed in another way. If the observer mentioned 
previously had measured tht' time during which ro lines are en
gaged, during the busy hour, he would have obtained a time 
equal to 0.01722 hours, or 0.01722 x 3600=62 seconds. These 
02 seconds are obviously the sum of the times, usually separated 
by intervals, during which 10 lirn·s are engaged during the busy 
hour . 

".\s statC'd above, we may assume that to calculate Pr, the number 
of switches is unlimited. The influence of this assumption, which 
is contrary to the rC'al facts , is very small. If, however, it is 
desired to take carp of the limitation of the number of switches, 
two cases ha\·e to be examined. 

Amongst the automatic systems \\W may indeed distinguish 
those where the surplus calls wait till a switch becomes free, 
i.e., where the call goes through immediatt'ly after one of the 
engaged switches becomes free and those where the surplus calls 
are lost, i.e., where the subscriber has to call again. The first 
may be represented by the vV. E. Co. system and the second by the 
Strowger system. In the system of the \V. E. Co. type, when the 
number of switches is as usual sufficient to reduce all waiting 
times to Yery small values, it may be assumed that no call will be 
lost and started ag-ain afterwards, and that all surplus calls find 
their way through the first switch which becomes idle. The time 
during which x lines will be engaged will in this case be 

;tx=Px+ Px+1 tPx+2+ . . .  = P,.+�P,.+1 . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . .  (7) 

where Px is the time x lines would he engaged if the number of 
switches was not limited. On the other hand in the systems of 
the Strowger type if we suppose that all surplus calls are lost and 
will be postponed a certain time, the timl' x lint's are engaged will 
h(' smaller than in the systPms of thf' \\T. E. type and will hP 

;Tcr= Pr+ P'x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (8) 

where P,. is as previously the time x lines would be engaged if the 
number of switches was not limited, and P'x the difference between 
the tinws that x lines are engaged when thl' number of lin<:>s is 
limited and unlimited. This yaJue of P',, may therefore be ex. 
pressed hy the difference hetw<:>en the formul� (4) and (1) 
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-('�1£(!-t);-,-, 

or by the differencl' lwt\WL,n the formul�e (3) and (2). 

P' x= -----------
m m2 ni"' 

r+-r-+ 2' + . . .  + XT 

And we haYe seen aboye that these differences han� a Yerv 
small Yaltw wlwn the number of S\\ itches is sufficiently great . 

The aboYe assumption that the los! calls are postponed a certain 
time is, howt,Yer, nut correct. l. sual I y the subscriber wi 11 restart 
his call immediately. The time during which x switches are en
gaged being yery small, the subscribc>r will already find a free 
line. Hut this new call corn inµ; in, just after x lines were engaged, 
will certa inly haye an infhwnce on llie yalue of thl� tirnt> during 
\\·hich x lines ar:· t>ng·a,�·ed, so that \\ ,' may \Hite: 

;rx=Pr+ P',+ P''.r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (9) 

where P", is the tim e x lines are engac.;·ed L'.u.' to tlr rc'n�·wed call s . 

It appears, therefore, that in tlw systems of the Strowger typ�� 
two sorts of calls are lost: (a) those which are rel1l'\\t'd imnwdiatt·l_\' 
and increase the time� during wh ich x lines are engaged by a 
quantity P''., and (/J) those which arC' renewed later and which have 
no influence oh this time. 

The first may be considered as a sort of delayed calls, but where 
the duration of the delay is longer than in the \V.E. type systems. 

It is eYiclent that tlw increase of P"x reduces the number of calls 
propt>rly lost and from the formula (9) it may also be seen that the 
increase of tlw time x lines are engaged in a Strowger system 
reduces the number of calls propc�rly lost. 

All this is, howen·r, only true in case the number of switches x 

is sufficiently great, and when the increase of ;r,. is due to the 
increase of P".r alone. 

As we have 

the formula' (7) and (9) show that the time when x lines are en
gaged is greater in the svstems of the \\'.E. t}·pe than in the 
Strow.g-er type. 

l?cmarh: 
The formula (6) P = ::SI\,+1 
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may in accordance with the above be considered as the maximum 
waiting time in a system of the \Y. E. type. The expression 
P=2:Px+1=0.00I means that the number of switchE'S must have a 
value such that the maximum waiting time of a surplus call should 
not be greater than 0.001 hour or 3.6 seconds. This maximum is, 
however, obtained only exceptionally, because the time �Pr+1 that 
the (x+ r)th line is engaged does not elapse in one continuous 
period, but is the sum of different times (of the busy hour) 
separated by intervals during which the (x+ r)th line is not en
gaged. To obtain this maximum it would further be necessary 
that the first waiting subscriber would find an idle switch after all 
others have found one. If this maximum presents itself excep
tionally it cannot occur a second time during· the busy hour.* 

6. It has sometimes bec0n stateclt that the Strnwger systems 
have an advantage upon tlw \\".E. systems due to the fact that tlw 
total time x S\\itclws are engaged is smallc�r for the rst than for the 
latter svstems. 

Before considering the mathematical theory it is, howewr, 
necessary to point out that the fact that all switches are engagl:'d 

"'- during a longer time can only be disadvantageous \\·hen �:ome calls 
have still to go throu�·h. The disadvantage of such a long tinw 
does not consist in the value of this time itself, hut in the fact that 
new calls \Yould not find frl'.e switches. \\'hen the formuhe (7) 

and (8) or (7) and (9) are used the total time x lines are eng·ag-ecl 
includes also the influence of all surplus calls so that these calls 
han: alreadv come in. 1\s all calls were considered there can Jy0 

no question of an adYantage because there are no more subscrilwrs 
who are interested in this question. (See also paragraph 8, 

Remark III.). 
To calculate the awragc \rniting time of a delayed call in the 

\V.E. type systems, the following reasoning has been made.+ If 
l\I is the total number of calls for N lines during the busy hour the 

N-x 
product M Px 

N -m will be the average number of calls during 

the time P� when .i- lines are engaged. As the x switches are en-

* P x is usually considered as representing the percentage of surplus calls, but 
according to the above, this meaning should be abandoned. Moreover this interpre
tation is sometimPs in contradiction with the onP according to which Px represents 
the time x lines are engaged during the busy hour. \Vhcn, for instance, the number 
of subscribers belonging to one group is equal to 50 and with Px=o.or we will 
obtain according to the r st intcrpretntion that on I day in 2 no surplus call will 
occur, while according to the 2nd interpretation, P"+" Prh···being the engaged 
time of x+ r, x+2 . . . lines during the busy hour, �P1+1=r1 seconds, which mPnns 
thnt surplus cnlls occur Pvcry d'1y. 

t Milton : " Calcul du nombre d<> selecteurs ou de ligncs auxiliarcs " Anna!Ps 
T'.T.T., September, 1q2r, p. 484. 

+ Idem, p. 482. 
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gaged during a total time 2;Px the total probable number of surplus 
calls will be 

S= M � P, (N -x)=?l'l _N_.��,\' Px (approx.) N-m -m m 
I - --

x +I 
and by calling 

'I' """P """P -"""'-' P I ( ) =.., x+1+ -; "+•+ .... -.....,....., x+1( m )2 approx. 

I - X +
-

2 

the total waiting time of all delayed calls, we will have: 

T Nt 
S M x+r-m 

which means that the �fferage waiting time of one delayed call is 
equal to the average duration of a conversation multiplied by 

x+ 1-m 
This formula, even if considered as approximate, cannot give 

the average waiting time of a call, because 

_ '\ '[°" :'\J - x l\I � - x °" p S=11, .....,Px-N-- =l -N ....., x "' -m 1 -m 

does not give the probable total surplus calls. This may be 

shown as follows. lf M P, represents the average number of 
· . I) d 'If P � -x I . d d calls dunnQ the time x an iv x ,._,-- t us averaQ"e re uce � ;-.;-m � 

proportionally 

proportional! y 

"\'-x S 1 1· to �---, ,_ represents on ,. t 11s average 
\: - Ill -

� - x ' I b f II 
. 

to �or t 1e num er o ea s occurnng 
,., - ni 

reduced 

during 

the time :SPx. \\'hen an average figure is used it is assumed that 
the calls are uniformly distributed between the times :SPx of the 
busy hour; but in practice this is not the case. During certain of 
these times no calls may come in, and during some other times 
several may occur and just thl�se latter are important when we 
want to calculate the total number of surplus calls. 

To illustrate the incorrectness of the above formula, which 
should give the average duration of a dela>•ed call, \Ve mav con
sider the following example,* where 

N=200 t=o.03=ro8sec. x=I6 m=6 
The formula, gives an average waiting time of one delayed 

11 1 
I 

/ f h . f . ea cqua to = I ,1 r r o t e averagr� time o a commurnca-
x + r - 111 

, , 
tion. This latter being 108 seconds (if l\1 = N) we will have an 

average waitin,£; time of: 
* Idem, p. 485. 
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108 
=9.8 seconds, or 

l l 

E. =6.5 seconds for M=300. 
l l 

The total waiting time for all calls will, however, be: 

l x P11=1 xo.oooII8=o.ooon8 h.=0-4248 sec. 
2 x P,8= 2 x 0.000039=0.000078 h. =0.2808 ,, 
3xp19 = .3 x 0.000012 =0.000036 h. =O. 1296 ,, 
4 x P20=4 x 0.000004=0.000016 h. =0.0576 ,, 
5 x P21=5 x O.OOOOOI =00.000005 h. =0.0180 ,, 

0.9108 sec. 

or according to Mr. :'.\Iilon's approximate formula*: 

'f-"'"'P _ p l O.OOOII8x9x3600 - �-< x+l- x+l m ) 2 = 4 
=0.9558 sec. 

(I 
-

x+ 2 

and we see that the total waiting time of all delayed calls does not 
yet reach one second. 

It is therefore interesting to examine the true signification of 
the formula 

S-1\I "'P N -x 

' - . ...., " N-m 
\Ye will have 

N -x ex x ) N-x N -x 
p x g.:_ m- = "!\ t lI -t N -m = 

= 
J\'(!'J-I) ._ .. (N-x-t IJ tX(r-t)N-x ��_x_ 

x ! N(r -t) 

(N-r)(N-2) . . . .  (N-x) : _ _  1 ,x x( t)N-x-1 = ------- -,------------ tx(I -t) 11 x =CN-lt .I -x. 
which is Mr. Lely's formula, i.e., the probability that a subscriber 
finds x lines busy. 

\Ve will have also 

p x+1 �--:-_-<_-=--!_ - C x+i tx+'( I -f) N-x-2 
N -m - N--1 

and we will obtain 

or 

S N-x -°"'P = "C"'N-1t"'(1-t)N-x-1 M - ..... "'="J-m """' 

s ""'1� ]VJ = ...... x 

where Px corresponds to Lely's formula. 

* Idem, p. 481. 
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7. Another error has been made in estimating the time x lines 
are engaged in a Strowger type system by assuming that this 
time lies between P., and ! :SP.,.* This time must always be 
superior to Px, as shown by the formul� (8) and (9). By con
sidering again the above numerical example we obtain: 

}. :SPx=l p .:i:+r 
= !l__ p 2 ::r x 

x+ I -m 22 "' 

The engaged time of the 16 lines in the Strowger system would 
therefore be smaller when the number of switches is limited to 16 
than in case the number of switches is unlimited, which is 
obviously impossible.t 

By using the other approximate formul� of Mr. Milon we 
obtain for the time x lines are engaged in a W.E. system: 

oi:.,=P,,+ :SPx+1=Px ( r+ 
m ) 

x+ I -m 
\ 

and in a Strowger system: 

oi:., = p x + _I - 2; p x+1 = p x ( I + � - _nt __ \ Where n > I . 
n n x+r-m } 

This value n has to be determined. 
In case of the vV.E. systems we would have for the total wait

ing time of the delayed calls 

T=:S:SP.,+1 = Px+1 ( x+ 2 \2 
x+2-m } 

which may also be considered as giving the part of the total circuit 
time occupied in carrying all calls through, lost by the fact of the 
number of switches being limited to x. In a Strowger system the 
total duration of the lost calls will be: 

Px+1 ( x+ 2 )2 
x+2-m 

n-I 
+ --:SP.,+i n 

because :SPx, 2:Px+1, :SP.,+z, etc., being the total time the xth, 
x+ rth, x+2th, etc., line is engaged when the number of switches 
is unlimited, we shall have in a Strowger system, when the number 
of switches is limited to x, that the xth line loses a part of the 
above mentioned engaged time equal to 

Px+ :SPx+l - ( Px+ � :SPx+l ) = 
n� I 

:SP.+1 

and the total of the lost parts of the engaged time will therefore be: 

n-I n-I --:SPx+1+ :SP.,+i+ :SPx+z+ .... = --:SPx+1+ :S:SP,,+1 
n n 

* Idem, p. 483. 

t Idem, p. 485, 486; where this time is taken equal to 0.00025 whereas P,,= 
0.00027. 
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or by using .Mr. �lilon's approximate formula, this lost time will 
be: 

P+ x+2 ( x+2 n-1 ) 
'" 1 x+2-ni \ x+2 _:_-m 

+ -n-

while in the vV.E. it will be: 

Px+I ( x+2 )2 
x+2-m 

(See graphic representation) 
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and the conclusion is, therefore, that the engaged time lost through 

the limitation of the number of switches is greater in the Strowger 

svstems than in the \V.E. systems. ' 
On the other hand we shall come to the conclusion that the 

number of proper! y lost calls in the systems of the Strowger type 

is smaller than the number of delayed calls in the systems of the 

\V.E. type, but these two quantities expressed in different units 

should not be compared. The calls which are renewed imme

diatelv could moreover with reason be considered as delayed 

calls.* 

Numerical example. 

B�, taking the samf' valuc>s as used in the preceding paragraph, 
we have for the engaged time lost by the limitation of the number 
of switches toxin a \V .E. system. 

0.000118 X 9 x 3600 
:S:SV,+1 = ----------- -- =0.9558 sec. 

4 

and in a Strowger system by assuming n = 2 

P:r-r1 + -- =0.000118x 
x+2 ( x+2 n-1 ) 

x+2-m x+2-m n 

3600= r.2744 sec. 

1../1. +_1 ) 
2 \ 2 2 

It may be \vell to state that the difference between these systems 
from the point of view given above is more of theoretical than of 
practical interest, the difference being often smaller than the small 
error made by using anv approximate formula. 

(To be continued)' 

THE ANGLO-DUTCH TELEPHONE CABLE. 

By E. F. PETRITSCH, 

Of the Netherlands Telegraph and Telephone Service. 

A COIL-LOADED submarine cable was laid between England and 
Holland at the end of June, 1922, by the British Post Office. The 
landing places are Aldeburgh on the English and Domburg on the 
Dutch coast. ),s regards construction, this cable belongs to the 
Anglo-Irish type, which was first used in 1913 for the connection 
of Nevin with Howth. (For Anglo-Irish cable see pages 381-383 
of Vol. 6, Part 4, Jan., 1914, of this Journal). The same type of 

* Prartically the number of switches is sufficient to reduce thP waiting time of 
all delayed calls in a system of the \V. E. type to such a small value that this delav 
is usually not noticed by the subscriber. In the systems of thP Strowger type ail 
surplus rails have to be renewed, · 
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cable, but somewhat improved, was used in 1918 between Dover
Sangatte II. and Dungeness-Audrecelles II. (See the article by 
Sir \ Villiam .:\ oble, " The Long Distance Telephone System of 
the United Kingdom," in the Journal of Electrical Engineers, Vol. 
59, No. 300, April, 1921). The length of the three last-named 
cables is 63.3, 21.0 and 27.6 naut. miles respectively. 

The new Anglo-Dutch cable is 82.329 naut. miles long. 
It is the longest submarine coil-loaded cable that has, as yet, 

been laid. 
Each of the four conductors of the cable weighs 16o lbs. per 

naut. mile, and the dielectric of each conductor 150 lbs. From the 
above it may be concluded that the direct current resistance per 
naut. mile amounts to 7. 1 ohms at an average water temperature 
of 12°C, and the wire to wire capacity to 0.164 mfds. The two 
side circuits and the phantom circuit are loaded with coils placed 
one nautical mile apart. The first loading-point is placed exactly 
half a nautical mile from Aldeburgh, whereas the distance of the 
last, that is the 82nd loading-point, is 0.805 naut. mile from 
Domburg. The inductance of the coils is 100 millihenries for the 
side and 50 millihenries for the phantom circuit, the direct current 
resistance of same about 6.2 and 3.1 ohms respectively. 

Taking into consideration that the capacity of the phantom is 
twice as great as the wire-to-wire capacity, the constants of the 
completed cable per naut. mile are as follows: --

For the side circuit. 

Rva = 20.4 ohms. 
C =0.164 mfs. 

L = o. 100 henries. 

JL
C =180 

2 
Wo = vLC = 156oo 

For the phantom circuit. 

Rva = 10.2 ohms. 
C =0.328 mfs. 

L = 0.050 henries. 

JC
L =390 

w0=2rr f0 where /0 is the natural, i.e., cut-off frequency. (See 
the article by J. G. Hill on pages II-30 of Vol. 16, Part l, April, 
1923, of this Journal). 

The constant tgi5, which is decisive for the value of the leakance, 
i.e., of the dielectric losses (G=wCtgi5), can, in the present case, 
where the dielectric is made of specially treated gutta-percha, be 
taken as tgi5=0.0039. 

From the landing-place on the Dutch coast, a series of measure
ments and tests have been made, the results of which throw a good 
light on the characteristics of such a cable, and, at the same time, 
also offer approximate means of seeing how far the observed 
characteristics coincide with the theory. 

The following points were investigated:-
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( l) The change of the velocity of propagation of the current 
with increasing frequency, or rather, the changes in the 
retardation angle (82a) prevailing over the whole length 
of cable-82 coil-sections. 

(2) The increase in attenuation with augmenting frequency, 
and further the share in this phenomenon of : 

(a) The iron-loss in the loading-coils. 
(b) The losses in the dielectric. 
(c) The reflection losses. 
The last-named is caused by the fact that we are deal

ing here with a line which, similar to a filter circuit, is 
made up of capacities and inductances. 
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FIG. 1. 

(3) The sh1pe of the characteristic impedance curve during a 
run of frequency up to and over the cut-off point. In 
this connection tests were made to discover the causes of 
the irregularities in the shape of the characteristic im
pedance. 

(4) Cross-talk and overhearing. 
In taking the measurements necessary for the investigations 

mentioned under (1)-(3), the method described by �1. A. H. de 
Voogt (Pupin Cable l\frasurements, Electrician, No. 2361, lJth 
Aug., 1923) was followed. 

(1) VELOCITY OF PROPAGATION. 

l n Fig. 1 are plotted 
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(a) The values of the velocity of propagation v = � in naut. 
a 

miles per second corresponding to the individual frequences. 
( b) As a counterpart to the above the retardation angle 82a 

(which corresponds to the whole cable length) in multiples of 
rr. The calculated values are given by the smooth curves. The 
frequencies at which values were measured are marked by a circle. 
The measurements were made on the side circuit which is formed 
by wires I and 3 of the cable in question. 

The observed values show small deviations from the normal 
and certain irregularities. 

The retardation angle per coil section a was calculated by the 
formula 

. a w j sm2 =-;;;;;--= f; · 

This relation is derived from J. G. Hill's already quoted paper 
formula (4), page 15, which is changed into 

COS a= I -2 ( :0)2 
taking into consideration that e, neglecting the losses, is a purely 
imaginary value. 

If, however, we make use of the more accurate formula (2) in 
the above mentioned paper, page 14, then we get smaller values 
for a with a corresponding higher value for v. This coincides 
well with the result of measurements made within the range of 

frequency up to w= 12500 ( :0 =0.80) . In accordance with the 

theory this deviation should, however, increase as we approach 
the natural frequency. (See the table at the head of page I 8 in 
J. G. Hill's article.) The measurements taken do not confirm 
it. But the determination of a in the proximity of the cut-off 
point is so difficult that the results of measurements cannot be 
considered as reliable. 

If the inductance of the coils should be distributed continu
ous] y along the whole cable line, then the current at any frequency 

would be propagated with the same speed V 0 = 1 
C 

which gives 
vL 

in the present case a velocity of 7814 naut. miles a second. 
Fig. 2 shows the variations of open and short circuit imped

ances - of the phantom measured between u> = 5000 and w = 7000. 
The frequencies at which the retardation angle of the whole line, 
82a should in accordaw:e with the theorv become a multiple of 
rr, ;re marked in the figure. The upper p�rt of the graph contains 
the imaginary and the lower the real component of the measured 
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impedances. The characteristic impedance Z0, resulting from the 
same, is also shown. 

The coincidence with the theory is not particularly good in the 
case in question, but there are also a great many deviations and 
irregularities noticeable. This is chiefly due to the fact that, in 
the present instance, the phantom line is provided at both ends 
with repeating coils, and consequently reflections from the ends 
are observed. This matter will be gone into more fully later. 
Fig. 2 also shows how difficult it is to determine the angle of 
retardation even in the case of low frequencies. 

�e2oc 

Closed - Z, •Z0tanh9 ,r:;-:;-Z0=vZ1.Z. 
Open -- Z =Z0Coth9 

5273 
-w= 2'11f 

SSS4 SS31 6107 6387 6655 6921 

FIG. 2. 

(2) ATTENUATION. 

Fig. 3 contains the calculated and measured values of the 
attenuation f3l (in the present case 82 (3) for the side circuit (core 
I and 3). 

Further more calculations were made from the primary con
stants of the line: 

l 
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(a) 82 RvcJ� 
2 L 

which represents the share of resistance m the attenuation, neg
lecting all the other losses: 

(b) 82 � R J C 
2 L 

which gives the iron losses to be expected in the coils. The calcu
lation of � R, which increases with the frequency, is based on 
the formul� given in the article by Speed and Elmen CJ ournal of 
the American Institute of Elect. Engineers, Vol. XL., No. 7, 
July, 1922) assuming that the flux density is very small. 

As is to be seen in Fig. 3, the iron losses play a very insig
nificant part in the whole attenuation. 

(c) 82 - - _L G J�-
2 c 

where G= wCtgb. This equation represents the losses of leakance. 
They are somewhat larger than the iron losses, but also of little 
importance in the case in question. 

If no further losses are to be added, the whole attenuation 
would consist only of the sum of these three components, and be 
represented by 

82 (3' =S2 ('Rvc+��-JC + Q /L) 
2 L 2"'JC 

But here in the case of a coil-loaded cable reflections have to be 

taken into account, \vhich increase as sin !!:.-. deviates from '),_ .  
2 2 

The total attenuation to be expected would accordingly be 

(a) 82 �-82 W X Ji-I( :J 

This is the rapidly increasing line shown in Fig. 3. . 
The reflection losses are small in case of low frequencies, 

smaller even than the losses in iron or in the dielectric; they 

increase however greatly in case of higher frequencies. 

If w has the value <u= 13550 ( ;0 =0.867 ) , we find (3=2 /3', 

this means that the reflection losses will double the attenuation of 
the cable and in the case of the natural frequency /3 approaches 
the value oo. 

The measured values of the attenuation agree fairly well with 
the calculated values as long as it is not a question of frequency in 
the proximity of the cut-off point. 

Remarkable is the circumstance that the attenuations, recorded 
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by the measurements, are sometimes larger, sometimes smaller, 
than they ought to be conformable to the theory. It looks as 
if in reality the attenuation of such a loaded cable was subject to 
periodical variations. A similar picture is shown by Fig. 1 in 
J. G. Hill's often-quoted article. lt therefore seems proper to go 
into the question as to what can be the cause of these variations. 

According to the very detailed investigations on coil-loaded 
cables made by K. W. �Wagner and Kiipfmiiller (Arch. of Elektr., 
Bd. IX., 1921, pages 478-479) irregularities in the construction of 
such cables should exercise no influence worth mentioning on the 
propagation constant e, both in respect of a and of (3. 

It is true that through such irregularities the shape of the 
characteristic curve is influenced, the attenuation, however, ought 
to increase uniformly and not in an undulating manner. If there 
are actual undulations in the attenuation curve, the cause must be 
looked for in varying, increasing and decreasing losses of energy, 
occasioned likewise by induction effects on neighbouring cable 
conductors or on the cable covering, i.e., lead sheath or Hon 
armouring. 

On investigating this matter further, one comes to the con
clusion that the measured variations are much too great to be 
explained in this way. In the case of measurements made by the 
author on multicore cables at frequencies where a maximum loss 
of energy was to be expected on account of cross-talk, it was found 
that these losses of energy were immeasurably small. 

And just in the case in question, it is almost impossible for the 
measured undulations of the attenuation to be caused by such 
losses. For we have a cable consisting simply of 4 wires with 
gutta-percha as dielectric, and it was ascertained that the induc
tion effects of one pair of wires on the other was too small to be 
measured. 

Overhearing from side to side circuit was found to be over 
roo M.S.C., i.e., over (3l= ro.6, with angular velocities up to 
w= 15000. 

It may therefore be supposed that, in carrying out the measure
ments, some condition necessary for the obtaining of quite exact 
attenuation values has been neglected. 

One of these conditions is the making of the measurements at 
all frequencies with the same strength of current. This condition 
is rather difficult to obtain in making measurements by the short 
and open circuit method. It can accordingly happen that, in the 
case of the measurements with several frequencies, there is quite 
a different distribution of current and voltage along the cable. 
The characteristics o.f the coils are largely dependent on the 
strength of the current; the self-induction changes slightly and 
the resistance loss considerably (Speed and Elmen, Wagner 
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and Kiipfmiiller, loc. cit.). As has been ascertained, the attenua
tion can, under these circumstances, be augmented by IO per cent. 
(See ] . G. Hill's book, " Telephonic Transmission," Fig. 103, 
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page 196.) The observed fluctuations lie all within this range. 
Measurements on other coil-loaded cables have shown that smaller 
variations in the attenuation are to be observed when greater care 
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is taken to keep the strength of the current as constant as possible 
in measuring. A 11 these circumstances confirm the supposition. 

Fig. 4 gives the measured attenuation of the phantom. In 
addition are calculated for the phantom, in the same \vay as for the 
side circuit, thf' losses clue to D.C. resistance, hysteresis and eddy 
currents, leakance and reflections, and shown in dotted lines. 

"\s the phantom was provided on hoth sides with repeater coils 
(\\"estern Electric Co. 4006/A), the losses in the repeating coils are 
to be added to the attenuation of the cable. These amount to 
about (3l=o.065 for each of the two-coil arrangements together, 
this makes accordingly /3Z=o.r3. From the measurements, how
ever, the increase in attenuation caused by the termination of the 
cahle with these coils, amounts, on an average, to (3l=o.20. Re
flections are obsr�rn·d here in the repL'ating coils�of which mention 
has already been made in Section r--which bring with them losses 
of energy to the extent of (31 = o .07. Such a loss is to be Pxpectf'd 
in a ratio of the characteristic impt>clance of the repeating coils Z, 

to the characteristic impedance z" of the phantom �: = r.65' 

which also may fairly correspond to the reality. 
by the author, " Die Leistung ungleichartigcr 
ungen," Elektr. and J\fasch., 1916, Heft 45 .) 

(See the article 
Fernsprechleit-

The attenuation of the phantom obtained by measurements 
shmvs still greater variation than in the case of the side circuit. 
This is to be explained by the fact that, in the case in question, 
the result of the measurements is not only influenced by the 
variation of the properties of the loading coils clue to fluctuations 
in the current, but that here also is to be added the same effect 
caused in the repeating coils. The measured attenuation values 
can therefore lay no grc>at claim to exactitude. If, nevertheless, 
these results of measurements are puhlished, it is done to draw 
attention to the difficulty one meets in making exact and reliable 
attenuation measurements with coil-loaded cables and repeating 
coils. 

(3) THE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCES OF SIDE AND PHANTOM 

CIRCUITS. 

Fig. 5 shows the yariation of the characteristic impedances with 
frequency of the t\\o side circuits. The full:· drawn line 
(------) has reference· to tlw measurement made on the loop, 
which was formed in such a \\ay, that in Aldeburgh, where the 
cable ends in a half coil section, the cores r and 3 were connected 
to cores 2 and 4 respectively. In this wa:· a cablf' of 164.658 naut. 
miles, provided with 164 loading coils, \Y<lS ayailable for making 
the measurements. The whole attenuation for this loop was 
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therefore /3l=2.2 at w=3000 and /3l=3.o at w=IOOOO. On account 
of this great attenuation value no influence worth mentioning of 
reflections from one end to the other was to be feared. To obtain 
reliable measurement results, it seemed sufficient to close the ends 
of the wires (core 1-3) over an ohmic resistance, which during 
every single measurement was made equal to the real component 
of the characteristic impedance measured at the beginning of the 
line (core 2-4). 

The dashed line (- - -) has reference to the characteristic 
impedance of the side circuit Domburg-Aldeburgh, formed of core 
1-3, that is nearly of 82 coil sections. The corresponding curve 
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1s calculated by the values obtained by open- and short-circuit 
measurements. 

The upper part of Fig. 5 contains the imaginary, the lower 
the real component of the impedance; the values of both com
ponents are given in ohms. 

The two characteristic impedances obtained in this way run 
with some variation almost parallel. 

Straight through these two dotted curves, obtained by means 
of measurements, runs a smooth dash-dotted line (- · - · - ·) . 

This line corresponds to the theoretical values of the characteristic 
impedance at various frequencies under the existing condition, 
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i.e., that the first coil is not placed at a distance of a half, but of 
0.805 part of a coil-section. 

The formul� relative to this ideal impedance were first 
developed by R. S. Hoyt (\Vestern Electric Co.'s British Specifi
cation 18018/1913, R. S. Hoyt and A. Taerd, American Patent 
Specification l 167693/1916, Siemens and Halske, German Patent 
Specification 330964/1920) in connection with G. A. Campbell's 
theory. 

If Z0 =A+ jB and X is the distance of the first loading-coil 
from the beginning, expr.essed in parts of a coil-section, the real 
component of the ideal characteristic impedance at the various 
circular frequencies w = 2rrf, follows the law: 

A= J-� x 

and for the imaginary component 

Although it is here a question of merely simplified formul£, it 
is to be seen from Fig. 5 that the values of the measured character
istic impedances follow very closely the theoretically calculated 
values. Nay, one is even in a position to determine from the 
measured values of the characteristic impedance with an exactitude 
of 1% the distance of the first loading-coil from the beginning of 
the cable. 

Fig. 6 shows the course of the characteristic impedance of the 
phantom, calculated from open and short-circuit measurements. 
As already mentioned, the phantom was provided, both at the 
beginning and end, with \\'estern Electric repeating coils 4oo6A. 
The submarine cable had to be joined provisionally at both 
landing-places to aerial lines, for which as usual three repeating 
coils at both ends of the circuit were used (one each for the two 
side circuits and one for the phantom). The terminals 4 and 2 of 
these coils were connected with the submarine cable, the terminals 
2 and 5 led to the aerial wires, or rather to the testing equipment. 
The curve of the ideal characteristic impedance for the phantom, 
which was calculated from the formula given above, is also in
dicated in this case by a dash-dotted (- · - · -) line. 

We see from this graph that the connection of the repeating
ooils on the submarine cable raises the values of the real com
ponent of the characteristic impedance in the ratio I : l .3 and on 
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the other hand considerably flattens the curve of the imaginary 
component. 

This seems to be advantageous when the question is the con
nection of aerial lines to the cilbll�. The characteristic impedances 
at the point of junction thereby become approximately equal. 

='Jot desirable on the other hand is another phenomenon con
nected with the repeating coils, to \Yhich reference has already been 
made in the two earlier sections: the appearance of reflections at 
the end of the cable. 

These reflections show themselves here in the form of periodical 
undulations of the real and imaginary component of the character
istic impedance. 

Fie. 6. 

The intervals, in which these undulations follow each other, 
depend on the Yalue of ma, the retardation angle of the length of 
cable lying between the discontinuity which cause the reflections 
and the beginning of the circuit. m is therefore the number of 

coil-sections falling on this part of the cable. One undulation 
follows the other in intervals which correspond to the increase of 
ma \Yith the amount of '-= 180°. In the present case a careful 
examination of the nwasured characteristic impedance shows that 
the intPrvals, in which the undulations follow each other at the 
various frequencies, represent an angle of about 2.2°. From this 
must be concluded that the discontinuity, which causes the un -
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dulations, lies behind m = 1800 = 82 coil-sections, that 1s, m the 
2.2 

case in question at the end of the cable where the repeating coils 
are connected. 

The attenuation m(3, which is due to the part of the circuit 

between the discontinuity and the place of measurement, has, of 

course, a great influence on the amplitude of the undulations. 

The variations always arise from waves, which are thrown back 

from the place where a discontinuity exists. The greater the 

attenuation experienced by the wave thrown back in covering the 

way from the existing discontinuity to the beginning of the cahle, 
the smaller the influf'nce it can exert on the shape of the impedance 
curve. 

It is true that for the amplitude of the undulations the absolute 
value of a plays also a part. \Vith rising values of a, that is with 
an increasing frequencv, the amplitude of the variations becomes 
greater. In case of defects and discontinuities, l_\·ing not far from 
the beginning of the cable, the influence of o is prPdominant, and 
the amplitude of the variations becomes ewr grf'ater \vith increas
ing frequencv. \Yith such discontinuities, h·ing far from the 
beginning of the cable, the influence of the> attc>nuation 111(3 is 
predominant and the amplitude of the undulations diminishes as 
the frequency increases. (See in this connection the> article bv 
\Vagner and Kiipfmi.iller, /oc. cit., and hy thf' latter the article in 
Teleizraphen und Fernsprechtedrnik, IX., 1922, No. 6, June, 
1922). 

In the case in question a decrease of the amplitude of the tm
dulations with higher frequencies is clearly to be noticed. This is 
evident, considering that the attenuation (31 is l .2 at w = 5000, 
whereas nearly 2-4 at rn= 1300 and increases so rapidly that in the 
neighbourhood of the cut-off point the influence of the reflected 
waves becomes imperceptibly small. 

In addition to this variation, occurring with fairlv regular 
periodicit_v, the characteristic impedance of the phantom shows 
other small irregularities, which, in their p�'.riodicitv, correspond 
fairly closel:· with the typical irregularities of the characteristic 
impedance of the side circuits. 

Let us therefore consider again the characteristic impedance of 
the side circuits, and trv \\·hether, from their values, any conclu
sion can be drawn as to the presence of irregularities in the con
struction of the cable. 

In this connc>ction it seems ach-isahle to restrict ourselves to an 
investigation of the real component, the shape of which is given 
again in Fig. 7. 

At the same time are shown in this figure those frequencies 
which must especially be taken into consideration concerning the 
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reflections caused by irregularities in one of the first 12 coil-
. 

( ) b · h h 
ma. sections m= l, 2, 3 .... 12 e1ng t ose w ere -- =rr or a 

2 
multiple of rr. \Vith these frequencies the value of cos ma is 
alternately o or r, which values are indicated in the graph by 
white and black circles respectively. 

From this survey is to be seen at first glance that the observed 
irregularities in the run of the characteristic impedance have a 
certain relation to these frequencies. In general the amplitude of 
the undulations \\ ith increasing frequency and increasing a 

becomes larger , ''hi le on the other hand the variations of smaller 
periodicity disappPar more or lPss with the higher frequency. 
vVhPn the cut-off point is approached onl_v a few undulations 

succeeding each other in large intervals remain. The variations 
of small periodicit:· are caused without doubt by reflections from 
the more distant coil-sections, the others from the coil-sections at 
tlw beginning of the cirr:uit. Tlw propnties of the first loading-
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coils and loading sections are therefore chiefly responsible for the 
shape of the characteristic impedance curve. 

On account of the small number of variations observed in the 
characteristic impedance, there can be no question of faults in the 
cable. The first variation with a considerable amplitude is 
observed when "'= r ro40, that is exactly the frequency where, for 

all coil-sections, m= r, 2, 3, 4 .... 164 ma 
=rr or a multiple of 1r. 2 

Reflections, whether originating from either a loading-ooil or a 
coil-section exercise therefore round about this particular frequency 
a specially great influence on the form of the characteristic 
impedance. 

If one forms the ratio of the difference to the sum of the 
measured to the ideal line impedance, then all the values so 
obtained between <u = 3500 and (J) =I 3000 lie under o. IO. \Vhen 
w = r 3100 the ratio rises to o. r 28 and attains the highest value 
when w= q6oo with an amount of 0.155. These are very small 
values, which make it probable that the cable can be used without 
difficulties in connection with 22 type telephone repeaters. 
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The attempt to discover, by means of a detailed analysis of the 
observed deviations, \\hether these originate from small irregu
larities in the inductance of the loading-coils or in the capacity of 
the coil-sections, and still more the exact determination of the 
position of these irregularities in the cable, meets with many 
difficulties. For it is here a question of very small influences 
exercised by 164 loading-coils and just as many coil-sections, 
acting very differently. 

Still, some undulations appear again and again in a similar 

form with such regularitv that one is inclined to trace them back 

to one and the same cause. Thus, in the range of the lmver 

frequencies from 01= 3500 to about u>= I 1000, there appears an 

undulation which becomes smaller and smaller, the periodity of 

which corresponds to an angle of 2.8° to 3.0°. This would lead to 
the conclusion that here an influence prevails emanating from one 
of the loading-coils or from one of the coil-sections, lying about 
60 to 64 naut. miles from the beginning of the cable. Now it is a 
fact that the 19th coil-section from :\ldeburgh, that is the 61st from 
the test hut in Domburg, was faulty and was changed after the 
laying of the cable. :\ piece of cable 24 metres long was added .. 
Consequently a ver�· small irregularity in the cable really exists 
at this point. The observed undulation is so insignificant that it 
could really be traced back to this small irregularity; the circum
stance that the influence of this disturbance is no more noticeable 
in the case of the higher frequencies also bears out the supposition 
that it proceeds from a faulty distant coil-section. 

In the case of higher frequencies, the influence of the loading
coils and coil-sections at the beginning of the circuit seems to 
predominate. The great undulation round about w = 14600 seems 
to point to an influence of the 4th or 5th coil-section, that leads 
one to suppose that there is a very small irregularity at the point 
where the joint near the coast was made. Moreover still small 
influences seem to make themsc,lves felt, emanating from the 7th, 
I Ith or 12th and from the 23rd or 24th loading-coil or coil-section. 
But the prevailing conditions are so complicated-as already 
mentioned-that only a guess can be made. Greater deviations 
betvveen the electric constants than 0.002 henry for the coils and 
0.002 mfs. for the coil-sections do not seem to occur. 

In conclusion, it is worth remarking that, as is to be seen from 
Figs. 5 and 6, the imaginary component of the characteristic 
impedance attains its highest value before the natural frequency 
(J)= r56oo is reached, while, on the other hand, the real component 
only slowly approaches the value () after the cut-off point. 

(4) OVER-HEARING AND CROSS-TALK. 

For the determination of over-hearing and cross-talk at the 
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beginning of the cable the connections proposed by K. Kiipfmiiller 
in his article "Abgleichverfahren " (E.T.Z. 1923, Heft 20, Figs. 
30 and 31) were used. The end of the cable was terminated by 
\Vestern Electric repeating coils 4006.A, the secondary coils of 
which on the land side were closed by resistances about equal to 
the characteristic impedance of the side and phantom circuits 
respectively Soo ohms and 400 ohms. 

The characteristic impedance of the artificial line used for 
measuring amounted to 600 ohm, a value which lay therefore 
exactly in the middle between that of the characteristic impedance 
of the side-circuit and of the phantom. 

Over-hearing from side-to-side circuit-as already remarked in 
Section 2---was smaller for all frequencies than 100 M.S.C., 
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i.e., f3l = 10.6. The result of the measurements of cross-talk are 
given in Fig. 8 from phantom to the side-circuits and vice versa. 
It will be seen that cross-talk also shows, similar to the character
istic impedance, peculiar periodically returning undulations with 
the various frequencies. 

From the theory developed of late )'ears relative to the various 
influences and circumstances which play a part in cross-talk (see 
Lichtenstein, E.T.Z. 1920, page 188-208, Breisig E.T.Z. 1921, 
page 933, Kiipfmiiller, Archiv. f. Elecktr. XII. 1923, 2 Vol. 
Wehage Zeitschrift fiir Fernmeldetechnik 4 Jahrg. 1923, Vol. 4) 
results that such variations of the cross-talk really exist. They 
are therefore by no means errors of testing, nor may they be traced 
back merely to incorrect termination of the cable at the end. The 
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observed variations can certainly not proceed from reflections from 
the end of the cable. The periodicity with which the undulations 
appear leads one rather to conclude that they are caused by 
a capacity coupling in the 2oth or 24th coil-section. 

The frequencies at which cos ma=O resp. I for these two coil
sections (m = 20 and m = 24) are plotted and indicated by small 
\Vhite and black circles in the middle of the graph. 

As is to be seen from Fig. 8 the cross-talk of the phantom to 
the two side circuits is very small, considering that we have to do 
with a submarine cable more than 82 naut. miles in length with 
gutta percha as dielectric. On an average it is smaller than 60 
M.S.C. or (3l 6.4. 

W e  believe we have shown that the methods of testing at 
present at our disposal permit a ver_v exact and thorough investiga
tion of the properties of telephone circuits even if the conditions 
are as complicated as they are in the submarine cable considered. 

In conclusion, the author wishes to thank Dr. W. Deutschmann 
for his assistance in making the measurements. 
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� TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE PLANT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. 
0 

TELEPHONE STATIONS AND \VIRE MILEAGES FOR EACH Ei\GINEERING DISTRICT 

AS AT 30TH SEPTEMBER, 1923. 

Telephone 
Stations. 

385,906 
41,959 
46,161 
35,986 
64,727 
43,431 
43,386 
63,367 

105,958 
55,075 
55,571 
34,292 
15,314 
44,558 
67,739 

1, 103,430 

Overhead Wire Mileages. Underground Wite Mileages. I 
I Telegraph. : Trunk. I Exchange. I Spare 

-- ' 
Engineering 1 ---------

District. 

' ___ , ___ '---l�---1---
610 

1,930 
4,732 
9,278 
8,555 
4,826 
5,436 
8,860 
3,070 
6,3II 
4,209 
2,628 
4,706 
5,734 
7.353 

78,238 

4,100 
18,442 
21,396 
26,989 
37,419 
24,223 
25,480 
22,639 
15,812 
24,947 
26,603 
14.417 

5,614 
19,603 
22,659 

310,343 

60,448 
44.374 
36,992 
32,789 
43,936 
47,075 
38,968 
37,013 
45,615 
36,576 
42,485 
22,559 
10,593 
29,430 
37 ,838 

566,691 

479 
1,_:;66 
1.339 
3,562 
3,304 
4,561 
z,339 
4,_:;91 
3,424 
2,388 
z,703 
2,225 

219 
1,465 

344 

34,509 

London 
S.E. 
S.\V. 

E. 
N �lid. 
S. Mid. 

S. \\"ales 
N. \\'ales 
S T.ancs. 

N.E. 
N.\V 

N. 
Ireland N. 

Scot. E. 
Scot. W. 

Total'<. 

Telegraph. Trunk .  

---------�-

20,859 
3,569 

13,233 
11,350 
11,064 

6,607 
5,048 

II,440 
11,048 

6,026 
8,945 
2,J22 

141 
1,508 

11,742 

124,902 

36,613 
14, 127 

2,412 
15,128 
17,230 

6,561 
I0,<)<)2 
19,]22 
45,013 
16, 138 
19,745 

7,382 
57 

5,220 
r5,351 

231,291 

Exchange. 

1,366,369 
75,450 
74,178 
36,481 

105,291 
86,659 
65,491 

103,954 
253,433 
108,940 
103,308 

52,285 
27,464 
75,71 I 

169,175 

2,704,189 

Spare. 

42.455 
u,, 724 
2,441 

21,715 
52-595 
75,719 
17,891 
19,884 
37,946 
20,491 
15,180 

3,562 
105 

3,169 
25,943 

353,820 

Submarine � 
\Land miles). t"" 

tTl 
CJ 
:>;I 

--- :P' 
>ti 
::i:: 

Returns 

made 

annually. 

;;.. 
z 
v 

..., 

p 
tTl 
"O 
::i:: 
0 
:..-: 
tTl 

"O 
t"" 
:P' 
z 
;l 

------- )----- 1-----1------ 1-----1----·--1---- i-- - - ;---- _____ , ____ _ 
Figures on 
3oth June, 

1923. 
1,082,587 79,233 308,939 561,535 33,850 124,779 22 I ,qoz 2,680, 141 318,900 



HEADQL\RTERS NOTES. 

HEADQUARTERS NOTES. 

C.B.S. :'\OS. 2 AND 3 SYSTEl\lS. 

As a result of recent studies undertaken with a view to im
proving the C. 8.S. System, a new design of equipment working 

on a loop signalling basis has been developed . This equipment 

is being standardised in two forms to be known respectively as 

"C.B.S. No. 2
" and" C.B.S. !\io. 3." The former is for use in 

medium-sized exchanges up to 2, or at the most 3, operator's 

positions, while the latter is suitable fur small exchanges up to ro 
lines. The system that is being superseded will henceforth be 
knm\ n as "C. B.S. >Jo. I." 

The net'.d for a new design uf e4uipmenl had become increas
ingly l'\·ident \\ith the growing cumpll'xity of the junction arrange
ments nl'Cessitated by the differential earth signalling system, 
and it \Vas largely on this account that a simplified system of 
\\orking was sought. 

Careful consideration uf the problem led lo the adoption of the 
following fratures: -

(1.) Standard junction signalling facilities . 

(2.) " Loop" call and " disconnect" clear ·fur lucal working. 
(3.) Local battery speaking. Common battery speaking for 

till'. subscribers' instruments could nut be justified. 

4.) 11 igh n�sistance signalling apparatus in order tu reduce 
current consumption to a minimum to cover cases \Vhere 
thL� smaller switchboards are operated from primary 
cells. 

TiiL'. service conditions in till� smallest exchanges do not 
\\arrant the sanw facilities as are prm·ided in the larger ones and 

it was found economical to introduce two new systems, as 
follows:-

System. 

C.B.S. No. 2. 

C.B.S. No. 3. 

Title of New Switchboard. 
Title of C.B.S. No. 1 Switch
board which will eventually be 

superseded. 

---------�---

" Switchboard C.B.S. Junction" Switchboard \Vall Junction and 
and Local I 1 5+20 ,, 

'l .::::.,o: Swikh C RS ]uochuo

'

1 · S::,:ou�;o ikh ]uuc<iuu ou<l 
and Local _:w+6o.,, 

Local 
2_0+6�.,, 

240 140 
" Switchhoetrd Wall C. B.S. June. " S"·itchboard \Vetll Junction and 

tion and Local �+ 5 " * Local 2 +_1 . " 22 10 

* This board is primarily d .. signcd for exchanges with 1 junction and up to 10 
subscribers. The Pxtra junction equipmPnt is provided as a " stand by " for use in 
case of faults and will very rarely be required for a second junction. Subscribers' 
line capacity beyond 10 is provided to meet exceptional requirements. 
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The accompanying photographs , for the use of which we are 
indebted to the manufacturers of the switchboards , Messrs. The 
Uritish L.I\J. Ericsson Co., show clearly the general construction 
and disposal of the apparatus on switchboards C.B.S. Junction 

and Local � . (See Figs. 1 and 2). lt will be seen that the 
45 

board is designed to stand on the floor against a wall and that 
access to its interior is gained by unlocking the front and swinging 
the same bodily forward from the back board, which carries the 
bulk of the apparatus. The relay rack is carried on a gate hinge 

Fie. 1.-SwncHBOARD, C.B.S. juNcnoN 
AND LOCAL 5+2o . CLOSED. 50 

Fie. 2.-SwncnBOARD 5+20 . OrEN. 50 

and can be swung foward from the back board when access is 
required to the relay terminals and wiring. 

The indicators fitted on the switchboard, both for the lines and 
for supervisory purposes on the cords, are somewhat similar to 
the well-known vVestern Electric Company ' s " sixpenny" signals 
which have been used ext·ensively for many years as negative 
supervisor�· signals on several sizes of C.B P.B. X. switchboards. 
The Yisual shutter is practically identical, but its operation by the 
armature and the method of mounting the latter is entirely 
different. 
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Outlines of the indicators are shown on the accompanying 
sketch (Fig. 3) and photographs of the mounted items are 
reproduced on Figs. 4, 5 and 6. lt will be seen from these illus
trations that the armature is pivoted at the top end of the iron 
cover, to which it forms a tilted lid. A pin carrying a spiral 
spring passes through the core, and the spring (which is adjust
able by means of a sere\\ shown at lower end) maintains the 
armature in the tilted position and restores it after operation. 
On the top of the armature is carried an operating rod or pin 
which engages with a bent lug on the lower side of the shutter. 

" 
Armature -.showm!J :� 
local contact ---:;,:' ���!,, 

Lugs !'or /;fhng 
+!0---+,-verkcally on Jlafe 

41�,, 
Aj>/>rox 

Ill 
'if/,"f Cover. --!---c-1- (Iron.} 

4.!l" Lugs For/;ft,;,J 11;).2 honZ:onrally '17"'rox. on moun/in9 . 

INDICATOR N'! 2900. INDICATOR N92800oR3000. 
FIG. 3. 

\ Vhen the armature is attracted the long arm of the operating pin 
raises the shutter upwards and causes it to show white against 
the glass cover which closes the end of the slip-on cap. A label 
for service markings, shaped like a D, is secured between the top 
of the indicator and the glass. 

The indicators are suitable for mounting either vertically on a 
plate-on the larger boards the supervisories are mounted in pairs 
on a common plate-or horizontally on a strip, which is fitted with 
lugs similar to those on a jack strip to be secured to the stile bars 
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by standard jack fasteners. The illustration (Fig. 3) shows In
dicators Nos. 2900 and 2800 or 3000. The former mounts verti
call_1· on the plate; the latter is secured to the front of the horizontal 
mounting· by trapped screws which pass through the mounting 
and engage in the short lugs shown screwed to the side of the iron 
cu1·er of the indicator. 

FIG. 4.-LINE SIGNAL, WITH 

CAP REMOVED. 

F1G. 5.-PArn OF Sul'EHVISORY SIGNALS. 

The operation of the circuits on the C.B.S. No. 2 system will 
be described first, Diagrams L 105 and 207 refer. 

Standard through junction signalling conditions similar to 
regular C.13. manual jack-ended junction working are provided. 
The circuits may be adapted for working on junctions to or from 

utomatic Exchanges by fitting an additional relay in each cord 
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circuit. This modification is catered for in the design of the 
switchboard and provision is made for a dial. 

Subscribers Line Circuil. Diagram L 105 (Fig. 7).-The line 
signal is operated b.'' the completion of the loop at the subscriber's 

station, the actin: \\'inding- of the signal being included in the 

earth return tu a ,·u i d tr<iubh· due to false signals caused b.'· line 
fau Its. 

juncliun Line Circu1l. Diagram L 105.-This circuit foll(mS 
the sanw principles as standard jack-ended junction line circuits in 
C. H. manual e xchanges . 

Sl..ltJSCA'IMlrS 

1/\1.JTli'VMeNr 

.Sl"'ft:tYN '"OR 

C X PLANA TO#Y 

PURP<»e.3 ON1. Y' 

FIG. I. SUBSCRIBERS L/Ne CIRCUITS. 

--·--

FIG.2. ...JUNCTION 

(DOTTED COIVNECnONs "'043co!Wv�cr10A11500 
rog MULnR..C' """CK �l"fEIU li'�lilUi'IU'O) ::.:· 

FIG. 7. 

INCOMING 

Cord Circu its. Diagram L 207 (Fig. 8).-The cord circuits em
ployed are similar in principle to C.13. cord circuits, t he supervisory 
signal being controlled by the subscriber's loop. The:· an" suitable 
for use with any type of junction without the use of auxiliar_v equip-
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ment. Battery is fed to line over the '' B ' ' vvire through 2oow, a 
higher resistance supervisory rl'lay being med on the " A " side. 
This arrangement reduces the current in the subscriber's receiver 
to a minimum, but provides comparatively heavy current on the 
" B" line for junction signalling. All cord circuits on the board 
are universal, i.e., suitable for handling both junction and sub
scriber's connections. This is affected by providing a relay " J" 
associated with the anS\\·ering plug \\ hich operates on! y when an 
incoming junction jack 1s plugged into. The bush of the incom
ing junction jack is connected direct to earth. On insertion of the 
answering plug in an incoming junction jack, relay "J" receives 
the full voltage of the main battery and operates, but when the 
answering plug is connected to a subscriber's jack, I ,5oow is in-

FIG. 8. 

eluded in the earth connection. Relay " J " is then shunted by 
the 25ow relay and does not operate. 

The lower part of Fig. 8 (L 207) shows the connections 
necessary when junctions carrying dialled out calls from automatic 
exchanges have to be accommodated. On such connections it 
is necessary for the call to be registered automatically at the 
automatic exchange \Yhen the called subscriber removes his 
telephone from the hook. Registration is effected by removing 
earth from the " B " wire of the junction and substituting 
battery. It will be seen that the circuit differs from that adopted 
for manual working (see upper pa.rt of Fig. 8) in that it 
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arranges to connect earth to the " B " line when the operator 
answers and also provides against premature connection of battery 
to the " B " wire before the called subscriber answers. The 
method of doing this will be clear from the notes on the diagram. 
The latter provision is necessary to prevent wrong metering and 
because of the use of break jacks in the subscriber's line, which 
permit of battery from the calling signal being momentarily con
nected to the tip of the entering plug. 

Ringing current is normally sent to line over the " B "  wire 
with the " A " line earthed. \Yhen the Party Line Reversing 
Key is thrown to ring out on the " A " wire, earth is not applied 
to the " B " wire. This is so arranged to avoid the "tinkling" 
which would otherwise be occnsioned by the disclwrge from the 
conclensPrs in the " B " side bells. 

---------

rtG.2. JUNCTION c1sciJ1T. 
A _,......_._ 

B 

·NOTE A. Rl!ntRDA71aN con. SA WIT# ROTTED CONNCCT/ON 13 ONLY JlEqVll>ElJ WNERe .../U/VCr!OI'., W(J/ilf,5 

Ol«CT ro A COAD C/&'CU/T 0,. ffl� c 8:3 NOi. TYPr. 

FIG. 9. 

Diagrams L ro5 and 205 refer to the C.B.S. No. 3 system. It 
\vill be seen that this is similar in principle to the L.B.S. No. 2 
system, except that through junction signalling is not provided, 
nor is provision made for junctions working to Automatic Ex
changes. 

Subscribers Line Circuit. Diagram L ro4 (Fig. 9).-This 
circuit is similar to that the C. B .S. No. 2 system already described. 

Junction Line Circuit. Diagram L ro4.-Tlw repeating coil is 
associated with the junction line inste"rl of the cord circuit to 
economise in repeating coils and also to facilitate any special 
arrangements on the junction which may be required for multi-
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office working or superposing. A TOOO''' magneto bell is provided 
on the junction as a standby signal for calling the operator should 
she fail to clear a connection on receipt of the visual signal. It 
also provides for code ringing at multi-otfice exchanges. Battery 
is connected to the cent re point of the rt>peati ng coil to maintain 
the� operation of tbc ans\n'ring supervisory relay when the plug is 
inserted in the i n co m ing junction jack. 

Cord Circuit. Diagram L 205 (Fig. 10).-The cord circuit is 
similar in principle to tint of the C.B.S. N"o. 2 system, but is 
reduced to the simplest possihlt> elements. It is provided with 
one supervisory signal onl:', since the majority of calls are 
junction calls and no supen·isory signal is received over the 
junction line. The night hell rnmwction to the signal is con-

Fie. 10. 

trolled b\· a locking relay which remains locked until the called 
subscrib�r ans\\·ers, thus pt-e\'l'nting the night hell ringing except 
at the end of a call. The cord circuit is crossed between the con
densers and tlw ca l ling supervisory apparatus in order to balance 
it. 

FOOTNOTE:-
Rd<'rern·r• to pn•\ious article' in th<' l'.0.E.E. ]01tr11a/ \\·hich ha,·e a hearing on 

the subject:-

" Trunk and Junction Circuit lle\clopn1ent," by :\lessrs . .Jenkins an cl \\'hite. 
Page 281, \'ol. V!II. 

"Notes on C.B.S. T1·lq>ho11<' Sy,t<'m," by \\'. 0. Dlight. Page 197, Vol. XI. 

" .\ :\lorlinPd C. B.S. SYstem, '' IJy H. \\'. ·white. Page 115, Vol. XII. 
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EXCH:\NGE DEVELOPi\IENTS. 

The following works have been completed: -

Exchange. 

Birmingham South Exten
sion 

Bradford Central Exten-
sion 

Darlington Extension 
Rosendale, New ... 
Royal, New (late '\Jino-

ries 
Smethwick Extension 
\Voodford, New 
Applin & Barrett 
Daily News 
Glasgow Herald 
l-farvcy Nichols 
Hcnp & Sons 
L.C.C. County T!nll 
Readhearl 's, f.trl. 
Speaight & Sons 
\Voolland Bros 

Type. 

i\fanual 

" 
,\utomatic 

l\Linu:il 

P.A.B.X. 

No. of Lines. 

880 

2000 & 1·on\·er!-.in11 
400 
560 

7500 
200 
ro2_.:; 
20 
40 
Go 
60 
40 

Goo 
20 
20 

Orclt�rs ha ye lwen placed for new Exchanges as fellows: -

Exchange. 

Bolton Desk 
British Empire Exhihition 
Didsbury 
Enfield 
Gloucester 
Leeds Satellites� 

Chapel town 
Headingley 
Roundhay 
Stanningley 

Maidenhead 
Mill Hill 
Palmers G1·een 
Torquay ... 1 
Paignton ... j 
Weston-Super-Mare 
\Voolwich 
British X vlonite Co. 
Ferranti 's

. 
Ltd. 

Harvey Nicholl's 
Lee & Coy . ... 
Llovd & Co. 
Scottish Oils 
Star & Garter Home 
\Vard & Goldstone 

Type. 

;\fanual 
.\utnmntic 

l\1anual 
" 

.\utnmatic 

Automatic 

,, 
Manu al 

Automatic 

'\Ianual 

,, 
P.A.B.X. 

No. of Lines. 

S)o 
1220 

Soo 
680 

T 120 
600 

2200 
1274 
2q6 
870 

138:; 

45 
60 
60 
40 
30 
20 
30 
25 

Orders haye been placed for extensions to existing equipments 
as follows : --



Exchange. 

Cardiff 
Dudley 
Edgbaston 
Hammersmith 
Leeds Modification 

LONDON DISTRICT NOTES. 

Type. 

Manual 
Automatic 

:Vfanual 
,, 

Automatic 

No. of Lines. 

1500 
300 

I06o 
1640 

LONDON DISTRICT NOTES. 

DURIKG the quarter endt�d 28th September, 1923, 7,834 ex
clrnnge lines, 3,973 internal exknsions and 750 external extensions 
were provided; in the sa1rn� pl�riod, 2,C95 exchange lines, 2,302 
internal extensions and 284 extl'rnal extensions were recovered, 
making nett increases of 5, r 39 exchange 1 inf's, 1,6JI internal exten
sions and 466 external extensions. 

J "\TERN AL COKSTR U CTION. 

Neic• Exchanges ha\·l� been opem�d during the past quarter at 
Royal, \\'oodforcl, Southall and Eltham. 

The Royal Exchange is of the C.R. J\o. 1 type, and has been 
equipped for 7, 500 lines. The plant was installed by the Peel 
Conner Company. 'lhe whole of the lines, which have been 
served temporarily by "'[inories Exchange, have been transferred 
thereto along \Yith a certain number of Avenue and Central lines. 
The building, which is situated in Great Tower Street, will ultim
ately contain a large amount of automatic plant, and will be one 
of the largest exchange buildings in London. 

The vVoodford, Southall and Eltharn Exchanges are of the 
C. B. No. ro type, and \Vere installed by the District Staff. 

New builC!ings for the accommodation of Telephone Exchar:ges 
are in course of construction or about to be commenced at Albert 
Docks, Mead\vay (Golders Green), \\'oolwich, Bishopsgate, En
field, Mill I-Iili, Palmers Green and Sloane. 

Sites have bc�en acquired and arrangcm1,nts are in hand for the 
construction of new buildings at Hattersea, Ne\\' �lalclen, \Varling
ham, Hendon, Maida Vale, Guildhall (\\T ood Street, E.C.). 
Strand, Tilbury, \\'estern and \\Talworth. 

The existing Exchange buildings are being extended at 
Dalston, Ealing, :;\°orth, Streatham and East Ham. 

Exchan;;e Extensions haye been compll•ted at Ealing, East 
Ham, Enfield, Hornsev and \Valthamstow, and extensions are in 
progress or about to be commc�nced at Brixton, Burgh Heath, 
Clerkenwell, Eclg\Yare, Dalston, Elstrel�, Hammersmith, Hayes, 
Hatch End, Hendon, Hounslow, Hop, Ilford, London Wall, 
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Kensington, Maida Vale, Reigate, Palmers Green and \\'allington. 

The main frame has been erected in connection ,,·ith the new 

H olborn Exchange and the new Tandem Exchange, \\ hich will be 

installed in a new building prm·ided in High Holborn. 

P . . J.B. X. 's to the number of 14 are now \\orking in the London 

Engineering District, and 4 are in course of construction. The 

P . . �.B.X. installed by tlw Relay .\utornatic Company at :\I,'ssrs. 

Dcbenham's premises in \\'igmore Street and equipped for 320 

lines initially, to be extended to 400 in the nt'ar future, was brought 

into use in December. 
Olympia.-During the Summer the wiring of Olympia has 

been considerably revised and extended, a new frame being erected 

which provides for a maximum of 400 Telephones for Exhibition 

purpoSl's. Over 350 were provided in connection \\ith the recent 

Motor Slw\v. -�n extension at flamnwrsmith Exchange ,,·as com

pleted b_,. the \\'estern Electric Company in order to accommodate 
this traffic. 

Baudot Tclegraplzs.-.�utlJnVltic transmitters of the \\'l'.Stcrn 
Electric type, fed by kt'yb�iard p::rforators No. 24 (Bo:�th-\\'illmott) 
type, han� been installed and are \HJrking on the four arms of a 
London-Glasgow Baudot circuit. 

EXTERNAL COKSTRUCTION. 

During the three months ended 3oth September, 1923, the 
following changes have occurred: -

Telegraphs.-Kett decrease of 24 miles of open wire and a nett 
increase of 162 miles in un<lergTound. 

Telephone (H.xclzange).�":\,ett increases of 52 miles and 12,803 
miles in open wire and underground respectively and a nett 
decrease of l,r16 miles in aerial cable. 

Telephone (Trunhs).-Nett increases in op�·n and underground 
of 3 miles and 3,i 47 miles respectively. 

Pole and Pipe Line.--Pole line shcmed a nett increase of 74 
miles, and pipe line a nett incrt>ase of 42 miles, the totals to elate 
!wing 4'475 miles and 5,25 l miles respectiYel_, .. 

The total singll' wire mileages at the encl of the periocl under 
re,·1ew were : ---

Telegraphs 
Telephones ( Exchange) 
Telephones (Trunks) ... 
Department's "'ires on Railways 
Spares 

21 ,469 
l,426,818 

40,713 
3,561 

42,933 

Pneumatic Tubes.-,,\ ne\Y 2t" tube for bothwav seffice be
tween the Central Telegraph Office and the editorial 

-
offices of tlw 

"Daily l\Iail" has been c:omplett>d and handed over for working. 
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LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL 
AUTOMATIC PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE. 

J. RADFORD, A.M.l.E.E. 

THE prov1s1on of Private Branch Exchanges operated by 
means of automatic switching equipment is rapidly emerging 
from the stage of noYelty into the commonplace, and descriptions 
of particular exchanges where this method of working is adopted 
will probably soon suffer the common fate of papers which, while 
in themselves are more or less interesting, exhibit no outstanding 
features which ma_v he considered worthy of inclu ion in the pages 
of this Journal. 

F1G. 1.-L.C.C. HALL. 

In view, however, of the size and importance of the Automatic 
Private Branch Exchange which has been installed in the New 
County Hall of the L.C.C. at 'iVestminster-this being the largest 
P.A.B.X. in the country-it is thought that a brief description of 
the equipment may not be considered superfluous. 

The officers responsible for communication services of the 
Council considered that the many advantages of automatic work
ing justified the recommendation for its installation in the fine 
new building (Fig. 1) which now houses the Council and its 
officers and staff, and negotiations were opened with the Depart
ment with this object in view. 

As soon as the policy to adopt automatic working was decided 
upon precise details were obtained of the Council's requirements 
with regard to traffic and development, and these were incor
porated in a specification prepared in the Engineer-in-Chief's 
Office. The order for the equipment was subsequently placed 
with the Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., of Liverpool, 
and the exchange was opened for service on September 8th, 1923. 
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The equipment provided comprises the following items of 

plant, viz. : -

· 

Automatic switching equipment (Figs. 2 and 3). 

Manual equipment. 
Additions and alterations to the existing main frame, which 

is now a combined main and intermediate distribution 
frame. 

Special apparatus rack. 
Fuse board. 
Test case. 
Power plant, including two sets of cells, charging machine, 

ringers, power switchboard and fuse panels. 

FIG. 2. 

The equipment is located in the basement of the building in 
three rooms, containing respectively the automatic equipment and 
power plant, the manual board and the batteries . 

.Automatic Switching Equipment.-Seven 100-line units have 
been provided, 6 of which are equipped with 100 rotary pre
selectors, or line switches, and I with 50 pre-selectors. 

These units are of the combined line switch and final selector 
type, the line switches being fitted on one side of each unit and 
the final selector switches on the other. 

The 650 lines are divided into 2 groups, one for 350 extensions 
and the other for 300. 

Each of these groups is provided with a suitable number of 
junctions or outlets to groups of first selector switches, which 111 

turn are provided with outlets to the final selectors. 
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Standard traffic facilities, including dialling, ringing, busy 
and number unobtainable tones are provided . 

. .\ three-figun:' s:rstem was adopted for the initial equipment, 
the numbers allotted being 200 to 899, i.e., the outlets from levels 
2 to 8 inclusive of the first group selectors are taken direct to final 
selectors, and as the anticipated ultimate development is 900 
extensions, provision \\'ill be made in clue course for expanding 
the numerical scheme into a four-figure system in respect of the 
last 200 extensions. This will be effected by interposing second 
selectors in the outlets from le,·el 9 of the first selectors, the outlets 

FIG. 3. 

from le,·els o and r of these second selectors being wired to final 
selectors in the two last groups. 

1\Ianual Switchbomd.-Automatic working at Private Branch 
Exchanges has not _vet reached the stage where the P. B.X. manual 
operator can be dispen. ed with, although, in passing, it should 
be mentioned that the facility has recent!�· been authorised where
by, under certain conditions, automatic extensions are enabled to 
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dial out direct to the public exchange for originating exchange 
calls. 

For calls incoming from the public exchange, however, the 
retention of the manual operator is at present regarded as indis
pensable. 

In the case of the L.C.C. P.A.B.X., both originating and 
incoming exchange calls are dealt with by the manual operator, 
and in order to operate these calls a multiple of the automatic 
t�xtension lines is provided on the manual board, together with 
individual answering equipment. Provision has also been made 
on the manual board for 50 extensions to be worked manually. 

The arrangements are briefly as follmYs: -
Incoming Exe h ange and Tie Line Calls .-These calls are dealt 

with by the P.B.X. operator, who completes them by ringing on 
a cord circuit, the calling plug of which 1s inserted in the multiple 
jack of the requred extension. 

Originating Exe hange and Tie Line Calls .-These are dealt 
with by the P .B.X. operator. 

vYhen an extension desires tu originate a call to the public 
exchange, or to the Tie lines, the digit "0" is dialled, and 
the call arrives at the manual board on individual answering 
equipment compnsmg a jack and lamp. The operator then 
answers and co mpletes the call by means of a cord circuit in the 
usual manner. 

The automatic equipment which has been taken into use for 
the call is released immediate! y the call arrives, as described 
later, and is thus free to deal with other calls. 

Local Calls .---ThesP arc calls from extens i on to extension and 
are completed entirely autumatically, thus affording the subscriber 
a rapid and eflicient inter-cummtinication service. 

" Back release " facilities are pro vided for local calls, so that 
either the calling or the called extension may release the connec
tion lw s imply hanging· up tlw receiver. 

En{;aged Conditions.-The (�ngagernent of an extension line 
on a line switch, or on the final selector multiple, ·i.e., for 
originating and incoming calls respcctivdy, places the engaged 
test on the associat<:>d multiple jacks on the> manual board. 
Similarly, th(� engagement of an extension line on the manual 
board places the engaged test condition on the associated contact 
in the final sc>lector multiple. 

The arrangements are such that the manual operator ma_,- plug 
into the multiple jack of an extension \Yhich is engaged on the 
automatic equipment without h n' aking down the conn<:>ction on the 
automatic switch. This facility is afforded for the> purpose of 
Pnabling the operator to offer an <:>xchange or other call. 

It has been previous! y mentioned that standard tones art' pro-
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vided, and as these are well known they will not be further 
described here. 

On calls from the extensions to the manual board, the arrange
ments are such that the calling extension is able to release the 
connection, if desired, before the operator plugs in, and also that 
the insertion of the plug places the extension under the control of 
the operator and prevents the connection being released until the 
plug is withdrawn from the jack. 

Through signalling is not provided between the extension 
telephone and the public exchange, i.e., the manual operator con
trols the connection and the extension is able to flash in the 
operator. 

Night Service.-The night service requirements are catered for 
by the provision on a small subsidiary manual S\Yitchboard as the 
main manual board is not continuously staffed. 

A suitable number of exchange lines and certain selected exten
sions are connectt'd to the subsidiary board, which is located in a 
position where one of the Council's staff is in attendance during 
the night and at week-ends. 

"l larm Signals.-;\ system of alarm signals has been provided 
in order that the plant operating conditions may be efficiently 
supervised and to ensure that failures of plant may be promptly 
brought to notice. These alarm signals are extended to the 
manual board by the operation of switching keys, at times when 
engineering officers are not in attendance. 

Circuit Operations .-The space at disposal does not permit of 
an exhaustive description of the circuit arrangements, but the 
essential features of a few of the fundamental circuits will be 
briefly reviewed (Fig. 4). 

Rotary Line Switch .-Each extension line terminates in the 
exchange on a rotary line switch, and is also multipled to its 
associated contacts on the final selector multiple. This switch 
functions as follo\vs : -

I. Automatically rotates its wipers on to an idle trunk to a 
first selector. 

2. Switches its wipers through to the idle trunk. 

3. Closes the discriminating circuit. 
The switch is arranged to remain on the outgoing trunk it last 

used, whether the trunk has been taken by another extension or 
not. \Vhen the extension removes the receiver to make a call, 
the extension line will be immediately extended to the outgoing 
trunk upon \vhich the line switch wipers rrst if it is idle. If, how
ever, this trunk has been taken by another extension, the wipers 
of the line switch of the calling extension will be automatically 
rotated until they rest on the first idle trunk to a first selector. 

When the receiver at the extension is removed, the line relay 
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operates, extending the rotary magnet circuit on to the private 
wiper via the operated contacts of the line relay and normal con
tacts of the B.C.0. relay. 

The line relay operates a mechanical link or latch, which 
normally forms a stop to prevent the full operation of the B.C.O. 

relay. The B.C.O. relay is therefore left free to operate fully as 
soon as an idle trunk is found. 

If the wipers are resting on a busy trunk, the private wiper 
finds earth on the private hank contact. The B.C.O. relay is 
therefore shunted and a circuit is closed for the rotary magnet 
which operates, opening its own circuit at the rotary interrupter 

21/f 

:lJIF 

(Ol/0 Ct!XUIT 

PON/ON Of GIKX.l/J J£LECTO/J 

AU TOMA TIC. EXCJ.IANGE 

FIG. 4.-L.C.C. A.P.B.X. 

springs. In falling back it moves the wipers on to the next trunk. 
If this trunk is also engaged, the above cycle is repeated until an 
idle trunk is found. 

If the wipers are resting on an idle trunk, or as soon as an idle 
trunk is found, as explained above, the private wiper does not find 
earth and the B.C.O. relay is therefore not shunted, but operates 
to dose the line wiper circuit, switching the extension line through 
to the outgoing trunk and connecting the discriminating wiper to 
the special service trunk. 

The B.C.O. relay also disconnects the line relay, but this relay, 
being slow to release, maintains the earth on the winding of the 
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B.C.O. relay until earth has been placed on the release trunk bv 

the switch ahead. 
This earth "busies the trunk on which the wipers stand, and 

thus preyents another line switch from using that trunk; it locks 
up the B.C.0. relay during the ''boll· period of the call, and it 
places the busy condition on thl� contacts of the calling extension 
in the final selector multiple, thus busying the calling extension to 
other extensions. 

\\'hen the switches ahead arc released, the B.C.O. restores. 
The line S\Yitch \\ipers, hmYeYer, remain on thl:' bank contacts of 
the trunk, but this has no effect sine<:' the extension line is broken 
at the contacts of tlw B.C.0. relay. The trunk may be used aga in 
b!· tlw same extension, if in the meantime it has not been taken 
into use and thus made busy by another extension. 

\\'hen an extension is called by another extl�nsion, the final 
selector places earth on the priYate bank contact and also on to the 
B.C.O. rela\· of tlw line S\Yitch of the called extension. 

The B.C.0. rel<n- is encrgis<�d, but owing to tlw mechanical 
link or arm preYioush· referred to it dews not operate fully, but 
breaks its normal contacts ,,·ithout making, nr closing, its operated 
contacts. The called l'xtension line is therefore not extended to 
an outgoing trunk, as would han'. been the case if the B.C.O. 
rela_\· had full>· operated. 

First Selector and Final Selector.-\\'hen the line of the calling 
cxtf'nsion has lwen extended to an idle trunk to a first selector, the 
subsequent operations of the il rst and ii nal sell·ctor, due to dialling, 
are the standard automatic opnations, but special proYision has 
been made to f'nab le the extensions to call the manual board, b_v 
dialling "0," and to be called by the telephonist for incoming 
exchange or tie line calls. 

On a local call, the earth placed on the release trunk by the 
selector e1wrg·isl�S relay Y on the manual board, via the operated 
contacts of tlw extl'nsion's B.C.O. rela_1· and the normal contacts of 
relaYs Zand S. Rda�- Y operating places battery via its operated 
contacts on to the bushes of the calling subscriber's multiple 
jacks, thus providing engage,d test conditions. 

\\'hen an extension calls the manual board by dialling "0," 
the first selector \\ipers are steppt'.d up to the tenth Jeyel. As all 
the priYate contacts in this Jey,•l are pl'.rmanently earthed, the 
wipers will be automatically rotated to the ekn·ntb step, \dwre the 
following circuit is closed through the normal post springs on the 
clen�nth step cam springs:-

Selector release trunk earth-opl'.rated contacts of the I Ith 
step cam spring·s and of normal post springs-discriminating 
trunk-ext(•nsion's line S\\ itch \Yipt•r-operated contacts of B.C.O. 
relay-one winding of relay " Z" to battery. 
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Rela\· " Z " tlll'1«·fure opl'rates and performs tlw following 
functions: -

(a) Discon n( ' ( ' [S extens i on loop from the automatic 
S\\ itclll's, and piaces its uwn \\ inding across the 
ext l'nsion Jim�. The aut omatic switches restore 
imrnc·diakl:· t h l'. loop is broken. 

(b) Placvs " ri 11 g back lone "on to the extension line . 

(c) Lig l11s cnlling lamp assuciated wi th answering multiple 
jack. 

(d) P laces · us\· earth on the extension pri \·ate bank con
tach ,,f tlHc l· xtl'nsiun to bus\· tlHc extension to other 
exknsions. 

(e) D isconnects the calling extt'.nsion 13.C.O. relay in order 
to take earth off the release trunk. This earth would 
otlwrn·is,· bus_\ · tlll' trunk upon which the line switch 

v\iper is n·st[ng. 
The calling bmp glu\\ S \\ hile the extL·nsion is on the line 

owing Lo relay '' Z lwrng maintained in its operated position by 
the extension line luup, but should the extension restore before 
tlw telephonist anS\\t�rs tlw connection \Yill release and he will 
then be free tu make another call. 

On seeing the extl'.ns1un cal Ii ng lamp glLm ing, the telephonist 
inserts the anS\\cri:1g p lug into thl'. ans\\ ering jack of the exten

sion, thus placing the engagt'.d test battery on the bushes of the 
extension multiple jacks, to liusy thL: lirn· on the manual board. 

1 lle cal l i ng extension lcop cumplett'.S a circuit for relay " A " 

ot the cord circuit. i{ ela \- ,, c\" L'.nergises and disconnects the 
answering supen·isory lamp circuit. The cut-off relay " S" is 
alsu operated by tlw bai.tl·ry on the slet�\T of the answering curd 
tu perform tlw follu\\ ing functions:--

(a) Places l ·arth on thl� p ri ,·< tte tinal selector bank contacts 
to bus\ the l·xll-ns i on line to other exknsions. 

(b) Ke,'.ps the L�xkns1on's B.C.O. rela.\ d isconnected . 

(c) Disconrn'cts tlw L·xtensiun ]()op frum the windings of 
re l ay " Z," which therdrum n·storcs. \Vhen relay 
"Z " rcston'.s, it disconnects the calling lamp circuit 
and the · ·  ring b:1ck tone" circuit, and allows the 
extension Jim· �;\\'itch to 1T storc to normal. 

The telephonist 110\\ complelL'.s tlw call mnnualh·. \Yhen the 
extension Jwng·s up the reo ·i 1-er at the end of tlw conversation, 
relay " .\ " in !lw ;inS\\ering· cord circuit restores and causes the 
supervisory lamp to gl(l\\ . 

J\Ianual trleplumist calls the automatic extension. 

A. Extension i1nc discngagcd.-After hm· ing tested and 
found the extension line d i sengaged, the telephonist inserts the 
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calling plug into the multiple jack and calls the extension by 
operating the ringing key. 

The insertion of the calling plug into the multiple jack places 
the cord sleeve battery on to the bushes of the other multiple 
jacks, to " busy " the extension to other telephonists. The exten
sion's cut-off relay " S " is also energised in order to: -

I. Disconnect the extension line from the automatic 
apparatus. 

2. Place busy earth on to the extension's private final 
selector bank to busy the extension to other exten
sions. 

3. Disconnect circuit of relay " Y " to prevent it from 
operating unnecessarily. 

B. Extension line engaged.-Should the telephonist find, 
upon testing the called extension line, that it is engaged on 
another call, she inserts the plug into the called extension multiple 
jack and offers the cafl. 

If the extension should be engaged on an automatic conversa
tion, the telephonist requests him to hang up his receiver, when 
the automatic switches immediately release, and as soon as the 
earth on the extension private final selector bank contacts is 
removed by the release of the automatic final selector switch, relay 
" Y," which has been operated on the automatic call, immediately 
releases. Relay " Y " releasing, completes the circuit via its 
back contacts to the extension's cut-off relay " S," which now 
energises from battery on the sleeve of the cord circuit. Imme
diately relay " S " operates, the extension line is disconnected 
from the automatic equipment. The telephonist will then recall 
the extension by operating the ringing key. 

Should the called extension be engaged on another exchange 
call, via the manual board, and decide to take the call now 
offered, the telephonist asks him to hang up his receiver and she 
immediately communicates with the telephonist controlling the 
existing call and asks her to take down the connection. Then the 
telephonist, controlling the offered call, recalls the extension and 
completes the connection in the normal manner. 

The writer is indebted to the A.T.M. Coy. for the loan of the 
blocks illustrating this article. The circuit diagram is a com
posite one and has been included in order that the foregoing 
circuit descriptions may be more easily followed. 

It should be mentioned in conclusion that the release of the 
automatic equipment immediately on the arrival of an originating 
exchange call at the manual board is not now insisted upon and, 
under certain conditions, contractors are permitted to arrange their 
circuits for the release of the automatic equipment when the 
operator plugs in. 
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LONDON'S OLDEST TUBE. 

AN underground route of a somewhat exceptional nature has 
recently been acquired by the Department, and perhaps a few 
details may be of interest to the readers of this Journal. To realise 
the nature of this route readers must be carried back to the year 
1863 when a pneumatic dispatch tube was opened for the purpose 
of conveying mails between the G.P.O.; Euston Station, and the 
North \V estern District Post Office. The route is shown in 
Fig. 1. This tube shaped like the letter " D " laid with the 

OLD PNEUMATIC Tu�E 
G. P 0 [AST TO [usToN 

FrG. 1. 

straight line downwards is of I" cast iron, Fig. 2. Its maximum 
dimensions, between the G.P.O. and Euston Station are 4' 6" high 

x 4' wide and between Euston Station and N. \V.D.O. 21 6" x 

2' 6", the sections being 9' long on the straight and 6' on the 
curves. Sections are joined by means of a socket and a tapered 
spigot, the fitting being sufficiently exact to make packing un
necessary preparatory to running in the lead. Portions of the lead 
recovered recent! y show the taper quite clearly. The completed 
tube was provided with rails and the motive power was compressed 
or rarified air. A popular description of the tube with some 
quaint prints can be seen in the TT'indsor i\Jagazine, Vol. XI., 
Dec., i899-May, 1900. It would appear that the tube was used 
intermittently for parcel traffic up to I8JI-3 when, owing to diffi-
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culty in securing or maintaining air-tight joints, this huge work, 
costing upwards of £200,000, was abandoned. 

Recent telephone requirements led to the consideration of 
employing this derelict tube and authority was received for ex
ploration purposes. Fortunately, some of the local Councils had 
built ventilating shafts with surface covers on the derelict tube 
and these proved exceedingly useful in connection \\ith the pre
liminary investigations. The first section examined was between 
the Holborn Empire and near Grays Inn Road, approximately 
440 yds., \vhich was found to be in excellent condition, the air 
being pure and sweet. Eventually all the secrets of the long 
buried tube were laid bare. Various road users had broken 
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through the tube at difforent points. Some, repenting, had made 
good again by more or k�ss efficient brick work, evidently in a 
hurry to avoid discovery. Others left permanent evidence of their 
work--notabh· at a point east of Kingsway and also near Grays 
Inn Road. 

The main breakage was that at the east of Kingsway, where a 
length of 60 yds. had been cut away. This spot was evidently the: 
site of the Hulborn Station on the original tube. Here vvas 
located a branch tube which terminates in the cellars of a building 
on the south side of Hulborn, and is now in use for the storage of 
coal. The missing 60 yds. portion has now been replaced by a 
brickwork tunnel of similar dimensions built of 1411 briclnrnrk in 
blue Staffordshire, with a circular turned arch and resting on a 6" 
concretP foundation. 

"-\n obstruction at Grays lnn Road caused by an L.C.C. sewer 
shaft having been built thruugh the tube gave considerable trouble, 
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but a satisfactory solution \Vas found and the continuity of the 
tube established. In building the Southampton Row-�Kingsway 
Subway (cutting across Holborn) the L.C.C. demolished the tube. 
In this case manholes were built on both sides and the Subway 
utilised as a conm�cting link. 

Other small breakages \\'ere found and made good by brick 
sections. Suitable manholes on the route have now been pro
vided, and the whole portion lwhwen Gra_\'S r nn Road and Kings
way electrically lighted. Constructional details of a typical man
hole which has been built on the tube are shmvn in Fig. 3 (a 
and b). 

oAO L.erE,L --- , 

�=-;"��..,,.:i;��-::;�f.f,��:-::.J...J.,..,,����� -...L. 
7· 

�m����"-*������..;..;;;;;..�ijA T 

WI. i.Jop�,Q 

/.c,.<.; L)�T,,/.i 

Jtc[! o!f. .II/I. 
FIG. 3(a). 

The manhole outside the new Holborn Exchange connected to 
the Exchange vault embraces not on! y this old tube but the Ex
� ational Telephone Company's route of 12 ducts and the P.O. 
route of 21 ducts, and jointing operations on these routes can be 
carried out at this point at any time without causing street obstruc
tions. It is interesting to note that the route of the tube \Vest of 
Kingsway is via Broad Street and High Street to St. Giles' 
Circus, this being the road to the \\'est before l'\ew Oxford Street 
was built. This section of tube will be electrically lighted by 
feeders from the \Vest Central District Post Office, and will be 
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largely used in conjunction with other Subways for plant required 
for the new Strand Exchange. 

In order to facilitate investigations d1e Contractors constructed 
a trolley and in a weak moment the writer was persuaded to 
embark thereon. Two trap doors were discovered in the roof of 
the tube in High Street. As there is a considerable curve here 
it is probable these were provided for inspection purposes, in the 
event of a blockage-although no surface evidence exists. 

_ffi_C[!_O!( /?. t#. 
(FIG. 3(b). 

At St. Giles' Circus, where the Central London and the 
Hampstead Junction Railways meet, the parcel tube has been 
entirely demolished. This, however, is not a serious matter as 
the portion up to this point will be utilized as part of a main west
ward route, and indeed it is now being connected with a new line 
of ducts between High Street and the Marble Arch. 

Between a point at the South end of Tottenham Court Road 
and near Euston Station the tube has been used by the St. 
Pancras Electricity Department for many years. Manholes have 
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been built by the l\Iumcipality and the mains consist of bare copper 
conductors suitably insulated. The remaining portion at Euston 
Station has been broken away at scn�ral place's, although the end, 
and the terminating chamber, may still be seen. Part of this 
chamber is in use as a '.\less Room for Ratlway employees. 

So far no trace of the tube has been found northwards of 
Euston Station, but a portion of it is still visible at the :\'orth
western District Office, Camden Town. 

So far the results can be summarised in that a valuable route i-; 
now available for probably 50 or (Jo cables through the Centre' of 
London, between Denmark Street, Charing Cross Road and :1 

point near Holborn Circus. It would have been impossible to 
provide the same accommodation by means of ducts except at an 
abnormally high cost. 

Exploration is now proceeding in tlw City Section between 
Holborn Circus and the G.P.O. 

It is understood that the tube was acquired by purchase from 
The Pn<:'umatic Dispatch Co. for a sum of £;,ooo. 

X.C.T. 

NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY SUBSIDENCE. 

A VERY serious subsidence occurred at Newington Causeway, 
London, S.E., during the evening of 27th November, creating a 
cavity twenty feet deep and extending over the whole of the 
carriageway, which is 40 feet wide, for a lr�ngth of about 40 feet. 
Newington Causeway is a very important thoroughfare, being the 
main artery from London Bridge to the South, over which a 
double tram track conduit s:•stem operates, in addition to numerous 
omnibus routes and other heavy whicular traffic. The carriage
\vay had recently be<:'n repaved with wood blocks on 12" reinforced 
concrete and this reinforcing plaved an important part bv holding 
a large portion of the surface intact although the sub-soil had 
dropped away (Fig. 1). It is remarkable and gratifying that, in 
spite of the magnitude of the subsidence and the heavy traffic 
carried by the thoroughfare, no person suffered injury. The 
cause of the collapse is the subject of inquiry b\· the l\Tinistry of 
Transport, and a full report on this aspect of the case has already 
appeared in the public press. 

In order to gin� somP idea of the actual happenings, without 
giYing the sequence' of events, it has to be stated that about 56 feet 
below the level of the surface, the Citv and South London Electric 
Tube is in course of enlargcment at this p·irticular point. 

The first signs of anything unusual, so far as the tuhc� is con-
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cern1:d, \\"LIS tliv f;1ilurl' t>f tlw c111TL'lll, n·sul1i11g in till' stopping of 
tlw tr;1i11s. T()ns 11f d1·1Jris p11ur1·d i11t11 till' tuiw, ;1nd it \\·<ts Jll'<TS

s<in· II> conduct till' p;1-.-.1·ng·l'r'> fr11111 ;1 tr;1i11 ;il1111g till' r;1il\\·;1y 
tr;1ck 111 till' l·:Jt.plt;1111 ;111d l';1-.1k . ·1.1till11 ;1 f1'\\ ltu11drl'd y;1rds 
dis1<1111. .\lio\T ;..:-r111111d tlw ;1brm \\ <IS gi\·1·11 i>.1 ;1 lm1d 1·:-.:pl()sion 
follm1·1·d i>y n;1111l'-. r1si11;..:· 111·,·r 20 f1·,·1 in lwi!..'.·ltt \1 ltil'i1 11 1·n· f1·d In· 
1·sc<1pi11g· g·;1s, ;11HI \\ lticlt \1 1·n· 1·111l;111g·1·ri11g· tlt1· S11utl1n11 f\;1ii11·a1· 
lhidg·1· \1·hiclt cr1:-,-.:·-. till' r11:1d\1<1_\· ;11 tl1is p11i111 . . \ J;1rg·1· 1111111IH'r 
of lin· 1·11g·i111·-. 111·n· qui1·kl_1· 1J11 tlt1· -.1· ·rn· ;111<1 it \1·;i-, -.111>11 1·\·id1·nt 
1l1<1t it 1\·<1-. 111·c1"'"'1n· 111 c11111·1·11tr<1t1· ;ill l':'g·i1w-. 11p:111 tilt' r;1il\1 ;1\· 

, .. ,. .. 1. 

briclgl' if it \1·;1s t1> lw -.;1n·d. Slt1>rtl1· ;1ft1·r\1<1rds ;1 15" \\·;111-r nwin 
burst, ;1nd this l'i"f1Tt11;11ly 1·:-.:ti11g·uislwd 1h1· lin· lwfun· scrn>us 
d;1111;1ge \\"LIS d()J)(' Ill tlH· bridg"('. 

Tlw sill' w;1s 1·:-.;111111wd ;1-. '>lH>ll ;1f11·r11<1rds ;1-. pu-.sibl1·, ;111d tilt' 
L':\ll'i11 iii' tlw s11bsid1·11n· \\;1-, 1lw11 di-.c11n·n·d. Till' dis;1struus 
l'fft·1·1 10 ;ill 111;1i11-. i11\·1d1·i11g g·;1s, 11·<11n, 1·l<Ttri1· lig·ltt, tlw l .. C.C. 

111;1in s1•11 1·r, 1r;1m\1:1y d111·t r111111., ;1nd till' J),p;1r111wnt's n111fl· of 
12 1w1<1gon;il d111·ts \\ ;1-. ;1pp;1rl'J't rFig. 2'. Till' l)11st Oi'lin· d11ci 
Jim· c;1rri1·s ll\·1· .« o pr 2n ;11d 111w 8r o pr 10 c;1hl1·s. This lt;1d 
dropp:·d ;1h()J1t (> f1Tt f11r ;1 dis1;11v·1· ()f 40 f•'l'I. Tlw \1·ork of 
rf'stnr:1ti!lP 11·:1-. "111 11111l1·r1<1k··11 \I i1h11ut g-r.--11 ri-.k 1>\1·i11� to till' 
oy1•rlt:1ng-i1�g· 1'i>111·n·11· 1 .. 1r1 i;1.g·,·11·;1_\", \I hil'i1 11·;1;. ll\'ld 1og·1·tlwr ll\· 
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tile reinforcing ;111d was likeh· to collapse at any moment. A large 
st;1IT \\·;1s cng;1g!·d upon the clearing of the debris before the c;ibles 
could lw closclv ('Xamincd (Fig. 3). This "·ork \\·as interrupted lw 
t Ill' l'u1111cil .\ utliorit ics deciding to bring clO\rn 1 lw suspended 
('(>nn<'il· c;1rri;1ge\1·;1_1-, ;111d steps "·ere specdil_v u1ken to prot<·ct tlw 
c;1bll·s b1· (·m·ering· them \1·ith timber. \\'hen ;ill \\·;:is ready one 
largl· hl!>ek of fl·1-ro-connrtc ro;1d fou11cl;1tion, weighing· about 10 

tons, cr;1shed d011"11 on the top of the 1i111bering-, ;incl ;tlthough th(' 
phnks li;1d IW('n pi;1l·ed a foot abm·e the c;1bles it 1Y;1s f<';:in·cl th;1t 
seriuus d;11n;1gl' h;1d be1·n done. l'pon insp(·cti1>11, ho"·cvcr, it \\·as 

Fil;. 2. 

found that till' c;1bles h;1d been s;1fel1· protected-the full force of 
tlw foll of the l·unc1Tll' h;1cl been broken lw ;1 111;1ss of concretl' 
projl·cting p;1rti;tll_1· ;1b(l\"(' the cabll's. Tlw next st<'p was to ck;1r ;1 
block of connl'te \\·hich nu\1· coYered the duct mull·, and this could 
onl_1· lw d()lll' b1· brl'aking it up. It \\·as tlwn possible tu de;tl \1·ith 
tlw c;1hil's, \\·lii1·li 11Tn' graclu;tll_1· r;1ised into alignnwnt, ;incl bslwd 
to a r;wking built up of old o;ik arms, the supports being pbced 
;1bo11t 4 fvet ;:ip;1rl. .-\t this st;1ge the l\;1ihl"a)' EnginL·rrs topped 
furtlll'r \\·ork ;1s thc1· dl·cided to pump fluid cenwnt se1·er;1l feet 
lwlo"· the surfon· to forlll a solid founcbtion in order to safeg·u;1rd 
;1gainst a furth1'r suhsicll'nce. This \\'<IS carried out b_1· clri\·ing a 
nulllber uf steel t ubt:s of about l .1.11 diameter in tu the ground, and 
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forcing· tl1t' liquid tilroug·h them under prt'ssun:>. \fter 14 tons of 
c<·nwnt h;1d thus lwt·n dispost·d of, it was di covered that an 
apprcciabl" quantit\· kid found its way into the main sewer. This 

prolongHI tlw clel;1.1· to tltr \\·ork of rl'storation of the m ains , and 
furl lwr cxc1 1·;1t ion 11·;1s rwrcssar . 1· to expose the sewer and effect 
r('p;11r:�. It 11;1s nc111· dtTid<'d i() clrin · stt'l'I tulws to a (lc·pth of 

apprnxi111;1tl'i1· 4<i kt·t ;1nd rep<"al thl' oper;1tiC1n. This st;1gr of the 

11·ork is -.till in h;1nd ;11 tlw tinll' of writing, ;111d cons<'quently all 

1 1·ork tin tlw 1«1rious rn;1ins is ;1L a s1<111dstill. 
The n'stilL of thl' subsidcnn' from the P.O. point of view is 

remarkable inasmuch as, ;tithoug·h the six cables carrying 2300 
rirruits 11C'IT 1111d,.,r gr<'; tt tP.nsion, only four circuits  were inter

ruptPd. 

P.J.C. 



COMMUNICATION WITH LIGHTSHIPS. 

By F. TANDY, :\I. l.E.E. 

THE problem of communicating with lightships by means of 
electric signalling devices has been one which, notwithstanding 
several attempts at solution, has practically remained unsohTd on 
an economic basis until the advent of wireless telegraphy and 
telephony. In the ('.arly days attempts \\Cre made to signal:-

(A) By direct transmission of sound \\'aves set up by 
mechanical means and received by submerged micro
phones encased in \vater-tight chambers. 

(B) By inductive methods: in these arrangements a coil \Vas 
laid out at the bottom of the sea in the vicinit\· of the 
lightship moorings. This coil was connected to tlw 
shore by a cable and signalling was effected Jw a buzzer 
arrangement. A coil suspended to the lightship picked 
up inductively the intermittent impulses from the coil 
at the sea bottom connected to the communicating point 
on the shore. 

(C) By the detection of leakage currents from one or two ends 
of an earthed electrical circuit with a correspondin c; 

receiving section with its ends suspended from the 
lightship, so that the distribution of rnrrent follmving 
various paths of conductivitv \vould lead to a small 
fraction sufficient in magnitude to be picked up bv a 
sensitive electrical receiver, provided the signals were 
made of intermittent components from \vhich dots and 
clashes could be formed. 

Even when these systems were replaced bv direct telephone 
working the practical difficulties \Vere not overcome. The usual 
chafing of cables on the Sea Coast frequent!\· led to breakdowns 
such as are common to all submarine work, but one of the prime 
causes of difficulty was that experienced at the lightships where 
the veering cable has been a fruitful source of breakdown. Re-
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placement of this latter portion of the circuit is sometimes within 
the rang·e of skill of the lightship keeper, but in cases where the 
despatch of a cable repair ship is necessary it will readily be seen 

thut considerable expense ;1ncl delay ran easi l y be involved. 
R0cen1 ad Y ances in the evolution of wireless t.elephon v how

ever ;1ppear tn solvP t.hc problem on more satisfactory and reliab lP 
lines . 

For some time past, communication has been established on th(' 
\ferscy lwt\YCcn the lightship ;1t the Bar and the Offices of the 
\ferse,· I l;1rbour l�1 i;1rc l ;1nd I his s_,·stl·m seems to have gi, ·en such 
satisfacton· rest1lts lh;1t· tlw Trinit\· I l ouse :1t1thorities have ekclcd 
to appJ_,. thC' s_,·st1·111 11J tlH· li ,Q·ht \TSsels ;rnchorecl in the mouth of 
1lw Tli;1nws, nnd at ;rn in;111gt1r;1t1on rPrPmnnY ,,·hich took pl;1ce on 

... 

(If) ( .- ) 

:\lnn·h 201h, 1923, tc l 1·phone communication was established bc
t,,·ecn tltP l\'ortlt Coodwin l .ight ship ;1nd the l{;1msgate Post Office. 

The plant nn tltf' lightship was installed whilst it was in clock, 
the ;!('rial !wing st1pportcd by tlw main mast which c;1rries the 
"light· " and �1 s1x1r hang ·ing over the stC'rn. The aerial consists 
of t\\·o roppcr wires sl'parati·d In· spreaders 12' long , ;1nd f;1cilitil's 
are afforckd for J m,·e ring ;1nd r;1ising as rcquin·d. It is insulated 
from the sprP<1d crs h_v porrcle1in rod insulators ;ibout 18 inrhes in 
length. 

The ship npp;iratus installed ronsists of a transmittin g ;1ncl 
rereiving section coupled with ;in arrnngement for calling the 
RamsgatP Post Orhce. Tllf' ;1pparatus is of the tvpe usurilh · 
empl ovPd "·h0re portabilit_, . is concernPd ;ind has therPfore not 
clefi n i teh· been c ! l -si gtlf'cl for either ship Or perm Cl nPnt shore \\·ork. 
(See Fig-. I, shm,·ing combi1wd speaking and calling apparatus). 
A s imilar set h:is been inst·allrcl :it the R amsgate Post Office except 

th:it calling from the l;1tt·cr point is not provided for. but a" hell" 
apparatus to respond to the c tlling devices on tlw lightship h:is 
been installed .  Tt is ultimatelv intended that four other liQ·htships 
sh:ill hr so providPd "·ith railing and speak i n g facilities to work to 
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tl1e l�a111sgate Post Ollicl' and otl1er lightships will 1n due course 
be placed in communication with anutl1er depot. 

ThL· <tpparatus installl'd k1s SL'\Tr;il inl('resting features asso-
ci;1ted with it and is desn1bed in dl'tail under the ill'adings :

(11) Aerial (l\;1111sgate Post Ol'licc); 

l/J) Transmitting ;1nd spL·aking devin:s; 
c) l';tlling: Tr;1ns111itting and n:cl'i\·ing app;1ratus. 

Tlw ;1pp;1ratus in liu1l1 ('<IS\'S is l'"tn·11wl_1· C\llllj)<l('t ;1nd al1hm1gli 
llH· 11 iring is m;1inly ('JH'lr1s\'CI, tlw 1-;1rious it\'ms ('<Ill he clt·t;1cl1l'd 
;1nd the 11·hole of tlw intnior r<'llloved for ,._,G1111ination with cum
p;1r;1tin· l'<ISL'. The ship swtions diffvr sonlt'11 hat from tlw shore 

J71G. 2(n). 

st;1tions in;1sllluch as pctrol-par;1f'fin power plant has been installl'd 
in th!:' forml'r case for tilt' purp(ISl' of ch;1rging ;wcu111n1ul;1t1Jrs and 
for suppl_1·ing the n1·n'ss;ir_1· 1«il1;1g1· for tlw 1·xcit;1tion of the teil'
phon(' translllitting cll•\·icc, 11·herl'<1s in tlw latter C<ISl' current is 
;1\-;1il<ibil' for surh purpOSL'S thrnugh the medium of a small 
l'ILTtri<«.11 gennator mirked from tlw public m;11ns. 

ra) /?0111sgalc l'os/ O/ficl' . lcria/.-The ;wri;1I rnnsists of a 
7 19 copper strandl'd 1rire, ;1bouL So feet long hmizontall_1·, with 
dOlrn lead of about 30 feet to the roof. [t is supportcd bv a 50 
feet lig·iit creosote pole un the roof of the Post Office building, tlw 
heel of the latter being 40 feet from the road level, the distant end 
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uf tl,l. ani:tl bl'ing conm·l'Lcd to an t·xisting tl'lcplione pole 120 

kl't frnlll tl1c l\>st Ollice polt-. Tlte \\·ire is insulated by four 
purn·l:1in rnd insul:11(lrs 18" l<>ng, l'xn·pt till' leading-in roof insu
l;1t(lr, 11·'1icl1 is (>f l·lmnitc co111position ;1nd of thl' mushroom or 
ullllirella 1.1·pc'- TltC' l'<lrtli is prm·ided b1· nll.':1ns of a copper net 
in till' roof. Till' erection uf till' p1il1· 1\·as somewhat difl:icult as it 

11 ;1s 1·ssC'nti:1I !() 1·s1;1hlish tl'rnpor;1ril.1· !II'(> g-;tllows poll's on the 
roof so tktt tlw intnlllediall· lifting· of tlie main poll' could be 

1·;1rriL·d out 11·itlw11t incon1Tni1·111·1" (S1·1· Figs. 2(a), 2(/1), 2(c). 
r11 Tra11s111illi11g and .\peahing /)r11iccs. For the purposes 

of g·i1·ing l'<>ntin111n1s ;1tH·nd;1nn· 1'11· <ll't11;tl spc;1king :1nd rt'l'e1v1ng 

l'quipnll'nt 11·;1s pbcl'd in tiw Tl'l1·plto1w l·:xchange, a starting 
s11·itch for (>1wr:1ting tiw motor g·t·1wr;1tor ;1nd bringing into use 
till' ;1l'etrn111i<tt<>r n·lls lwing· lixed ;1dj;1n·n1 to tlte main apparatus 
Thv running· pl;1nl :1nd n·lls OlTt1p_1· ;1 position in an adjacent 

roolll. 

Till' nl(Jt(>r is s11ppli1·d 1\·i1i1 c111-r1·nt from tlif:' public !ll;1ins in tlic 
J>(JSt Onil'l' ;1nd is din·1·tlv co11pl1·d 1\·ith ;1 Slll:lil g(·nerator running 
;1t ;1 spl'l'ci (lf 28<.o r.p.m. ;1nd is pn>1·id1·cl with :1 double arm;-iture 
11·hicJi rwrmits (If tlH· g·1·1wr;1ti!ln of C'llrrent for high ll'nsion for the 
purp<>sl's of ilt<' ;1nocle currl'nt of the transmitter y;tJve at 1500 \'fJlts, 
ancl also current ;-it a 101\·er q1Jtage for the low tension accu-
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mulators. .\ relay operated by Lhe turning of a "receiving and 
sending" s"·itcl1 brings inlo operati()n Liif' cirn1its necessary fur 
the running of this planL. 

The rnolor-generatur was subSl'CJUl'ntly found inc�1pabk of the 
practicalh· conLinu()us d1;1rging ;1rr:1ngvml'nlS required ;1t l\;1111s
g«1Le, and hl'lll'(' it h;1s bet•n n<-cessary to si111pl_1· ust· it for its 11.T. 

Lrans111issiun duty. The Cl'llS supplied "ii 11 t lw set h;1vc J)l;en 
rl'placed bv cells of cqu:il capacit_1· to tlw J�:-;changc n·lls ;111d 
cliarg·ing is l'ffl'cll'd in snivs with tliv J;1ttcr h1· 11w:111s of sui1;1hk 
;,;11·itcliing arrang('ITienls. 

Tli(· di;1gr;1111s slHi\\ 11 in l:ig,.,. :�1u , �Ii , 111dit'<li(' tlw ;1rr;111g«·-
111enl uf lhl' irans111itti11g ;111d n·n·i1·i11cr ;1pp;11-;1t11s. 

lt is suitably di1·ided up i11111 n)Jl1pal'! sC'clions griiupt:d as 
follows:-

(:\) Fur tr;1ns111itti11g· p11rp(JS('S: ;1 p;11wl C\Jlllai11i11g· llw :1ni;tl 

tuning i11cluct;1mT (10) ;1nd ;imnll'tcr for th(· ani;1J n1rr<'nt; tr;111s-
111it1ing valve uf typt· .\I .T. 3, 11io \\<Ills rg, ;1 hy-p;1ss C\J11Ch·11s(·r 
('12) ;111d the follmYing supplt·11w111:1n· ;1pp;1ratus: 

.-\ 1-esE'n·uir condens<T r5, f11r tlw p11rp<N·s (1f s1110111l1i11g· tlw 
high ll'nsion curn·nt, ;1 rli()kt· ('(Ji! (i. for tlw purpos"S of pr1·1Tn1i11g 
ripple currents frllm tlw .!..!·(·1w1-;1t11r, ;111 ;1ir l'llil / , 111 p1T1T111 hig·J1 
frequency oscillalions reaching the gl':-.t·1-.1tor apparatus, an aerial 
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blocking condenser (8) for the purposes of preventing the short
circui ting the high tension current supply. 

ln connection with the aerial tuning inductance, which is de
signed on the variometer or rotating coil plan, is a reaction coil 
associated with the grid of the transmitting valve coupled tu 
produce the oscillations setting up the carrier \\ave. The trans
mitting vah·e requires a voltage of 1500 volts on the anode circuit, 
the current for heating the filament being r .2 amperes. The anode 
rapidly becomes of a dull red heat and care must he taken to avoid 
excessive temperatures at this point. 

ln circuit with the aerial the ammeter records tlw aerial current, 
provision being made to short-circuit the former when necessary 

8 

7 6 

The reading of the ammeter is a guide to the proper functioning 
of the high frequency apparatus. It is, amongst other things, 
a criterion of the coil adjustments determining the proper modu
lation of the carrier wave when speaking currents are set up in the 
microphone transmitter. \Vben the transmitting valve is oscil
lating thl� reactance must be such that grid variations due to 
speech are not of such a magnitude �is to excessin�l�· vaf\' the 
potential of the grid either positively or negatively sufficiently to 
prevent it oscillating. 

T n the microphone circuit a resistance is available which can be 

introduced in the event of Pxcess current flowing in the micro
phone circuit. Incidentally the set supplied is provided with 
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facilities for the substitution of a morse key in place of the speak
ing microphone whereby telegraphic signals can be transmitted. 

Contained \vithin the same compartment as that enclosing the 
transmitting accessories is a small buzzer and tuning system 
whereby the transmitted wave-length can be pre-determined in 
accordance with tne required standard. 

(B) For reception: the second panel consists of the tuning 
devices required in connection with the receiver and consist of an 
aerial series condensc-r, variable inductance and reaction coil. The 
inductance is split into two portions so that bv means of a two-wav 
switch it can be connected up in a manner 

0
most suitable for th

�
e 

reception of either of two wave lengths with the maximum 
efficiency. The associated panel contains the various detector and 
amplifier valves, 4 in number, with the usual high frequency and 
low frequency, inter-valve and telephone transformers (see Fig. 

22 

c c 

B B 

V24 

\ I 

V24 
\ I 

Cl. 

FIG. 3(b).-RECEIV!NG CIRCUIT. 

33 

3(b). The first two valves (23 and 24) are for high frequency 
amplification and the last (26) for low frequency amplification and 
note magnification. 

The grid control of the second valYe is effected by means of a 
tap on a potentiometer resistance with an additional resistance in 
series to supplement that over which the contact slider passes. 
The filament currents are regulated by a common resistance 
supplemented by additional resistance in the case of the third 
valve. The third valYC is specially adapted for rectification. It is 
of the "Q" type, having a maximum efficiency from the rectifi
cation point of view. In practice it is found that the elimination of 
jamming can best be secured by a comparatively low degree of 
incandescence of the " Q " valve, whereas in tlw case of the other 
three valves the temperature is fairly high. 

The usual method of tuning is followed, the maximum volume 
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of H·lepho1w speccl1 being Sl'cured wlwn the reactance coil is 
adjusted at a poin t jusL below that \\·here oscillation would occur. 
Tlte cornbinaLion n:.ilurally is tuned tu tltc transmitting system; 
but at 1lw same ti1rn.: i1 should :.1ct as an eliminating device which 
will pren.;nt other signals than thtlSl' required being received. 

The L"<IJX1cit_\· ;1nd induct;.1nn· in combination covers a fairly 
\\·ide rang(' aliO\"<; and below tltat of 1 he \\·an· length for which the 
apparatus is cksig1wd. lt m;iy perhaps lw notl'cl at this point tlt;1t 
1 lw \1·hole of tlwse 1·:.ilves arc in opcr:.li ion in conjunction "·ith two 
addition:.il valves associcitecl with tlw call rl'rei1·ing device, so that 
:.1 t<>t;1l uf (J \·ai l· c -s ;ire in circuit to rl'n·ivl' a call. The call device 

F11:. 4(11). 

is sl1<lll n in 1:ig-. 4 11 JJrnvisiun has also been made fur the l I. F. 

t ransforrners to ii<1 \'C ;1 tap cun nection, so tb;1 t the w hok or ha! f of 

the \1·indings can IH' brought into opcr:.1lion as desired. This 

f;.1cility 1·n;ilJl1·s 1lw s\'I 10 11l' ll"orkcd, :.1s before st:.llecl, at its 
m;1:-;imum c l'lici1· 1 1 r _1 · 1J11 t\\·o definite' \\·avl' lengths, and p rnvisiun is 

mad1· b1· 11w;1ns of prl'SS h111t1111s 11·lwrl'h1· tltc- connl'rt ions can bt· 

changt·d for tltis purpCJSl' quickl_1-. 11 is u ndnstoud tlta1 the tuning· 

is sui'ficil'nt 1_1· Oat to ;1110"· of 20% margin abo1·c· or be loll" the "·avr· 

length for "·hi1·h 1lw n·n·i \"l'r is cl<'signccl, "·i1h effi cient reception. 

TilC' potentionwter ;1cljustnwnt of the third \·;.11\·c permit·s of tuning 

VL'r\' sharpl_1·. This is an essential condition in view of the prox-
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imity of Lhc lightship to ships in till· Ck111nel, and iL enables the 
results of ja111111i1w to be 1·lilllinated as f;1r as is practicable. 
There are SL'\'l"ral utlwr points llf lllinor c.ku1il and interest in 

connection "·ith the r 'L'l'i,·ing st·J, but frnlll ;1 '."l'JWrnl plJinL of view 
they need not be s1wcilic;tlly nwntiuned. 

(c) Ca//i11g.-Tr;1ns1nitting· ;1nd rl'n·i,·ing ;1pp;1ratus (see Fig. 
4(b). 

The principal nlJn·lt_,. in t'llflJWctiun 11·ith this installation can 
probabl_1· be pl:ll'l'd undn this lll';1d. .\t till' ]Hl'SL·nt time the 
installation pnlllits 11f callinl!· in "nl' clinTtilln 11nly, that is tu sa_1-, 
till' lig·htships c;1n c;tll Jill' l{;1Jllsg·;1L' i>(lst Oi'lin· (Inly. Fur this 
rl';1son till· c;tlling dL·1·in·s h;1n· lwl'n i11stall1·d on till' lightships 

exclusi\Tl_1·, 11·here;1s tl1t· ret·1·i ,·ing dt·1·iL'l' is located al l�amsgate 
Post Oi'lice onl1-. Till' p1incipll' 11 hich lws IJcL·n followed is to 
utilise the carrin \\';l\T tr;1ns111i:-,S:1>n (lf tlH· urdinary speaking 

c ircuit, a sign;1l uf 101\·er fn·tjlll'nt-_1· lll11dul;1ting th1: carrier ,,.a,·e. 
F;wilitil's L'xist on the c;illing 1111Tl1;rnisrn fur gl'ner;1ting four 
frl'qucncil's and thus, un till' ;1ss11111ption th;it rccC'i1·ing dc,·iccs are 
tuned thncto, four st;1tillns 1·an Ill' 1·;tll1·d 1Jn ;1 s1·lt·t tin· basis. This 
requircnll'nt, h1>\1T1·1T, dul's not li;11·1· t<> lw rn1·t in the present c;1se 
;1ncl onh· one lr>\1· frl'(jUl'nn· ;1djustnw11t h;1s h1·t·n nl'cessar_v, tht' 
best freciuenn· being clH)S1'n to 1111·t·t the lnc;tl conditions. The 
call tr;-insmitter com prises a v[tln· ;1nd clJmpkte <>scillatory circuit, 
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''"Ii icli ddern1 i nes tl1e lu\\' freq ucncy a Iterations in accordance with 
thL: capacity uf lliL: circuit connected with it. Such uscilblions 
are carril'd fur\\'<ird to ilw high tension circuit uf the main trans-
111itting ,·ah·l'. ordinarily used for speaking purposes, wi1li the 
rl'sult that illL' uutglling uscilkiti(Jns :1rL: moclulatccl at a frequL:nc_1· 
delnmincd by llie control of tile low frequency valve . 

.-\ rneclianical dn·in· is ;1ssoci:ikd "·ith tb(' low frequency 
tr;insrnission ciffuit 11·lll'n·b1·, lw 111eans of :1 d:1shpot and plungn 
s_1·sll:111, tlw lu11· fn·qt1l'IK_1· currt·nts can 1)(' t'Stablished for pl'riuds 
dependent 1rn till' 1i11H· constant (lf thr d;1sl1pot, which can be rn<1d1· 

to 1·;ir_v frnm ;1 period of 5 to 45 s1·cu11ds. The 111wratiun consists 

F11;. 4(r). -L1·:.1D-IN. 

in pulling down a handle \1·hich is held by an electro magnet, a 
circuit of the latter passing through the dashpol. The duration of 
the signal is tlwreh1· contrulled, at tht· tl'.rmination of 11·hich, and 
at the end of Lhe allottvd period, i1 :1uto111:1ticall_v rnls the circuit 
and the rnlling 1m1g·1ie1 is de-energised. The working oper::ition 
therefore consists of starting the normal transmitting valve with 
the s11·itch at "send " :111d subs('quently oper:1t.ing the automatil· 
calling de,·in', 11·hich in turn 111odul:1tcs thl' transmitted w�ll'es. 

For the purposes of receiving, the modulated \\'aves arr re
ceived in the norm;tl tclrphone transmission ;1nd receiver amplilier 
circuits, but at the encl of the amplifier system they are carried into 
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a supplementary item of apparatus known as the "call" receiver, 
where further amplification and tuning takes place. There are two 
receiving valves in circuit with a loosely coupled variable induct
ance, the secondary of which is connected with the grid circuit of 
the Jirst valve of the call receiver. Accurate tuning by means of a 
variable condenser to the particular note frequency allocated is here 
arranged for and in practice the transfomer is coupled so loosely 
that selection can be of a vef\' refint>d character, the object being to 
eliminate unwanted \\a\·e le

.
ngths. The plate circuit of this first 

valve is inductively coupled to the grid circuit of the second one, 
\\·hich contains a grid condenser, and leak together with the 
secondary of a reaction transformer. 

It will be observed that this reaction transformer is inter
mediate between the grid condenser and grid and that its primary 
coil is associated with the anode circuit. The transformer has an 
iron core, and in the ordinary conditions there would be a definite 
time lag between the operation of the secondary circuit and the 
variation in grid due to its original potc�ntial changes, but it will be 
seen that no detrimental <�ffect arises in this connection for the 
reason that spePch is not irwoh·ed at this point and any want of 
phase will not interfere with the character of the received signal 
which eventually operates the relay. In practice it is found that 
the reaction introduced in this manner affords a considerable 
increase to the working margin of the apparatus. As the filament 
is made incandescent permanently under working conditions, it 
will be seen that there 1s a continuous flow of current to the anodc 
and this current is arranged to hold over the tongue of the relay 
against the spacing slop. \Vhen, however, a signal is received 
and the grid is rendered so negative that the current through the 
valve is reduced it is therefore not sufficient! y strong to hold over 
the tongue of the relay, which passes to the marking stop, thus 
completing the circuit through the dash pot relay. This dash pot 
is timed in the same manner as the one which controls the duration 
of the signal at the transmitting end and once set in motion bv 
the relay it completes its travel 

·
�tnd operates the bell. The dasl;_ 

pot consists of a cylindrical tube with paraffin as the viscous 
medium determining the rate of rise and fall of the armature, the 
latter heing regulated by means of a cam giving the necessarv 
adjustment of play over a wide period of tim-e. The operation �f 
this apparatus therefore dt>pends largely on the fact that in the 
orclinarv operation of other transmitting systems, the transmitting 
kP\' would not he held down for a sufficientlv long period as would 
interfere with the working of the call device at tl;e Ramsgate Post 
Office, and it remains to be seen to what extent in practice this 
condition holds good . The system is undoubtedly complex, but in 
the hands of reasonably skilled operators there should perhaps not 
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be any unusual maintenance difficulties. It is without doubt much 
more complex than the installations of ordinary telephones which 
have hitherto been relied upon and it remains to be seen how far 
experience indicates that the system \Vill he sufficiently reliable to 
justify its extension in other directions. It obviously eliminates 
the necessity for skill so far as regards the transmission of com
munications with ordinary telegraphic symbols, but on the other 
hand it inwilws such a deg-ree of scientific and electrical skill that 
the period taken to acquire the latter may not be, comparatively 
speaking, much greater than that required in the ordinary course 
in acquiring a knowledge of telegraphic manipulation. 

Noise and Interfercnce.-The set was originally designed to 
\Vork on the 320-metre wave-length. A considerable amount of 
noise and jamming occurred on this wave-length, however, and 
investigation \Yas necessary into both cases of trouble. 

As regards noise, this arose largely from the proximity of the 
Exchange charging plant, both the Exchange generator and dyna
motor causing noise throu,�·h sparking, with additional noise 
arising from ripples in the mains. The motor generator sparking 
was practical]:; cured by alteration to the angle of commutation, 
the best position being found by trial. The dynamotor was 
changed for a new item, sparking on the old one being due to 
\Vear and tear. 

Condensers of the value of r l\f. F. across the mains reduced, 
to a practical value, the noise due thereto. 

A furtlwr source of noise arose in earthing the frame of the 
High Tension Generator. The direct connection to earth brought 
a strong noise into the receiving part of the apparatus. This was 
overcome by inserting an air core choke in the direct earth connec
tion after experimental trials had decided the correct value of the 
choke. 

Interference was found particularly had on the 320-metre wave, 
due to much shipping in the Channel working on or near this wave 
length. So much interference arose that it was eventually decided 
to reduce the wave length to 285 metres, on which interference was 
found to be to a minimum. The aerial svstem needed modification 
to work well on the smaller \YaVf� length. A subsequent permanent 
change to 250 metres nas also been adopted. 

The work of installation has been carried out bv the Marconi 
Companv's officers and the information contained in these notes 
has, in the main, been supplied through the courtesy and kindness 
of the Marrnni Company. 

The specification for the instnllation was prepared bv the 
Trinitv House Authorities with the assistance of Officers ,�f the 

Engineer-in-Chief. 
Oct., 1923. 
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LOCAL CENTRE NOTES. 

LON DON CE�TR F. 

1923-24 SESSION. 

The Session was opened by a visit to Messrs. Johnson and 
Phillips' Cable \Vorks at Charlton on Jul_1· 3oth. This was 
followed by a visit to >.lcssrs. Sienwns' \Yorks at _\Torth \Yoolwich 
on October 4th. The parties numbered 70 and 90 respectively, 
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and the Members much appreciated the arrangements made by the 
respective firms for their benefit. 

The first General ,\leeting of the Session was held at the 
Institution of Elec,rical Engim'.L'.rs on Oct. 9th. The President, 
Col. T. F. Purves, took the chair, and after a few words of praise 
for th(� work done t)y the� Centre in the past and of encouragement 
for the future called upon .Mr. ;\. B. Eason to read his paper on 
"Power Plant in C.B. and Automatic Telephone Exchanges." 
The paper described the evolution of the present practice and 
showed that there was no finality in design; at some period of the 
growth some parts of the system now in use were in the trough of 
the wave and almost lost to view and at other times they were on 
the crest; but each moyement is faithfully recorded in the Depart
ment for the guidance of those responsible for the design of plant. 
A good discussion followed. 

On the 13th November, Capt. J. G. Hines read a paper on 
" Some Considerations Affecting the Lay-out of Telephone Plant 
in a Multi-Exchange Area." The subject is of great importance 
from the traffic standpoint as well as from that of engineering 
cost. The author has been engaged on the work for several years 
and his experience shows that the problem of the best lay-out of 
external plant cannot be solved without the systematic investigation 
of many factors to which otherwise arbitrary-and generally 
inaccurate-values \YOtdd ha Ye to be assigned; and these investiga
tions must of necessity be conducted by the Engineering Depart
ment. The paper was followed by a long and interesting discus
sion. 

Mr. J. G. Hill, who took part in the discussion, will have 
retired from the service by the time these notes are in print and the 
opportunity is taken to wish him long life and prosperity in his 
retirement and to assure him a warm welcome to our future 
meetings. 

R.T.R. 

SOUTH \VESTERN CENTRE. 

SESSION 1923-24. 

\\'ith reference to the current session, it has been decided that 
the full pre-war activitiC's of the Institution should be attained, and 
that full Centre Meetings should be resumed in those cases where 
divided mef'tings have been the practice during recent sessions. 

,\Ieetings are therefore bC'ing held at:-

The Royal Hotel, College Creen, Bristol. 

and not at Bristol and Plvmouth as hitherto. 

The following programme has been arranged : -
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l6th October, 1923.-Annual General Meeting with Presidential 
Address by E. J. Eldridge, J\I.I.E.E. 

r3th :\on�mber, 1923.--" Standardisation in the Engineering In
dustries." A. J. Stubbs, �I.l.E.E. (late "�ssisiant Engi
neer -in-Chief). 

I Ith December, 1923.-To be arranged. 
lSth January, 1924.-" The Suitability of C.B. Signalling v. 

�Iagneto Signalling in Scattered �heas." A. T. Kinse_,., 
A."M.I.E.K 

12th February, 1924.-To be arranged. 
I rth March, 1924.-" El ectrolytic Action 111 Lead Covered 

Cables." B. J. Smith. 
It is probable that Headquarter OfncPrs will address tlw Centre 

on:-
" Automatic Telephon.\· " and "�Iachine Telegraphv with 

special reference to present day Baudot working," 
on l Ith December and r2th February rPspectively , but arrange
mPnts have not yet been complt>ted. 

Reference Libraries. 

A catalogue showing the recent additions to the Central Library 
was recent Iv circulated. 

Special attention is dra\Yn to the books held for reference 
purposes at Bristol which are listed therein. It is hoped that 
members ''"ill take full advantage of these new books. 

The period of loan is indefinite-unless a book is required by 
another member, when the maximum period is 14 days-but there 
is no restriction as to the number of works which a member mav 
borrow at one time. 

The same procedure applies to books borrowed from the Central 
Librarv. 

Technical Peria die a ls. 

Complaints are being received that these arc often " out of 
date " by the time the last member on the list receives the publica
tion which he has selected . 

\\'ill members kindly circulate as quickly as possible these 
periodicals and not retain tlwm unduly. If, for any reason, the 
particular periodical cannot be read when received a note opposite 
the member's name " To me later" will ensure its return when it 
has circulated to other members. 

h,'lection of Hon. Librarian and Hon. Secretary. 

\\'ith reference to the nominations called for for these posts, 
l\Ir. J. E. G. Burt was elected Hon. Librarian and Mr. R. G. 

Alexander Hon. Secretar_1·, both unopposed. 
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Annual General Meeting. 

This will take place, as will be seen hv reference to the pro
gramme, on the 1 6th inst. Members are urged to make a special 
effort to attend and to bring forward any proposals or suggestions 
for discussion with a view to making the session a great success. 
The time of the meeting will be notified later. 

R. G. ALEXANDER, 
Local Hon. Sec. 

Bristol, 3.lro/23. 

SOUTH MIDLAND CENTRE. 

At the first nweting of the 1923-4 session held on the 3 rst 
October, 1923, the Chairman, in presenting to Mr. Peck a three
tier sectional bookcase subscribed for by the members, briefl �, 
eulogized Mr. Peck's work as local Secretarv during a period of 
seven years. The recipient thanked the Chairman and his fellow 
members of the Centn� for their gift, and made a graceful acknow
ledgment to them of their g-enerous spirit of co-operation which hf' 
had recPivPd in arranging the programmes session after session. 

Mr. B. 0. Anson, M.I.E.E., of the Engineer-in-Chief's staff, 
then commenced an illustrated lecture on " Automatics." 

It is understood that �1r. Anson's lecture is also to be delivered 
in other Centres, but possihlv if space can be found in the Tournal 
for a report of the proceedings at Reriding. other Centres may 
appreciate the great educational value of the lecture. 

The lecturer at the outset demonstrated the possibilities of 
development in this countrv hv the displav on the screen of curves 
which showed thM the numbers of telephones per thousand 
inhabitants in the U.S.A. was about six times as large as it was in 
this country, whilst the population was only about three times as 
larg-e. 

He continued bv exhibiting photographs of Subscribers' appar
atus and Exchange plant suitable for small, medium and large 
Exchanges, and expbined bv the aid of a skeleton diag-ram how 
the anparatus was actuaterl when a call was made. 

After the working in broad outline of the Automatic svstems 
at Accrington and Blackburn linked Excharnres, and of the new 
plant at Sheffield and satellite Exchang-es had been explained, Mr. 
Anson showed the method evolved in order to st1rmotmt the 
problems whirh demanderl solution before the numerous Exchanges 
in London and other verv large cities could he converted to the 
automatic svstem. 

The lecturer demonstrated the manner of determining the 
economic capacitv of the plant to he installed hv means of statistical 
graphs, which related the number of switches to the estimated 
trnffic units. 
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Possibly owing to the promise-if time permitted-of sugar 
plums consisting of the display of additional slides, the questions 
were of unusual brevity. Mr. Halton congratulated the lecturer 
and sought further information concerning the possible variation 
in the "busy hour" load under automatic conditions. l\Ir. J. S. 

Brmvn asked about the battery capacity at Southampton Exchange 
and also appealed to the members to make a close study of auto
matic telephony and expressed the opinion that the system had 
come to stay. 

The additional slides put through the lantern were of a dis
tinctly propagandist flavour, and some of them evidently originated 
in the land of Abraham Lincoln. One gruesome exhibit purported 
to demonstrate that even in the home of sky-scrapers the span of 
life itself might on occa�ion fail to compass the time required to 
obtain a telephonic connection-presumably through a manual 

exchange. 
* * * * * * 

\\re had the pleasure at the meeting on the 28th November of 
hearing three short papers. l\Ir. J. H. Haynes' lecture was en
titled: "The Transposition of \\'ires." 

He outlined the difficulties of grafting the ne\Yer arrangement 
of running wires on the transposition S}'Stem on to the superseded 
" twist " system, and gave some details of the organisation 
evolved to overcome the interregnum bet\\'ecn uniform dispositions 
of the conductors. 

Mr. Haynes drew attention to the economies in first cost and 
in maintenance resulting from the introduction of the transposition 
system and the reduced liability to error on the part of the work
men erecting wires, but he feared that in certain atmospheric con
ditions snow might cause contacts between wires run '' on the 
straight.'' 

The problem encountered in selecting " S.O." poles in areas 
where the routes are numerous were stated, and suggestions to 
overcome the difficulties were enumerated. 

Early experiments were described, and questions asked and 
opinions given by Messrs. Beasley, Halton, Mcinnes, Atkins, 
Beaumont, and the Chairman. l\Ir. Haynes replied to the six 
members, but it was evident that Mr. Halton curtailed his ques
tions owing to the fact that two other papers were to follow. 

The subject of Mr. B. J. Beasley's paper was: "Terminating 
Loaded and Balanced Cables.'' 

The lecturer emphasized the necessity of securing for con
ductors in main cables a very high insulation resistance and that 
it was therefore very important to give close attention to the 
terminations. He detailed the methods devised for terminating 
main cables (1) which are and (2) which are not phantom loaded, 
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gan� practical hints about the procPdure, and described dif-ficulties 
in actual practice . 

. Mr. Beasley contended that it was imperative that the cotton 
wool used in packing should be thoroughly dry and that neither 
the cotton wool nor the Compound �o. 2 should comp in contact 
with the paper. 

Several slides were shown which were very helpful in enabling 
the audiencP to follow l\Ir. Beasle�·'s points more easily. 

:VIessrs. Heaurnont, Campbell, Halton, and Atkins' questions 
wf're answerPd and thf' lecturer thanked :\Ir. J. S. Brown for his 
information about the effects of hurniditv in cotton waste. 

Mr. :\. H. Brown made himself responsible for the last of the 
trinity of increments to our YOcational education by introducing 
the topic: "Electrolytic Action: Use of Tester Number 36." 

The construction of tlw tester was described and we were 
fortunate in being ablt> to see the actual apparatus as the details of 
its mPChanism werP adumbrated. 

Tlw usf' of tlw instrument "·hf'n detecting stray currPnts in 
cable sheaths \\·as Pxplained, and the nwthocl of ascertaining the 
strength and direction of the flmy \Yas clescribPd. Mr. Drown in
ferred that sometimes owing to Yariations during a short period of 
time in the flow of tlw umYanted current, before the wavering 
records of the tt>ster are acceptPd b\· Ofncers of other undertakings, 
it might be necessaf\' to supplement the results by verbal per
suasion. 

The lecturer closed with useful advice about the preparation of 
reports in case of suspected electrolytic action. 

Replies were given to the questions raised and comments made 
by Messrs. Havnes, Beaumont, -�tkins and Halton. 

Members might be excused if they carried away from the meet
ing a pathetic mind photograph of a Post Office officer on the 
roadside shielding from a deluge a piece of Departmental appar
atus, the delicacy of which is apparent from the symptoms of 
feminine uncertaintv it betrayed m making up its electrical mind. 

A . \li.T. L . 

NORTH \VALES CENTRE. 

The first meeting of the Session was held at Shrewsbury on 
23rd October, 1923, when Mr. H. \V. Powell read a paper on 
" Maintenance Tests and Fault Localisation on Main Under
ground Cables." The Chairman of the Centre, Mr. T. Plummer, 
presided. 

The lecturer exhibited seyeral items of apparatus and numerous 
diagrams and, ;-ifter explaining the necessity for monthly tests, 
followed with references to the. degrees of urgency in taking up 
faults. Refrrencf' was also made to the first tests of cables, the 
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past history of which is unkno\vn, the types of terminations, and 
the time and place for the tests to be carried out. The desirable 
standard of insulation was touched upon and particulars of the 
various localising tests given. 

On 27th November, 1923, a meeting was held for the purpose 
of hearing Mr. C. G. A. McDonald read a paper on " Illumina
tion." 

He referred to the various systems of lighting and the physio
logical effects of lighting in general, and described the effect of 
the use of different types of lamps and reflectors. He also dealt 
with the question of intensity of illumination and in this connec
tion compared the standards laid down in the British and American 
Pust Offices. He expressed the opinion that as additional lighting 
had been proved to result in greater speed of working an increase 
in illumination could be proved to be a paying proposition. The 
lecture was illustrated by lantern slides. 

The present Session promises to be a successful one and the 
membership has recently been increased to 138. 

RETIREMENT OF Mr. J. G. HILL. 

lT will come as a surprise tu many that un 4th December, 1923, 
:.lr. llill attained the age of 60, and it will be a matter of regret not 
only to his colleagues but also to his numerous friends in the 
larger telephone engineering world that he elected to retire
though, if we may be confident of anything, not into inactivity. 

,\s James Greaves Hill he entered the serYice of the Postrnaster
(;eneral in 1877, and during a period of 14 years, whilst engaged as 
a telegraphist at Sheffield, he was an ardent student of mathe
matics and physical science, the result being his promotion to a 
Junior Clerkship in the Engineering Department on lst August, 
l 896. Th<� further steps in his oliicial career were to an Engineer
sh ip in the Engineer-in-Chief's Oftlce on 9th December, 1901; to 
a Ist Class Enginenship in charge of the then Leamington Section 
on 3oth .\pril, 1909; and, on 8th 1\<wember, 19IO, to the (then) 
equivalent of an .-\ssistant Staff Engineership in the Research 
Section of the E.-in-C.O., which position he occupied until he 
retired. 

In these pag·es it is almost unnecessary to state that �Jr. Hill 
has been closely associated \\ith the development of the science of 
Telephone Transmission for the past 20 years and that he ranks 
as one of the leading authorities on the subject; but en�n among 
ourselves relatively few are a \Ya re of the i nyestigations and re
searches in which he has played a prominent part. 

In 1902 he assisted in the first Continental speech investigation; 
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1n 1904-5 lw co-upnatt·d \\·ith till' :\;itional Telephone Company in 
1 ransmissiun tests, dcsig1wd thl' first standard cable equipment 
used lw the P.O. (;1s distinct from the \i.T. Co.) and conducted 
tlw lir�t s1:111dard c;1blt· tt·sts; in 19o(l-8-\\·hen " luading" \\·as in 
its infann· and tlwn· \1·;1s ;1 strong l:·aning to\1·ards "air-core" 
niils-lll' ; 1iadc till' lirst 1).0. in\·t·stig-ation into the then novel and 
somc1\·hat susprct, "iron-corr" roils of thr \Vestern Electric 
Company and reported fo\"Ciur;1hh-, subsl'qul'ntly <tssisting the late 

�lr. :\. \\'. :dartin in ;1 long irwestigation into the relative merits 

�lR. J. G. HILL. 

of t lie t \\·o tqws uf cui I i nsl;1 J led on u nclerground circuits between 
,\J;1nc!H•ster and Li\·erpool; in 1909 he also assisted Mr. :Martin in 
special tests of the I\. rarup system of continuous loading in Den
nwrk; \\·hilst since that date he has conducted or co-operated in 
pract icall_v l'\Try tr<1nsmission Lt·st or investigation of any conse
quence, including, of courSl', the extremrl_\· important tests on the 
results of \\·hich the rangt• of telephone communication with the 
Continrnt has brPn continuously increased without lowering the 
st:1 ncb re! of sperch. 
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In carrying out the various Continental investigations Mr. 
Hill ' s unusually good knowledge of the French language placed 
him in an exceptional position, and both the British P. 0. and the 
various Foreign Administrations benefited to an extent which can 
hardly be exaggerated. His qualifications as a linguist also made 
him a very valuable delegate to the lntc'.rnational Conference of 
Telegraph and Telephone Experts, held at Buda Pest in Septem
ber, 1908, the Joint Conference of the I nstitution of Electrical En
gineers and the Societ� l nternationale des Electriciens de Paris in 
� l ay , 1913, and the Conference on International Telephony at 
Paris in March last. 

Mr. Hill's contributions to the literature of Telephone En
gineering cover a period of l 7 years, and he has good reason to be 
proud uf the high standard, both literary and technological, of all 
of them. No apology is needed for presenting our readers with a 
list (apart from contributions to the t(cchnical press) : -

1906-Papcr on " Telephone Transmission." Contributed to 
the Institution of P.O. Electrical Engineers. Awarded 
Senior Bronze Medal. 

1914-Paper on " Loading of Aerial Lines." 1 nstitutiun of 
P.O.E.E. Awarded Senior Silver Medal. 

1916----Paper un " Loading of Underground Cables for Phan
tom \\'orking." I nstitution of P.O.E.E. Awarded 
Senior Siker 1vlcdal. 

1922-Paper on " Phantom Circuits and Combined Telegraph 
and Telephone Circuits.'' Contributed to the Institution 
of Electrical Engineers and awarded the Institution Pre
mium of £25. 

1922-Book, " Teleplrnnic Transmission: Theoretical and 
Applied." 

The last-named, which has already attained a world-wide circu
lation, is, of cours<·, the magnum opus of the series ; but the first 
is of special interest as being also the first of the scientific and 
t<�chnological papers contributed to the Institution of P .0. E. E. 

It is also a matter of special interest that Mr. Hill has acted as 
Chairman of the Board of Editors of this Journal, of wh ich he has 
been a member for several years ; and we arc deep! y indebted to 
him for the whole-hearted support, valuable advice and personal 
vrnrk which he has contributed. 

Blessed with a modest but genial personality and a mind of 
high integrity it is not surprising that, at the end of his official 
career, his numerous friends decided that he should not be allowed 
to" steal silently away," and in the G.P.O. Deputation Room on 
December 3rd, at one of the most pleasurable functions of the kind 
ever convened, he was presented with several tokens of esteem, 
including some jewellery for Mrs. Hill. The Chair was taken by 
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Colonel Purves \\ho, after one of those felicitous contributions of 
which we are ah\a \·s sure when \\e see him on his feet, called on 
.\lr. S . . -\. Pollocl� to make the presentation. This was done in 
happy Yein, reference being made to many of the facts related 
above, and it 'Sas equally pleasant to hear the remarks of l\Ir. 
E. H. Shaughnessy, .\Ir. B. S. CohC:'n, .\Ir. A. 13. Hart, Mr. C. 

Robinson, Mr. \\r. S. ]\fountain and i\Ir. \Y. E. Twells, all con
curring in the wishes already expressed by Col. Purves and Mr. 
Pollock that i\Ir. Hill in his retirement vrnuld be granted long 
life, good health and all prosperity. 

J.\V.A. 

BOOK REVIEWS. 

"The Inspection and Testing of �Iaterials, Apparatus and 
Lines." By F. L. Henley. Price 2rs. nett. Published b\' 
Longmans, Green & Co. 

This is the third of the series of i\fanuals of Telegraph and 
Telephone Engineering published under the Editorship of Sir 
\\rm. Slingo. 

The book is \Hitten primarilv for the Inspector of Materials, 
and contains considerable information upon manufacturing pro
cesses in addition to detailing the tests on the finished products. 
The author rightly points out that the more the Inspecting Officer 
knows of manufacturing processes, of the properties of materials 
and of craftsmanship, the better able lw will be to form an accurate 
judgment. 

The subject is an extraordinarily difficult one to write up satis
factorily with a readable book, and to this end the author adopts 
\\·hat he calls the "narratiYe" form. In this he has been fairly 

successful in the earlier portions of the book, but in many cases the 
" narratiYe" merely results in the absence of proper paragraph
ing. It is somewhat rnnfusing to the general reader to find a 

number of different subjects dealt with in one paragraph, and 
greater attention to this, and to the classification of the headings, 
would considerably impron� the readabilit_\· of the book. 

Another general criticism of the book is that while the author 
has included a \·ast amount of interesting information on the 
properties of materials, the subject of testing is rather scantily 
handled. The testing of materials is a profession which has its 
own specialization, and \Yhile there are numerous text-books in 
<�xistence \Yhich give the theories underlying the various tests, 
wry few of them deal \\ith the practical points which occur in this 
work. For example, the author mentions, in connection with the 
electrical tests on cables, " that the leads from the galvanometer to 
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the cable should not be of the concentric rubber dielectric type, 
othern ise the appawnt \\ i re-to-\rire capacity of the cable will be 
low." He does not, hcrneVL'.r, give any explanation on the point, 
and, if my recollection on the subject servt�s me rightly, there are 
also cases where the use of leads whose capacities to earth are 
unequal may even make the apparent \\ire-to-wire capacity higher 
than the true wire-to-\\'ire capacity. 

The first portion of the book deals with the properties and 
testing of the ordinary engineering materials, such as copper, 
\\OOd, clay and clay products, indiarubber, gutta-percha and 
balata, paints and creosote. ln this portion are included the various 
telegraph construction items, such as cast-iron and earthenware 
pipes, poles, copper wire, paper and other cables, etc. The sub
jects are \veil handled, except for the unduly long extracts from 
British Standard Spc�cifications, the cheap price of which and their 
ready accessibility to the reader, might well have led to their 
exclusion from the buok, e \·en 1f other grounds, e.g., the impossi
bility of converting them into " narrative" form, had not per
suaded the author to umit them. 

The latter portion of the book deals with apparatus. Batteries, 
telephone transmitters and recei \'ers, telegraph apparatus, ex
change apparatus and S\\'itch\Joards are included. There are also 
chapkrs dealing with testing at audio frequencies, and with the 
tests on therm10111c valves. Finally, a chapter on maintenance 
testing of lines concludes the book. 

The author lays considerable stress on the details of the 
mechanical exami�ation of apparatus and to the points of work
shop finish which receive attention in the inspection. 

Several pages an� de,·oted to the mathematics of the \Vheat
stone bridge used with alternating currents, \vhich in view of the 
scope of the book could have been equally well explained by some 
of the simplex mathematical solutions which are available. It 
might also have been desirable to call attention to the fact that the 
\ \'heatstone bridg·t'S given \\ill onl v balance with real sinusoidal 
currents and will not balance, or \\ill gin'. incorrect balances, with 
approximate sinusoidal currents such as those which can lw 
obtained from a buzzer. Buzzer testing \vith suitable currents 
used to be standard practice at one time. 

The present tendency is, however, to use sinusoidal currents 
and the author gives on page 267 a description of the triode 
oscillation generator usc'.d by the Post Office for testing work. A 

point worth noting· in connection \\·ith this oscillator is that it is 
of a type which tl'nds to· pruduce strong harmonics, and means 
should be taken to eliminatl' them in certain tests of telephone 
apparatus where· reson�l!1c('. effl'Cts are liable to be present. 

In the chapter on maintenance testing of line the author gin's 
an account of the modern Post Office method of locating incipient 
faults in paper cabh'.s, before thev occur. In past times, the 
desiccator was too frequently used indiscriminately at this early 
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stage, with the result that many cables have been irretreviably 
spoilt by the d1spers10n of m01sture along their whole length. 

A.G.L. 

"The Poulsen Arc Generator." By C. F. Elwell, M.I.E.E., 
l\I.A.l.E.E. (London; Ernest Benn, Ltd.). 192 pp. 18s. nett. 

�lr. Elwell's book is a most valuable contribution to \!Vireless 
literature and the first work devoted entirely to this subject. The 
author in his preface states that the book is not intended to be a 
technical treatise but ratner the account of a machine which, in the 
twenty years of its existence, has rendered great services to man
kind. ln spite of this a1sclaimer the book is tull of sound practical 
engmeenng information. 

lhe matter commences with a short history of the Poulsen Arc. 
Followmg chapters deal with the theory of the Duddell and 
1'oulsen .>-\.rcs and \vith the design of commercial arcs. The author 
then passes on to descnptions of commercial arc generators. The 
essenual differences between Da111sh, English, German and 
1\mencan arcs are llere described. Methods of keymg are next 
treated and a: chapter follows in which types of actual keymg 
apparatus are illustrated. Auxihary apparatus is next dealt with. 
Included under tl11s heading is the D.C. control apparatus, and 
also the High Frequency apparatus such as Aenal Inductance, 
Condensers, Antenna Entrance and vVave-Changmg Switch. 

An interestmg chapter follows on the applicat10n of the arc to 
Radio Telephony. 1 here has been such a rapid development in 
the use of valve transmitters for Radio Telephony that one is apt 
to overlook what has been done in the way of telephony by arcs. 
At present there are two Radio Telephone services acting as links 
in public telephone services. One of these links is between the 
island of Santa Catalina and the mainland of California and is 
worked by valves, while the other link is between the islands of 
Bornholm and Zealand in Denmark and is operated by Lorenz 
Poulsen Arcs. 

The two concluding chapters deal with high frequency measure
ments and descriptions of typical arc installations. 

Perhaps the most valuable feature in the book is the very 
complete bibliography which contams references to practically 
every article or paper of importance on the Poulsen Arc. 
Throughout the work Mr. Elwell has been careful to give refer
ences to all sources of information which he has utilised. It is 
pleasing to notice that much of Dr. Fuller's valuable paper on the 
Poulsen Arc has been rescued from oblivion bv inclusion m 

Chapters IV. and V. of this work. 
· 

The book is well printed and contains a large number of excel
lent diagrams and half-tones. It will be accepted as a valuablrc 
and standard work of reference on this subject by Radio Engineers. 

A.J.G. 

" Principles and Practice of \Vireless Transmission." By G. 
Parr. (London: Ernest Benn, Ltd.). 163 pp. Ss. nett. 

This book is stated to be intended for those who wish to be 
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informed of the principles on which wireless transmission is based 
but \vho is neither able nor inclined to acquire a knowledge from 
books in which it is treated as part of the general science. It seems 
questionable whether there is any justification for splitting up the 
subject of wireless telegraphy in this way when the subject is 
handled in such an elementary manner. 

The writer commences with the principles of electricity and 
magnetism. The first three chapters ot 60 pages deal with this 
part of the subject, while Chapter l V. descnbes waves and wave 
motion. l n  tlus chapter the wnter does not appear to be as clear 
as he might have been in descnbing the use ot graphs to represent 
waves in one case and oscillatory currents in another. Chapter V. 
deals with Electric Osc1llat10ns while Chapter V l. is devoted to 
Spark Transmission. Continuous Wave '1 ransmission by alter
nators and arcs is next dealt with in Chapter V 11. An error 
occurs here in describing arc keying. On short-circuiting the 
key mg inductance the wavelength is decreased not increased as 
stated. The remaining portion of the book 1s devoted to methods 
of valve transm1ss10n and modulation. 

The book as a whole contains much useful information, but it 
is a work which will have a very limited appeal. 

.\.J .G. 

"Time and \Veather by \Vireless." By W. G. W. i\litchell, 
B.Sc., F.1{.A.S. (London: l he \!\! 1reless Press, Ltd.). 125 pp. 
3s. bd. nett. 

This little volume fills a distinct vacancy in popular wireless 
literature. The book is divided into two sect10ns, the earlier 
portion dealing with time signals wl11le the latter portion deals 
with weather reports. 1 he sect10n on tnne signals descnbes the 
different codes used for distributing time signals. Sidereal time 
1s explained and a description is given of the sCJentific or vernier 
time signals sent from Eiffel Tower. This section contains a 
table of all stations ttuoughout the world which send time signals. 

The second portion of the book on meteorology deals first of 
all with the factors '' hich decide the weather. The organisation 
of a meteorological service is here described. The various codes 
used in sending weatller reports are mentioned, although full 
particulars for decoding such reports are not given. The prepara. 
tion of synoptic charts is described and some useful hints on fore
casting are given. The book concludes with a time table of the 
principal European transmissions of weather reports to aeroplanes. 

The work forms a handy and useful little reference book on 
these subjects. 

A.J.G. 

"\\Tireless Telephony-.\ Simplified explanation." By R. D. 
Bangay. (London: The \Vireless Press, Ltd.). 134 pp. 2s. 6d. 
nett. 

Mr. Bangay's little book follows the lines of his previous works 
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in which the principles un<lerlying Radio Telegraphy are explained 
by reference to mechanical analogies. 

This method dispenses with the necessity of any mathematical 
treatment, yet it enat) !es pl'.rsons \\ ho have no previous knowledge 
of electrical and physical phenomena to obtam a grasp of the 
fundamental principks im·ohecl. The author appears to have 
achieved his purpose very successful! y. 

The book is clearly printed and contains a large number of 
diagrams \Yhich help to illustrate the author's meaning. The 
explanations giwn are verv ingenious and are l ikely to appeal 
specially to persons who have a mechanical turn of mind. 

"The \Vireless Experimenters Diary and �ote Boole" 
(London: The vVireless Press, Ltd.). 2s. 6d. nett. 

This is a han<ly little diary for the wireless enthusiast. ln 
addition to the usual <liary pages it contains notes of general 
information, together \\ i1h a list of European Broadcasting Stations 
and a list of call s igns of amateur transmitting stations. There 
are also a number uf useful tables and formul�. 

" The \Vireless Amateurs Diary and Note Book." (London: 
'I he \Vireless Press, Lt<l.). Is. nett .  

This is similar to the Experimenters Diary, but is in a cheaper 
binding and is abridge<l. The list of amateur call signs is omitted, 
but about 37 pages of useful notes and data on receiving circuits is 
included instead . 

A.J.G. 

ARTHUR WEST HEAVISIDE, I.S.O. 

\\'ITH the death of ,\. \\'. Heaviside there has gone not only 
the last survivor of the original band of Superintending Engineers, 
but one of the must remarkable mL'.n of the Pust Office Engineer
ing Service . lle \\as burn on the 3oth June, 1844, " within the 
sound of Bow Bel Is,'' and commenced his career with Sir Charles 
\\'heatstone-\\hose relative he was. At the age of 17 he became 
Assistant Engineer to the universal Private \\'ire Company, of 
which Sir Charles \Vas the Chief Engineer , and he was afterwards 
placed in charge of that Company's operations at Newcastle-on
Tvne. The \\' lwatstone A.B.C. was in considerable use between 
c�lleries, shipp ing offices, coal staithes, etc., and Heaviside devised 
an Exchange System by \Yhich these various A. B.C. renters could 
be put in communication with each other. At the transfer in 1870 
he was Superintl�ndent at :\' l� \\Tastle, and w ith the revision which 
followed after the transfer he \Yas appointed Superintending En
gineer of the District-which bore the somewhat clumsy title of 
the "North Eastern (Northern) District." The invention of the 
telephone at once attracted his attention, and he is believed to 
have possessed the first pa ir of telephones in England, they being 
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made in the P.O. \\"ork shop ;it \lc\\"Castle from descriptions of 
Graham Bell's ill\·ention, and pru\"l·d successful, before Mr. (after
wards Sir \\'. II.) Pn •\ ·ce <irri\TU wi1h a pair of telephones from 
:\merica. 

I-le threw himself \\·ith great seal and l'nergv into the work of 
transforming the .\.l�.C. Sysll'rn in10 a tPlephonic one, being 
great!:· assist·ed b1· \ l essrs. C. \I. Carr <llld \\". R. Smith ; and 
during 1his time he cll,\·ised th<' lhidg(· \\·stem of te !Pphon _v, which 
was of consider<1bk svn·ice <ln circuits \1·ith intermediate offices. 
Thr first multiple excii<1ng-l' poss1·ssrcl hy tlw Post Office (and tlH· 
onl_1· nne for mam· n·;1rs) 11·;1s ;11 \"c·11"C;1stle, !wing autlrnrisccl in 
1889 ;ind opened in 1891. llC' c; 11 ri1 ·<1 on cn1 11 1wtitinn 11·ith th<' 

T11E l..ITE .\. \N. llEAVISIDE, l.S.O. 

:\ ational Telephone Company su vigorous! y that for many years, 
and, in fact, until the Post Oi"fice staric:d telephoning London, the 
Ne1ycastle Exchange 11·as the onl_1· Post Of"fire one of any consider
able size. 

The " N. E. N." S 1·stem, as 111;1n1· of our readers are aware , was 

a secret one, the upe i-.1t< lr being abie to speak to either subscriber 
in turn, but cut out of circuit when till' 111·0 subscribers 11·ere put 
through to e;1ch other. :\ pern1anl'nl current w;1s sent from each 
subscriber's orlice t<l tile l ·:xchan!_!·(', ;1nd drArcted an indicator 
needlr to thr righr. The lifting (

0
Jf th<' left-h::ind rPceiver cut off 

the current and gan· the cill signal, ;1ncl t ill' lifting of the sPcond 
receiYer restored the n11-rf'nt in ilw n •\·Prse direction, so that tlw 
indicator needle at tilt' l�xcJ1;1n�·(' ;1ml ;1t <Ill\" intt'rl11l'diat(' oflin· 
showed that the circuit 11 ·as engaged. Th �s system continued 
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until his retirement, when it was replaced by one of the C.B. 
type. 

Heaviside was not only one of the leading pioneers in telephone 
working but also took great interest in the oevelopment of wireless 
telegraphy, and some or the earliest expenments were made on the 
l\i ewcastle Town Moor. He also devoted considerable attention 
to the development of electric hght and power, and was largely 
instrumental m forming the Newcastle Electric Supply Company, 
which 1s now probably the largest supplier of electric power in 
Europe. He was a notable pioneer in the early days in the use of 
underground wires for telephones, the cables then being, of course, 
of the G.P. type. 

· 

Heaviside always took great interest in the training of young 
men, and was able to infuse his own enthusiasm and energy into 
them, and to obtain the last ounce out of willing workers. The 
devotion of the members of his staff to himself was a most remark
able feature. Among thos� who \Yere under his control dunng 
some portion of their career were Messrs. G. M. Carr, T. Harrison, 
:\. Moir, T. J. \\est, J. F. Lamb, T. E. P. Stretche, T. B. 
Johnson, and J. R. l\f. Elliott (Superintending Engineers), and 
J. G. Ilolds\yorth, \\'. R. Smith, H. \Yilson, \V. J. Bailey, and 
D. H. Kennedy (Assistant Superintending Engineers, or Assistant 
Staff Engineers). 

Even telephony, electric light, and wireless telegraphy did not 
exhaust Hem,iside's interests, and on the formation of the Tyne 
Submarine Mining Volunteers he took a commission, and held it 
for some years. He was a prominent member of the Newcastle 
Literary and Philosophical Society, on the Council of which he 
served, and before which he gave a lecture on Telephony so long 
ago as July, 1881. 

He was elected an Associate of the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers in 1872, and a �Iember in 1877, and won a Fahie 
premium. \Vhen the Institution decided to establish Provincial 
Centres, Newcastle was one of the first, if not the first, to be opened 
in 1899, and Heaviside was unanimously elected the first Chair
man on the nomination, I helieYe, of i\Ir. (afterwards Sir John) 
Snell. He was inwsted with the I.S.O. in 1903. 

On his retirement, on the 1st September, 1904, he went to live 
at Ealing, and was for some months employed in connection with 
the transfer of the National Svstem to the Post Office. After 
some years he went to lin� at Torquay, where his brother Oliver 
already resided. 

He \vas a rare fighter, both in pressing his demands on the 
Treasury and at Headquarters, and in defending the Department's 
rights, being particularly strong in pithy sentences, many of 
which might be quoted as maxims. He was as invariably cour
teous to the humblest member of his staff or one of the public as 
to the Postmaster -General or a peer of the realm. 

T.B.J. 
10th December, 1923. 
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STAFF CHANGES. 

POST OFFICE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. 

APPOINT:V!ENT. 
:\lr. H. P. Brown, Assistant Staff Engineer, has been appointed by the Govern

ment of the Commonwealth of .\ustralia as Permanent Head of the Postmaster
(;c1wral 's DqJcirtment in Australia, from 18th December, 1923. 

Name. 

Robinson, C. 

Leigh, ]. H. 

Savory, D. C. 

Emlyn-Joncs, 

Woods, E. J. 

Hambleton, J. \V. 

Brown, G. 

. \rmitagr-, I>. 

Reed, F. L. 

Henderson, G. J. 

Name. 

PROMOTIONS. 

Grade. 

Executive Engineer, 
Research Section, 

E.-in-C.0. 
Assistant Engineer, 

South Lanes. District. 

Chief Inspector, 
'> orth \Vest District. 

Chief Inspector, 
South \V0sl District. 

Chief Inspector. 
S. Eastern District. 

Chief Inspector, 
Testing Rrnnch. 

Chid Inspector, 
Scot. \Vest District. 

Chid Inspector, 
Wireless Section, 

E.-in-C.O. 
Clerical Otlicer. 

Submarine Branch. 

Clerical Otlicer, 
S. Lanes. District. 

Promoted to 

Asst. Staff Engineer, 
Research Section, 

E.-in-C.O. 
Executive Engin<ter, 
TPchnical Section, 

Ea,tern District. 
:\ssistnnt EnQ"ineer, 

South Lanes. District. 
:\ssistant Engineer, 

South \V t•>t Di strict. 
,\ssistant Engineer, 

Lines Sect.. E.-in-C.O. 
Assistant Engineer, 

Desiims SPction, 
E.-in-C.O. 

A'5istant Engineer, 
Equipment Section, 

E.-in-C.0. 
Assistant Engineer . 
\\Tireless �ection, 

E.-in-C.O. 
Fxecuti,·c Officer 
.-\ccounts Section, 

E.-in-C.O. 
Executive Officer, 
S. Lanes. District. 

TJ< AN SFFES. 

'l'ran,c,ferred. 

(�rad e. 

From To. 

Jcffcryes, (;.C. 
Golding, F. 

Executive Engr. 
Executive Officer. 

Irish Free State. 

I S.Lancs. District. 
Scot. East Dist. 
N. Wales Dist. 

R FTrnFMFl>Ts. 

Name. -1------ Cracle. 

-1 
District. 

---------

Hill, J. G. 

Brown, J. L. 
Brown, F. G. 
A !!in, V.'. w. 

Name. 

Cowie, F. E. W. 
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RELAY 
CABLE PATTERN. 
TH IS pattern relay has been de

veloped for specially difficult lines 
and submarine cables. 

The adjustment of the contact car
riage and the relation of the electro 
magnet cores to the armature system 
is of wide range and can be made in 
minute steps. 

The frame in which the coils slide is 
very rigid and the relay is not suscep
tible to extraneous vibrations. 

-
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MILTON ROAD, 

EDGE LANE, 

LIVERPOOL. 

London Office: 
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pleased to advise or help you with any Electric Cable problem, without 
placing you under the least obligation. 

This is part of the Service we offer, and you are cordially invited to 

take the fullest advantage of it. 

W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., 
Blomfield Street, London, E.C. 2. 
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'I'he chain is no strung-er than it.-.; 
weakest link. The life of a valve 
is no longer than that of the fila
ment-unless the filament is re
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fn '.\lullard l\l\\Tr and Pu\\ er Redih in� 
\'alYes, in g-Lt...,s up t\) 500 \\ath and in fl1-.e1� 
-.,ilica for �realer output:,. the patentc({ 
(·u11:-,tructi011 permih filament re11e\Ld. 
Vnu cannot du hetter than u-..e them-the\· 
w:ll .-,�n-e you mnney. 

Trade terms are liberal and 
will be quoted on request. 

Mullard 
Radio Valve Co., Ltd. 
45, Nightingale Lane, 

Balham, S.W. 12. 
Codes : Tel. : Telegram&: 

ABC (6th Ed) Battersea'.· Radiovalve, Wa11d1co•, 
Bentley' a I 068 London. 

Controctors to H.MAdmiralty. 
WorOffice.RQyo!Airl'arce & PostOffice 
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This 

Mark 
has been identified with 
manufacture of Electric 
Cables of all classt!s 
since the earliest days 
of the Industry. 
It is known to-day the 
World over, as are alsc 
the 

J. tl P. Cables 
and an item of special 
in tcrest to the readers of 
this Journal will be the 
fact that many of the 
laq�est contracts we 
have executed have been 
fqr Telephone Cables to 
the order of the Home 
and Dominion govern
ments. 
Experience counts--may 
we have your enquiries? 

Johnson&: Phillips, 
Ltd. 

Cable Makers since '75. 

Charlton, London, 
S.E.7. 

City Office and Stores

u, Union Court, 
Old Broad Street, E.C.2. 
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